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ABSTRACT

Clinical teaching suffers from the lack of a coherent theoretical base necessary to

inform its practitioners. Resea¡ch to date focusses primarily on the perceptions of faculty

and students with regard to the characteristics of effective clinical teaching. Moreover, the

cha¡acteristics of effective clinical teaching used in the research are generated from the

researchers' assumptions of what constitutes effective clinical æaching. The purpose of

this qualitative study was to examine the thinking of novice and expert clinical teachers

in order to understand how clinical teachers conceptualize effective clinical teaching.

The conceptual framework chosen for the study was symbolic interactionism. The

advantage of symbolic interactionism was that it provided a means of how understanding

of effective clinical teaching was developed through interactions with others and with the

self through reflection. Furthermore, it acknowledged the importance of cognitive activity

and enabled the researcher to probe the thoughts of clinical teachers in order to

understand the meaning of effective clinical teaching and how it was developed in the

thinking of the study participanrs.

Five novice and five expert clinical teachers were interviewed three times by the

researcher. In addition, each of the participants recorded their thinking about effective

clinical teaching in journals. Concept maps were developed for each of the participants

delineating their thinking about effective clinical teaching and how that thinking had

developed through their experiences.

Th¡ee themes emerged from the findings i) Learning Clinical Teaching, ii)

Practices of Clinical Teaching, and iii) Knowing Students. The study uncovered

similarities and differences in the conceptualization of effective clinical teaching by



novice and expert clinical teachers. The centrality of the role of experience in the

development of expertise in effective clinical teaching was revealed. Clinical teaching was

perceived as a complex process, not well understood by novice clinical teachers. Novices

were uncertain about their clinical teaching practices and described the overwhelming

responsibility they felt for students and patients. The rich descriptions of expert clinical

teachers of clinical teaching reflected their broad experiential base.

The findings of this study provide a beginning understanding of how novice and

expert clinical teachers think about effective clinical teaching. Through the voices of the

participants, a description of clinicai teaching emerged. While the findings supporr what

is known in the literature about effective clinical teaching, they conceptually link.the

cha¡acteristics of effective clinical teaching in a different configuration. Attribures of

clinical teaching expertise add clarity to the existing literature. Furthermore, the study

reveals other aspects of effective clinical teaching heretofore not identified.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

In professional nursing education progr¿Lms clinical teachers are charged with the

mandate of transmitting practice knowledge to neophyte practitioners. Nurse educators

claim that clinical practice for nursing students is the heart of the nursing education

program in which prior learning is shaped into professional practice ffarley, L990;

Infante, Forbes, Houldin, & Naylor, 1989). Although there is little disagreement with

these statements, there is a paucity of research about clinical teaching, how clinical

teachers learn to teach, or what thinking anüor knowledge drives clinical teaching

practices. Research that has been ca¡ried out in clinical teaching in nursing has been

aimed primarily at identifying effective clinical teaching behaviors as defined by either

the clinical teacher or nursing students (e.g., Bergman & Gaitskill, 1990; Jacobson, 1966;

Mogan & Knox, 1987; Seltick & Kanitsaki, 1991; Windsor, 1987). Recently there is a

recognition that clinical teaching in nursing is a roie distinct from nursing practice

(Infante, 1986) and a practice in which skills can be learned and expertise developed over

time (Diekelmann, 1990a). The scope of some current investigations in clinical teaching

have been enlarged to include, for example, core competencies in role development of

clinical teachers (Choudhry, 1992) and development of a model of clinical teaching

(Paterson, l99I). Diekelmann (1990b; l99l; 1992:' L993a) has begun to explore the

"lived" experiences of clinical teachers through narratives in order to understand the

expertise of teaching. While Diekelmann's research is focussed on the explication of

expertise of teaching in nursing education, it is on teaching in nursing in general, not
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clinical teaching specifically. None of the research in clinical teaching in nursing

addresses how nurse educators think about effective clinical teaching, the knowledge that

underpins clinical teaching practices, explores novice clinical teaching, nor does it

consider how a concept of effective clinical teaching is developed.

Traditionally clinical teachers have been selected on the assumption that past

experience and/or education are essential qualities for clinical teaching. Unfortunately,

there has been little recognition that clinical teaching requires a set of competencies and

skills quite different from that of nursing practice. As Pretzel, Harris and Masler (1982)

point out "the precepts for teaching recommended to clinical instruction tend to be based

on common sense, opinion and faith" @. a9\. Nurse educators, particularly novice

teachers, often feel inadequate, embarrassed, and guilty about their abiliry to meet the

expectations and demands of clinical teaching (.'Werner, Brueggemeyer, & Kenner, 1986).

Evans and Massler's (1977) coÍxnent that ". . . teaching suffers most in professional

schools because most faculty members have no prior instruction in the teaching learning

activity" (p. 613) is as relevantin 1996 as it was nineteen years ago. As aresult, clinical

teachers use thei-r own experiences and the way that they have been taught to shape their

teaching practices.

For the past 25 years reseilch funding in nursing has been targeted primarily at

clinical practice questions because it is viewed as more acceptable to the development of

academic careers (Diekelmann, 1990b; Tanner & Lindeman, 1987). This under funding

of nursing education research has contributed to the dearth of research programs and the

underdevelopment of theory around clinicai teaching issues. Nursing scholars are
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questioning cturent approaches to clinical education of nursing students and the resea¡ch

base for these teaching practices (Allemang & Cahoon, 1984; Bevis & Murray, 1990;

Diekelmann, 1990b, 1991,I993a; Infante, 1985: Pugh, 1983; Sleightholm, 1985; Tanner,

1990; Tanner & Lindeman, 1987). The theoretical base for understanding teaching in

nursing must be deveioped from a variety of perspectives, including that of the clinical

teacher. Diekelmann (1988, I990a, 1990b) asserts that scholars interested in nursing

education must conduct research that enables the voice of teachers to be heard through

uncovering the practical knowledge of teaching in nursing and making visible the nature

of teachers' work. A fuller theoretical understanding of clinical teaching will be enhanced

by examining how clinical teachers conceptualize and think about effective clinical

teaching.

Problem Statement

This exploratory, descriptive study focused on how clinical teachers conceptualize

effective clinica-l teaching and included an investigation of the meanings that are attached

to clinical teaching, past experiences which shape and influence clinical teaching, and

conceptual organization of clinical teaching knowledge. Using a qualitative method of

inquhy, the perspectives of novice and expert clinical teachers were sought in order to

understand how effective clinical teaching is conceptualized by those in practice. Novice

and expert clinical teachers were studied so that the beginning and expert practices and

understandings of clinical teachers were uncovered and the differences between the novice

and the expert clearly delineated. The overall question guiding the study was "How do
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novice and expert clinical teachers conceptuaüze effective clinical teaching?" Specif,rc

questions that a¡ose out of this more general problem statement included:

1. V/hat explicit and implicit meanings are associated with the development of a

concept of effective clinical teaching?

2. What past experiences influence the development of a concept of effective clinical

teaching?

3. What are the cultural and symbolic factors that influence the conceptualization of

effective clinical teaching?

4. How do interactions with others influence the development of a concept of

effective clinical teaching?

5. How is the knowledge of effective clinical teaching organized?

It is acknowledged that clinical teaching occurs in other practice disciplines such

as medicine, education, and dental hygiene. However, for the pu{poses of this study, the

exploration of the phenomenon was confined to clinical teaching in nursing education.

Defrnition of Terms

For the purposes of this study, the following definitions were used:

1. Clinical teacher A teacher in a basic nursing education program who assumes

responsibility for teaching nursing students in a clinical area of professional

nursing practice. Clinical teachers will be further defined as novice or expert (see

Chapter 3 - Resea¡ch Design for a discussion of the selection of novice and expert

clinical teachers).
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Clinical teachine A process through which one corrununicates understanding and

knowledge of nursing practice to others. Clinical teaching occurs when the clinical

teacher works either individually or in groups with nursing student(s) who are

delivering care to clients. This teaching may occur either when the student is

working directly or indi¡ectly with the client or in seminars and small groups.

Clinical setting A unit in an institution, home, or corrrmunity health agency in

which a nursing student practices the art and science of nursing for the purpose

of attaining professional competence in nursing practice.

Nursins student A student enrolled in a nursing program that provides basic

educational preparation for entry to practice.

Assumptions

There were several assumptions that underlie this study. They inciuded:

Conceptualization of clinical teaching is a complex part of the thought processes

of clinical teachers. Clinical teaching practices are underpinned by this

conceptualization of clinical teaching.

Conceptualization of effective clinical teaching arises out of one's experiences and

interactions with self and others. Clinical teachers reflect upon and evaluate their

encounters with others in the development of a concept of effective clinical

teaching.

3. Experience shapes the development of expertise by refining ideas and theories of

practice, adding the shades and nuances of the real life situation (Benner, 7982,

-J.

4.

1.

2.
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1983, 1984). These experiences give meaning (implicit and explicit) to the concept

of effective clinical teaching.

4. Novice and expert clinical teachers will think about clinical teaching differently.

The study of novice and expert practice is well supported in the literature as a

means of understanding the development of the practitioner from novice to expert

(Benner, 1984; Berliner, 1986, 1988; Chi, Glaser & Farr, 1988; Krabbe &

Tullgreen, 1989; Leinhardt, 1990). These writers contend that exemplary

performance as demonstrated by an expert can provide the benchmark against

which practice can be measured or be used as a model of practice to which one

can aspire.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework chosen for this study is symbolic interactionism.

Arising out of the tradition of social psychology, symbolic interactionism focusses on the

dynzunic interaction that occurs both between and within individuals and the meaning and

interpretations that are attached to these interactions (Charon, 1989; Chenitz & Swanson,

1986; Musolf, 1992). Symbolic interactionism attempts to understand the meaning and

value that an individual attaches to experiences and objects which he/she encounters

(Schroeder, 1981) and how peopie make sense of their world (Fine, 1992). Shared

meanings, behavioral expectations, and reflected appraisals contribute to the process by

which meaning and interpretâtion are developed (Matsueda, 1992). Consequently, the

behavior of the individual is a product of how he/she interprets the world around them.

The concept of self is cenÍal to symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969; Chenitz
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& Swanson, 1986; Charon, 1989). From the perspective of symbolic interactionism, "the

self is an object that the actor acts towards" (Charon, 1989, p. 65). The self is defined

through social interaction and is important because the individual is able to see self in

interaction with others through definition and redefinition (Blumer, 1969; Charon, 1989).

Blumer posits that symbolic interactionism is embedded in th¡ee basic premises i)

individuals act towa¡ds things on the basis of the meaning that an object has for them,

ii) the meaning that the individual attaches to these things emanates from the social

interaction that an individual has with others, and iii) the meanings that are developed are

based upon interpretations by the individual in order to deal with the things which a¡e

encountered.

The labelling of the assertions or assumptions about symbolic interactionism are

as varied as those who write about it. However, the themes that emerge are similar. For

the purposes of this study, the underlying assumptions identified by Rose (1980) will be

used to frame the research as they were found to be particularly helpful and relevant

when conceptualizing the research questions. Each of these basic assumptions will be

discussed with particular reference to the way in which they will guide the study.

Assumption 1: "Man [sic] lives in a symbolic environment as weII as aphysical

envi¡onment" (Rose, 1980, p. 39). The concept of symbol is central to symbolic

interactionism. Individuals respond to this symbolic envi¡onment, particularly in relation

to the meaning that is attached to the symbols. Rather than the reality of their world, it

is through definition and interpretation of symbols within their own lived experience that

individuals act and react (Chilon, 1989; Lofland & Lofland, 1995; Musolf, 1,992).
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Language is the primary mode through which meaning and interpretation of symbols are

communicated. Through language the individual is able to internalize the meaning of the

symbols (Meltzer, 1972). The process of symbolization is a cognitive activity which may

or may not be at the conscious level (Fine, L992; Lofland & Lofland, 1995; Meltzer,

1972). In fact, Lofland and Lofland assert that articulation of these latent meanings is

one of the key tasks of the social scientist. The symbolic meanings þrocessed through

cognition) that clinical teachers attach to their experiences in the formulation of their

understanding of effective clinical teaching is central to this study.

Assumption 2: "Through symbols, man [sic] has the capacity to stimulate others

in ways other than those in which he himself is stimulated" (Rose, 1980, p. 40). Taking

the role of others is critical to the development of the self and is necessary for the

acquisition and use of symbols (Charon, 1989). Through the use of symbols, the

individual is able to assume the role of others symbolically. The individual is able to

interpret the actions of others only because s/he possesses a self that has emerged through

interactions with others. The individual is abie to observe him/herself from the outside

by taking on the view of the other in the interaction and acting towards him/herself on

the basis of this perspective. Interaction occurs between individuals, primarily in response

to each other. In this interaction individuals account for the action of each other, as well

as what each individual is about to do @lumer, 1969). In role taking the individual

projects him/herself into the role of the other person(s) in the interaction, appraising the

situation from one's o,wn perspective as well as from the perspective of others in the

situation, while considering the possible actions that may result from the interaction
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(Matsueda, 1992). The importance of the interpret¿tion of the actions of others and role

taking in this study are the functions that they play in the development of significant

symbols and patterns of thinking in the clinical teachers as they form their concepts of

effective clinical teaching.

Assumption 3: "Through communication man [sic] can learn huge numbers of

meanings and values - and hence ways of acting - from other men" (Rose, 1980, p. 42).

Symbolic interactionists agtee that symbols are learned and understood through interaction

with others. Objects or symbols may be classified as physical, social, or abstract and in

social interaction, the individual will respond only to those symbols that a¡e either

recognized or known. In other words, the individual through a process of definition and

interpretation identifies those symbols that a¡e meaningful @lumer, 1969). Fine (1992)

contends that individuals strive for "situated, contextual, grounded meaning" based upon

the symbolization of past experiences (p. 102). This understanding of the culture in which

the individual operates guides much of one's behavior. Through sha¡ed meaning, one is

not only able to predict the response of others, but evaluate his/her own behavior in light

of the response of others to that behavior (Rose, 1980). Exploration of the meaning of the

context of clinical teaching and the significant symbols within that culture for clinical

teachers are central to understanding the conceptualization of effective clinical teaching.

Assumption 4: "The symbols - and the meanings and values to which they refer -

do not occur only in isolated bits, but often in clusters, sometimes large and complex"

(Rose, 1980, p. 43). Symbolic clusters, such as roles and structures, guide and provide

meaning for the individual within a particular situation or setting. Reference groups are
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particularly important as these groups serve as a source of the individual's values,

perspectives, and self-comparisons (Charon, 1989; Matsueda, 1992). These organized sets

of values and attitudes are developed through repeated, ritualized actions within the

individual's lived experience. The lived experiences have connected, contextualized

meanings that give structure and provide a regularity and understanding of the behavior(s)

of one's self and others in the situation (Fine, 1992; Musolf, 1992). Consequently,

interpretation of rules and subsequent behavior within any given situation is contextual

and based on past experience. Of particular note, is the fact that many of these meanings

may not be shared explicitly by other individuals. However, tacit understandings allow

interaction to occur (Charon, 1989; Musolf,1992).In this study the understanding of the

development of ciinical teachers' conceptualization of effective clinical teaching will be

facilitated by exploring the contextualized meanings of effective clinical teaching (both

explicit and implicit) that are developed through practice.

Assumption 5: "Thinking is a process by which possibie symbolic solutions and

other future courses of action a¡e examined, assessed for thei¡ reiative advantages and

disadvantages in terms of the values of the individual, and one of them chosen for action"

(Rose, 1980, p. 45). The ability to think is a uniquely human characteristic which enables

the individual to reflect upon one's own self, assume the perspective of others, and

internalize meanings in the interaction through the symbols of language (Charon, 1989;

Matsueda, 7992: Meltzer, 1972). Through symbolic thinking individuals are able to test

out potential avenues for action, accepting or rejecting a particular mode of action based

upon thefu own past experiences and those of others known to them. This reflective
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thinking is efficient because it occurs rapidly with minimal risk, bringing an imagined or

expected future into the present (Meltzer, 1972; Rose, 1980). Reflective thinking also

enables the individual to redefine past situations where the immediate situation is

discrepant with the present, reconstructing them for action in the present. Each new

situation builds upon one's past experiences and provides the individual with another

instance by which to judge the future (Fine, 1992). This aspect of symbolic interactionism

is crucial to the present study because the role of thinking and reflection frame the

exploration and analysis of past and present experiences in the development of meaning

of effective clinical teaching for the study participants.

Clinical teaching is a process through which the clinical teacher communicates

his/her understanding and knowledge through interaction. While symbolic interactionism

does not account for all aspects of learning and understanding (Musolf, 7992), questions

that may address other aspects of thinking in clinical teaching are outside the parameters

of this study. The advantage of symbolic interactionism as a conceptual framework for

this study is that it provides a means of understanding knowledge (symbolic meaning) of

effective clinical teaching developed through interaction with others and with the self

through reflection. Symbolic interactionism acknowledges the importzurce of cognitive

activity and enables the researcher to probe the thoughts of clinical teachers in order to

understand the meaning of effective clinical teaching and how it is developed in the

thinking of the study participants. Tacit as well as overtly expressed understanding plays

a critical role in the development of meaning. Moreover, symbolic interactionism
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recognizes the importance of lived experiences in the development of meaning, a central

tenet in the development of expertise.

Summarv

The fi¡st chapter considers the issues related to the development of research

regarding effective clinical teaching. A call for research which enables the voices of

clinical teachers to be hea¡d is essential for a fuller understanding of clinical teaching.

The investigation is situated within the conceptual framework of symbolic interactionism.

The purpose of the dissertation is to explore the conceptualization of effective clinical

teaching by novice and expert clinical teachers. Chapter Two provides an overview of the

research considered gennane to the study, including the general research in education and

teacher thinking, effective teaching in higher education, the concepts of novice and expert,

clinical teaching, and clinical teaching in nursing. Chapter Three describes the research

design including selection of the participants, approaches to data collection, procedures

for data analysis, trustworthiness of the findings, ethical considerations, and limitations

of the study. In Chapter Four the findings of the study are described. The concluding

chapter, Chapter Five, discusses the findings in light of what is known about effective

clinical teaching, the development of expertise in clinical teaching, implications of the

study, and recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The literature review identifies the scope, range, intent, and type of research that

has been done in an area of interest and is used to establish the study's purpose,

background, and significance (Chenitz, 1986). However, the advisability of conducting

a literature review in qualitative research prior to the onset of the study is an issue of

controversy in the literature. At one extreme of the debate is the position postulated by

Glaser (1978) who advises against consulting the literature until after the data are

gathered and analysis has begun on the premise that study results may be jeopardized

with preconceived ideas and concepts. Pragmatists such as Chenitz (1986) advise that the

reality of proposal writing for grants and academic purposes requires the researcher to

demonstrate knowledge of the phenomenon to be studied. The issue then becomes not

whether a literature review should be done, but how can it serve and support the study.

For the purposes of this study the iiterature was reviewed initially to establish the.

parameters and significance of the study. An ongoing review of the literature was

undertaken throughout the research process.

The literature consulted in this review begins with the education literature in order

to situate the study of clinical teaching within the paradigm of research on æaching in

general. The research paradigm of teacher thinking in education is reviewed as this

approach is germane to the study. Within the broader context of teaching, the resea¡ch in
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higher education as it relates specifically to effective teaching is addressed. The

perspective of teaching is narrowed further by reviewing the professional literature which

addresses issues related to novice/expert practice. Finally, the medical education and

nursing education literatures are considered in order to understand the traditions and state

of the art in the study of clinical teaching.

Selected for inclusion in this review included classics in the literature, as well as

a selection of studies that represent the lines of research that have been conducted in the

areas described above. Computer searches of the literatures were conducted. In addition,

a hand search of the major nursing and educational journals was done to ensure that

important contributions to the literature were not missed inadvertently. Finally, citations

that were found in reference lists that were considered fundamental to the study (and not

previously identified) were located and included in the review.

Research in Education

In one of the first comprehensive reviews of the research in teaching, Dunkin and

Biddle (1974) assert that the research to that point in time had suffered from lack of

theoretical cohesiveness, a failure to observe teaching activities, lack of concern for the

context of teaching, and inadequate criteria for teaching effectiveness. Moreover, the

majority of the research had focussed on attempts to quantify the relationship between

teaching and student outcomes. Consequently, the state of knowledge regarding teaching

was assessed as poor and these authors called for development of research proglams that

focussed on teaching.
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made significant progress over the next decade.

research on teaching and Shulman's (1986a)

perspective of the research programs in the study of teaching provide an excellent

overview of the state of the art at the time of the last edition of the Handbook of research

on teachins. The majority of the studies reviewed by Walberg were conducted using a

quantitative approach and revealed reasonably consistent results in that five teaching

constructs (cognitive simulation, motivational incentives, pupil engagement in learning,

reinforcement, and management and classroom climate) were associated positively with

student outcomes. Although Walberg acknowledges the insights and richness of the data

of the few qualitative studies reviewed, he echoes the concerns of validity and reliability

of the findings commonly made by quantitative researchers who are troubled about the

generalizability of qualitative studies. A well founded criticism made by V/alberg in this

review is the lack of unifying theoretical paradigms and constructs in the iiterature which

make replication of the research on teaching difficult.

Shulman's (1986a) article is particularly helpful in organizing one's thinking about

the major resea¡ch programs in teaching. He contends that research programs in teaching

can be grouped into one of five categories: i) process-product which focusses on teaching

effectiveness, that is, what are the relationships between what the teacher does þrocess

of teaching) and what happens to the students' learning þroduct of teaching), ii) time and

learning (a closely related area to process-product research) which attempts to "identify

the key mediators of teacher behavior in the activities of pupils" (p. 14), iii) pupil

cognition and the mediation of teaching which centres on the thought processes of the
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students themselves in relation to teaching, iv) classroom ecology which describes the

effect of the environment on the teaching/learning process, and v) teacher cognition and

decision making which attempts to describe the thinking processes of teachers in the

teaching enterprise. Shulman contends that the framework within which the research

project is carried out will shape both the conceptualization of the problem and the

methodological approach to the study.

Teacher Thinkine

It is within the fifth category of research on teaching as identified by Shuiman

(1986a) that the present study is conceptualized. Research into the processes of teacher

thinking is a relatively new approach to the study of teaching. Although some early work

(Jackson, 1968) was done in the field, the real impetus for research on teacher thinking

was sparked by the 1974 National Conference on Studies of Teaching under the auspices

of the National lnstitute of Education (Clark & Peterson, 1986; Clark & Yinger, 1987;

Kagan, 1988). The participants at this conference argued that teaching is mediated by the

thinking processes of the practitioner and, therefore, an understanding of teacher thinking

is necessary to a full understanding of teaching.

The approach to research on teacher thinking is predicated on the notion that a

behavioral model of teaching is incomplete and that understanding teacher thinking

(which attempts to link intentions to behavior) will provide a sound basis for educating

teachers and introducing educational innovations (Shavelson & Stern, 1981). According

to Clark and Yinger (1987) "teacher behavior is substantially influenced and even

determined by teachers' thought processes" (p. 84). Shavelson and Stern are even more
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direct. They assert that "... teachers' thoughts, judgments, and decisions guide their

teaching behaviors" @. 470). This assumption poses some difficult problems for the

researcher because the link between cognition and behavior is a gap with which

psychology is still struggling (Nisbet & Ross, 1980). Consequently, indirect methods of

study and inferences about the link between teachers' thought processes and teaching

must be d¡awn.

The second underlying assumption of the study of teacher thinking is based on the

belief that ". . . teachers are rational professionals" (Shavelson & Stern, i981) and refers

to the teachers' intentions rather than actual behavior. These authors claim that at times

teaching calls for responses that must be made immediately and, therefore, likely preclude

any information processing activity. This may seem antithetical to the first assumption

However, as Shavelson and Stern contend, in order to handle complex cognitive tasks,

teachers (as do others) construct simplified models of the real situation which allow them

to behave rationally or reasonably in a complex environment.

Teacher thinking has been used by researchers to describe various thinking

processes, for example, reflection and problem solving, used by teachers to carry out

teaching activities. Although much of the research comes from different conceptual

perspectives and focusses on different issues, the common concern unique to this body

of the literature is the way in which ". . knowledge is actively acquired and used by

teachers and the circumstances that affect its transmission and employment" (Calderhead,

7987, p. 5). In a comprehensive review of the literature, Clark and Peterson (1986)

identify th¡ee main lines of research in teacher thinking: i) teacher planning which
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examines the overall planning done by a teacher, how it is accomplished and for what

purpose(s), and the impact of this planning on the classroom; ii) teachers' interactive

thoughts and decisions which focus on the thinking of teachers as they teach; and iii)

teachers' theories and beliefs which attempt to describe the knowledge base used by

teachers to teach. The literatue treats these three lines of research as distinct entities.

However, this delineation seems to be artificial. It is easy to circumscribe teacher

planning and interactive decision making because they occur at different times in the

teaching activity. However, teacher knowledge is germane to the other two a¡eas because

teacher knowledge plays an integal function in teacher planning and decision making.

Gage (1978) posits that teachers have an implicit theory of teaching and describes

differences between the knowledge of "that" (factual) and the knowledge of "how"

(practical). Through exploration of these implicit theories about teaching, Gage believes

that what teachers believe about teaching would be uncovered and the gap between the

knowing that and the knowing how would be diminished. In addition, Gage calls for use

of more qualitative approaches to the study of teaching, an approach that would enhance

the detaiÌ and description of teaching and work in concert with the findings of quantitative

resea¡chers.

Many scholars have attempted to categorize and describe the types of knowledge

used in teaching (Arnheim, 1985; Clandinin, 1986; Clark, 1988; Elbaz, 1981; Lampert,

t984; Leinhardt & Greeno, 1986, Schon, 1983, 1987). While they all describe the

knowledge base of teaching differently, there seems to be some consensus about the

general types of knowledge on which teachers base thei¡ teaching practices and reflect the
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differentiation that Gage (1978) postulated, theoretical knowledge that is learned fonnally

and practical knowledge that is lea¡ned as the result of experience. Of the two, practical

knowledge is more difficult to understand and has been described as knowledge in-action

(Schon, 1983, 1987), intuitive knowledge (Arnheim, 1985; Lampert, 1984), and implicit

theories (Cla¡k, 1988). Typically, practical knowiedge is complex, not clearly understood,

and must be inferred and reconstructed by the researcher. Furthermore, it is difficult to

study because practical knowledge is held primarily at the unconscious level, even though

it profoundly affects teaching.

Shulman (1986a, 1986b), as well as other scholars (e.g., Calderhead, 1987; Wilson,

Shulman, & Richert, 1987), contends that the differences between subject matter

knowledge and pedagogical skill knowledge must be acknowledged. However, in the

research to date, this distinction seldom is made explicit. Many of the studies examine

some aspect of teacher knowledge in pedagogical skills (e.g., Carter, Sabers, Cushing,

Pinnegar, & Berliner,1987; Carter, Cushing, Sabers, Stein, & Berliner, 1988; Leinhardt

& Greeno, 1986; Leinhardt, Weidman, & Hammond, 1987; Sabers, Cushing, & Berliner,

1991), while a few examine subject matter knowledge (e.g., Leinhardt & Smith, 1985).

Although the studies that explore pedagogical subject matter are more useful generally

to the discipline, understa¡lding of content knowledge may be helpful as it relates to

teaching and, specifically, to knowledge of pedagogical skills in the transmission of

pafiiculil content knowledge.

Research in teacher thinking in education is still in the developmental stages. As

with any new research endeavour there are some limitations to the research. One of the
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major difficulties with the research is the lack of theoretical conceptualizations or

frameworks within which teacher thinking can develop. The research has focussed

primarily on discrete, isolated aspects of teacher thinking. Concepts in teacher thinking

either have not been defined or have not progressed past the descriptive level, indicative

of a theory in the very early stages of development (Walker & Avant, 1988). Moreover,

the theoretical development of teacher thinking has not begun to delineate the theoretical

propositions necessary for theory development. This difficulty is recognized by Walberg

(1986) who identifies this as an evolutionary process as a discipline carries out scientific

research and the logical next step in the development of teacher thinking. Nonetheless,

Kagan (1988) reiterates the need for studies that qualitatively describe the development

of teachers' thinking in order to understand teaching more fully and to facilitate the

professional evolution of teachers. Most of the research in teacher thinking has occurred

in elementary schools (Clark & Peterson, 1986). Teacher thinking in clinical teaching has

not been addressed at all in this research. A study that focusses on teacher thinking in

clinical teaching would be timely, not only for nursing, but also for education.

Effective Teaching in Hieher Education

The large body ofresearch in higher education has developed around the concerns

of evaluation and identification of effective teaching behaviors (Perry, 1990). The

underlying assumptions of this research has been predicated on the notions that teaching

can be assessed by students and that teaching behaviors are significantly related to

outcomes (McKeachie, 1990). In an overview of the history of research in higher

education, McKeachie contends that the studies in higher education have yielded relatively
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consistent findings in identifying teaching behaviors that are related to effective teaching

in university classrooms. The teaching behaviors that have been identified include

enthusiasm, clarity, interaction, task orientation, rapport, and organization (Murray,l99I).

The work that has led to this conclusion has been developed over the last 20 years

through the efforts of groups of researchers interested in the dimensions of effective

teaching. The studies have been conducted in a quantitative research framework both in

the laboratory and the university classroom (e.g. Abrami, Leventhal, & Perry, 7982; Erdle

& Murray, 1986; Frey,1978: Marsh, 1984; Munay, 1983; Perry, Abrami, & Leventhal,

1979; Sullivan & Skanes, 1974). More recently the research agenda has been enlarged to

include other factors related to effective teaching such as personality traits of the

instructor @rdle, Murray, & Rushton, 1986; Murray, Rushton, & Paunonen, 1990),

students' perception of control (Perry & Magnusson, 1987), the effect of behavioral

feedback to instructors (Murray & Smith, 1989), and enhancing student achievement

through attributional retraining (Perry & Penner, 1990). The strength of these research

studies has been the careful design of resea¡ch programs that have consistently built from

one study to the next yielding results that have linked specific teaching behaviors to

effective teaching. In addition, the resea¡chers have prudently considered the work of their

colleagues so that the results of one research program has not been developed in isolation

from other research studies in the domain.

The research to date primarily has concentrated on the lecture method of

instruction (Murray, 1991). While an imponant teaching strategy, other approaches to

teaching need to be understood in terms of effectiveness. In addition, there has been no
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,work done on teacher thinking as it relates to this body of research. Murray contends that

this gap must be addressed before a fuller understanding of teaching is achieved. Until

recently, the research on effective teaching in higher education has focussed on the

teacher only. However, efforts such as those by Perry (1991) and his colleagues have

begun to add¡ess the impact of teaching on student learning.

There have been initiatives made by these resea¡chers to implement their findings

into the practice of teachers in higher education. However, this research is a complex

body of knowledge, often difficult for the educator in other practice domains to

understand. Consequently, much of this resea¡ch has not been disseminated beyond the

arena of higher education. This is unfortunate because the work in effective teaching in

higher education may inform the practice and resea¡ch of those working in related areas,

such as elementary and secondary schools or professional education. The usefulness of

this resea¡ch in higher education to the present study is the identification of effective

teaching behaviors which may be similar to those which clinical teachers use in their

practice with nursing students.

NoviceÆxpert hactice

Practical knowledge is an elusive concept that has intrigued scholars in a variety

of domains and has engendered much research in practice disciplines, such as nursing and

education. It is acknowledged that skilled practitioners develop knowledge through

experience and that their practices differ from that of the neophyte practitioner. In the

literature these two ends of the practice continuum have been labelled expert and novice.

The rationale for studying the expert has been made convincingly in the literature
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(Benner, 1984; Berliner, 1986, 1988; Chi, Glaser, & Far, 1988; Krabbe & Tullgren,

1989; l,einhardt, 1990). These writers contend that exemplary performance, as

demonstrated by an expert, can provide the bench ma¡k against which practice can be

measured or be used as a modei of practice to which one can aspire. As such, evidence

resulting from the study of expertise can be used in the design and development of

educational programs for the beginner practitioner. Moreover, the research literature has

shown that novice and expert are robust concepts with differences that exist across

disciplines (Benner, 1984; Berliner, 1988; Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981; Chi, Glaser,

& Rees, 1982; Glaser & Chi, 1988; Peterson & Cormeaux, t987).

The concept of experlexpertise has been pursued more vigorously than that of the

novice, presumably on the assumption that if one can define an expert, then the novice

is someone who does not have these characteristics or is the opposite. The results of these

works have generated some consistent characteristics of expertise across studies. On the

basis of an extensive review of the literature, Scanlan (1992a) identified characteristics

of the expert which include: i) experts excel in their domain of knowledge, ü) experts see

and represent problems in their domain at a deeper level than novices, iü) knowiedge of

the expert is well organized and held in patterns or schemata which can be easily and

quickly retrieved for use, iv) the procedural knowledge of the expert is developed through

many hours of practice in the expert's domain of knowledge, v) as the result of the way

in which knowledge is stored and held by experts, some of the data emanating from a

particular situation or problem are more salient, vi) although the expert may spend more
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thetime initially examining a problem qualitatively, overall the expert is faster than

novice, and vii) experts have strong seif-monitoring skills.

Typically the concepts of novice and expert have been used in one of two ways

in the research - the concepts have been studied for their own interest or they have been

used to define the study population in an attempt to understand practice. The impetus to

study the concepts of novice/expert originated in the cognitive psychology literature.

Conducted within a quantitative, information processing framework, this research has

focussed on describing knowledge organization and structure in the resolution of well

structured problems, for example physics (Chi et al., 1981; Chi et 
^I., 

1982) or bridge

(Charness, 1979 Engle & Bukstel, 1978). In the applied literature, novices and experts

have been studied in such professional groups as nursing and education. Using a

qualitative approach to the study of novice and expert teachers' thinking, Berliner

(Berliner, 1986; Carter et al., 1987; Carter et al., 1988; Sabers et al., 1991) and his

associates' results ciosely parallel the findings of the cognitive psychologists. ln nursing,

Benner (1982, 1984; Benner & 'Wrubel, 7982) frst used the novice/expert concepts to

examine qualitatively the acquisition of nursing skills and attempted to uncover the

knowledge embedded in clinical nursing practice. This landmark work has made a

significant impact upon nursing, primarily because it was able to articulate a part of

nursing practice that has remained hidden from view ffid, therefore, was not

acknowledged nor recognized as being pant of nursing expertise. In spite of

methodological difficulties and different perspectives for study, there has been surprisingly

consistent results across these studies (Scanlan, 1992a).
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A more difficult issue in describing and defining the expert is disentangling the

concept of expertise from experience and effectiveness. It is generally acknowledged that

the development of expertise takes many years, but the fact that one practices in a

particular domain for a certain amount of time does not guarantee expertise @enner,

1984; Berliner, 1986; Seidentop & Eldar, 1989). Numerous authors @enner, 1982,1984;

Berliner, 1987; Carter, Cushing, Sabers, Stein, & Berliner, 1988; Lampert & Clark, 1990,

Seidentop & Eldar, 1989) contend that experience is a prerequisite for expertise, a

necessary but not a sufficient condition. However, experience in the acquisition of

expertise is not the mere passage of time. Rather experience shapes expertise be refining

ideas and theories of practice, adding the shades and the nuances of the real life situation

(Benner, 1982,1983, 1984). In this experience the practitioner is self-reflective (Berliner,

1987; Prawat, 1989; Schon, 1983). As Seidentop and Eldar (1989) posit, the function of

experience in the development of expertise is not so much related to what is

accomplished, but in how it is accomplished.

Effectiveness is not discussed to any extent in the novice/expert literature, except

as a qualifier for the selection of a novice or expert. More recently, however, some

researchers have considered the potential relationships of effectiveness and expertise.

Carter (1988) and her colleagues postulated that effectiveness probably is closely aligned

with expertise. However, Ca¡ter (1990) cautions that the temptation to treat the

characteristics of expert teacher thinking as criteria for judging teaching effectiveness is

potentially hazardous. Siedentop and Eldar (1989) speculate that effectiveness like

experience is a prerequisite for expertise and that effectiveness is more likely knowing
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how to do, whereas expertise is knowing about. Kagan (1988) calls for a research agenda

that addresses the issue of what is effective teaching and how can it be linked to student

outcomes.

The quality of the novice/expert research has been well served by programmatic

research in cognitive psychology, education, and nursing. The major strength of the

resea¡ch using the concepts of novice and expert has been the surprisingly consistent

results across studies in both cognitive psychology and the applied disciplines. There a¡e

some characteristics of the expert which seem to be well substantiated in the research.

However, it would be a mistake to assume that these characteristics are necessarily related

to effectiveness. It would be helpful to the development of the understanding of the

concepts to begin systematically testing some of these characteristics to determine their

relationship, if any, to effectiveness. The literature in higher education that has focussed

on effectiveness would be helpful in developing a research agenda and the approaches to

study in determining the causal links between expertise and effectiveness.

Novice and expert concepts are a useful framework for the beginning work that

has been done in examining the thinking of teachers and the path to expertise (Carter,

1990). Research in understanding the knowledge of nursing practice has also benefitted

from use of the novice/expert concepts. The novice/expert research has helped to establish

that expertise is based upon domain specific knowledge which is the result of highly

specialized practice. Moreover, much of this knowledge is procedural or tacit knowledge

which is difficult to explicate and afticulate. Unfortunately, this makes the task of

understanding the knowledge of the expert that much harder.
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A continuing concern in the literature is the way in which the samples of novice

and expert a¡e defined. In the absence of well grounded criteria, Scanlan (I992a)

concluded that there are no observable criteria that can be used at this time to identify

novice and experts and that researchers have been forced to use highly inferential

strategies to define the samples of thei¡ studies. Nonetheless, there is evidence to support

the efficacy of using novice and expert participants in studies which attempt to understand

practice and it is incumbent upon the researcher is to stipulate the means by which

novices and experts will be selected for participation in the study.

One of the greatest difficulties in studying the novice and the expert is that the

knowledge upon which practice is based is not observable and cannot be directly assessed.

Therefore, indi¡ect measures are needed in which study participants are asked to think

aloud, either in the act of thinking and deciding or retrospectively (Clark, 1988).

However, there are some inherent difficulties in using these approaches and they must be

addressed in the research design. Even though there are methodological issues to be

considered in the selection of novices and experts, the novice/expert literature supports

the use of these concepts in identifying participants in the present study.

9linical Teachine

In a comprehensive review of the research on professional educational practices,

Dinham and Stritter (1986) claim that educators in the health professions have dominated

the research in professional education (exclusive of Education). Although the early

research tended to focus on student prerequisites and admissions, curriculum, and post

graduate education, efforts over the past twenty years have expanded to include sites for
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clinical practice, characteristics and teaching behaviors of clinical teachers, evaluation of

student performance, instructional evaluation, and supplementary teaching strategies. The

remainder of this review will focus on the literature related to clinical teaching.

The purpose of the research to date in clinical teaching has focussed on the

pragmatic issue of improving teaching practices (Dinham & Stritter, 1986), with a

secondary use of the findings in tenure and promotion decisions (Mcleod, James, &

Abrahamowicz, 7993). As a result of these foci, there has been little attention paid to the

development of theory. The literature has attempted to define effective teaching practices

in many of the health professions such as nursing (e.g. Jacobson, 1966; Marson, 1982;

Mogan & Knox, 1983; Nehring, 1990; O'Shea & Parsons, 1979; Wong & Wong, I978),

medicine (e.g., Irby, 1978; Irby & Rakestraw, 1981; Irby, Ramsey, Gillmore, & Schaad,

1991; Mcleod et al., 1993; Price & Mitchell, 1993: Stritter & Baker, 1982; Stritter, Hain,

& Grimes, 1975), and others health care disciplines (e.g., Daggett, Cassie, & Coliins,

1979; Evans & Massler, L977; Myers, 1977). The findings of these studies reveal that

there is consistency in those behaviors considered to be effective, for example, clarity,

enthusiam, knowledge of content (practice) area. Recently, a few investigators have

moved beyond the description of effective teaching behaviors in an attempt to understand

clinical teaching in a more holistic way (e.g., Diekelmann, L99I, 1993a; Hedin, 1989;

Irby, 1992; Paterson, 199i).

Clinical Teachine in Medicine

Perhaps the most prolific investigator in clinical teaching practices in medical

schools is David Irby whose research (until 1992) is representative of the clinical teaching
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research in many of the professional disciplines. Over the past fifteen years, Irby's (e.g.,

1978: I98l; 1991) work has identified characteristics of effective clinical teachers in a

variety of medical settings. Carried out from a positivist stance, hby has identified

characteristics of effective clinical teaching rapport (e.g., enthusiasm, interpersonal

relationships with students, respecting learner autonomy) and pedagogical skills (e.g.,

demonstrated clinical competence, clarity, organization) as characteristics of effective

clinical teaching. In these studies students were asked to rate clinical teachers using a

questionnaire designed by the investigator on the basis of characteristics (found in

previous investigations) deemed to be essential to effective clinical teaching as a result

of previous investigations. Of note is the fact that many of these dimensions of effective

teaching closely parallel the work done in higher education.

Irby's (1992, 1994) later efforts have been expanded to include a qualitative

approach in an attempt to understand the instructional decision making of expert clinicai

teachers. Of interest to Irby (1992) were the decisions clinical teachers make with respect

to what and how much to teach during a case presentation of a patient during teaching

rounds to students in the clinical setting. Participants were six expert clinical teachers

chosen on the basis of excellent srudent ratings and nomination from their immediate

supervisors. Using a case study design, data were derived from semi-structured interviews,

completion of a structured task, transcripts of teaching rounds, and observations of

parricipanrs for one week in the clinical setting. Irby hypothesized a model of clinical

teaching reasoning. The model proposes three phases i) planning (before the teaching

rounds), ii) thinking interactively (monitoring their teaching through listening, ffid
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diagnosing the patient and leamer), and iii) reflecting þost-hoc thinking and evaluation

of the teaching episode). Each of the clinical teachers had a unique style which permeated

their teaching approaches and interactions with students. For example, one clinical teacher

was directive, relying heavily on questioning and answering. As well, each of the

participants in the study used preplanned scripts as a basis for their clinical teaching,

altering and improvising as necessary. All of the clinical teachers shared characteristics

of effective clinical teaching, for example, enthusiasm, ability to establish a climate of

mutual respect, and knowledge of medicine. Of particular importance to the present study

is the fact that Irby situated his conceptualization of the problem within the paradigm of

teacher thinking and used expert clinical teachers as participants in his study.

Irby (1994) has extended the work from his larger study (1992) by hrying to

delineate the components of knowledge that effective clinical teachers of medicine need.

Based on Shulman's (1987) theoretical model of teacher pedagogicai content knowledge

and Schmidt's et al. (1990) model of physician's knowledge, Irby developed a model of

clinical teachers' knowledge. Centred at the core of this model is case based teaching

surrounded by knowledge in four domains i) medicine, ii) patients, iii) iearners, and iv)

general principles of teaching. The model as a whole is grounded in the context in which

clinical teaching occurs. Knowledge of medicine refers to the essential knowledge of

medical practice and is an important determinant of what is taught. Knowledge of patients

is integral to knowing when to check on the leamer, verify clinical diagnosis, stimulate

teaching about a particular aspect of care, and motivate the learner. Knowledge of the

learner deveiops from clinical teaching experiences and includes understanding specific
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learners, knowledge of the learners as a group, and general assumptions about the learners

depending upon theh level of education. Knowledge of general principles of teaching

includes actively involving the learner, capturing the learner's attention and having fun,

connecting the case to broader concepts, using the patient to illustrate a theoretical

concept, meeting individual student needs, being practical and relevant, being selective

and realistic, providing feedback and evaluation, and other principles of teaching, for

example, repetition and role modelling. Finally, the context in which clinical teaching

occurs impacts upon the teaching enterprise. Factors within the context include the patient

population, social context of the patient, historical context of therapeutic practices, and

the context for encountering the patient's story. This study is helpful as it begins to

disentangle and explicate the knowledge necessary for effective clinical teaching, an area

of research that has not been addressed in clinical teaching.

Dunn and Taylor (1995) also have tried to determine physician pedagogical

content knowledge. Six expert physician clinical teachers were videotaped interviewing

and examining a standardized patient situation (Phase t). During the viewing of the

videotape, the tape was stopped every two minutes and the participants were asked what

they were thinking at that moment. At the end of the viewing participants were asked to

identify any aspects of the case that would have teaching/learning significance. Several

weeks later they viewed a third year medical student examining the same patient (Phase

II). During the viewing, participants were asked to stop the tape if they noticed a

"teachable moment". Following the viewing, the participants were asked to summarize

what s/he thought were the important teachingÂearning issues. During Phase I participants
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did not raise many teaching/learning issues. However, what emerged from the data was

the identification of knowledge leamed from experience and hierarchical organization of

knowledge using a chunking stategy to keep track of information. In Phase II,

participants were often unaware of the automatic application of their experiential

knowledge. The ability to use knowledge in this manner was related to their ability to

recognize patterns in the situation or invoke routines which expedited the process.

Although this work is preliminary, it holds promise as a research strategy for assisting

clinical teachers to access thei¡ tacit knowledge regarding clinical teaching.

V/hile the preponderance of research in clinical teaching in medicine follows the

predominant process-product tradition of resea¡ch in teaching, a few recent efforts have

begun to explore the practical knowledge of clinical teaching. The research in medical

clinical teaching explores meaningful aspects of clinical teaching and provides thought

for other avenues to pursue in nursing.

Clinical Teachins in Nursine

The literature in clinical teaching in nursing has developed primarily around

several issues: i) effective clinical teaching behaviors, ii) the process and nature ofclinical

teaching, iii) models of clinical teaching, and iv) evaluation of clinical teaching

effectiveness. The majority of the literature in clinical teaching in nursing is grounded in

the process-product approach to research in teaching in higher education. Qualitative

research studies (Ca¡r, 1983; Diekelmann, 1989, 1990a,1991,1992,1993a; Glass, 1971:

Pugh, 1980; Rosenthal, 1987) have examined the process of clinical teaching, primarily

from the perspective of clinical teachers, as well as the development of models of
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effective clinical æaching (e.g., Infante, et al., Paterson, 1,99L). The early studies (until

1988) were helpful in beginning to understand the process of clinical teaching. For

example, Glass (1971) described the uniqueposition of clinical teachers as "guests in the

house" and its impact on teaching practices, Pugh (1980) described the context of clinical

teaching from the perspective of the clinical teacher, and Carr (1983) described how

clinical teachers structure learning experiences for nursing students. Hedin (1989) has

attempted to describe the characteristics of expert clinical teachers and in another study

Paterson (1994) has tried to understand the beliefs of clinical teachers as they relate to

theoretical knowledge and value claims. As the research related to evaluation of effective

clinical teaching is tangential to the present study, this work will not be included in the

review of the literature.

Effective Clinical Teachins Behaviors. These studies add¡ess the question of

effective clinical teaching, from the perspective of the student (Jacobson, 1966; Kiker,

T973; Mo1an & Knox, 1983; Pugh, 1988; Rauen, 1974; Wong, 1978) or the clinical

teacher and the student (Barham, 1965; Bergman & Gaitskill, 1990; Brown, 1981; Knox

& Mogan, 1985; Marson, 1982; Mogan & Warbinek, 1994; Mogan & Knox, 1987;

Nehring, 1990; Pugh, 1980; Sieh & Bell, 1994; Sellick & Kanitsaki, i991; Stuebbe, 1980;

V/ang & Blumberg, 1983). With the exception of two studies which used an observational

approach (lr4ogan & Warbinek,1994; Wang and Blumberg, 1983), the studies of effective

clinical teaching behaviors asked participants to respond to items on a questionnai¡e

which listed effective clinical teaching behaviors as identified in the literature. Despite

variations in methodology, there are some consistent findings which could be grouped
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around the concepts of rapport (availability to students, interpersonal relations, personal

characteristics) and pedagogical skills (teaching/evaluation practices and clinical

competence) and are similar to findings in other areas of research in effective clinical

teaching (e.g., higher education, other health disciplines). With few exceptions the

majority of these studies are isolated efforts and there has been little systematic building

of knowledge. Moreover, the results cannot be generalized due to methodological issues

such as sample size and sampling procedures.

Barham (1965) published the fust study of clinical teaching. Using the critical

incident technique, she identified nineteen effective teaching behaviors as reported by

faculty and students. Jacobson (1966) also used the critical incident technique to identify

effective and ineffective teaching behaviors. She was able to group her findings into six

broad categories Ð availability to students, ii) apparent general knowledge and

professional competence, iii) interpersonal relations with students, iv) teaching practices

in the classroom and clinical areas, v) personal characteristics, and vi) evaluation

practices. The work of these two researchers has been the basis for the majority of the

subsequent work in identifying the characteristics of effective clinical teaching in nursing.

The work by Mogan and her colleagues (Knox & Mogan, 1985; Mogan & Knox,

1983, 1987; Mogan & 'Warbinek, 1994) represents one of the few sustained research

efforts in the development of an understanding of effective clinical teaching. A 48-item

survey instrument (Nursing Clinical Teacher Effectiveness Inventory - NCTEI) was

developed by Knox and Mogan (1985) based on the data from their 1983 study. The

authors found the instrument was reliable (r=0.76-0.93), internally consistent (alpha=0.79-
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0.92), and was considered to have content and face validity. The investigators compared

the importance of five categories of clinica-l teaching behaviors as perceived by nursing

faculty (n-49), students (n-393), and practicing baccaluareate graduates (n-a5). The five

categories included i) teaching ability, ii) nursing competence, ii) personality, iv)

evaluation, and v) interpersonal relationships. Results indicated that faculty and students

had similar understanding with respect to specific characteristics of the most effective

clinical teaching behaviors and less congruence when considering characteristics of the

least effective clinical teachers. Behaviors related to evaluation skills were ranked highest

followed by interpersonai relationships. The authors speculated that the results may have

been related to the high levels of anxiety experienced by students in the clinical area.

In a follow up study (Mogan & Knox, 1987), 28 clinical teachers and 773

undergraduate students from seven schools of nursing volunteered to participate in the

research. Participants were asked to think about their "best" and "worst" clinical teachers

and rate them using the NCTEI. Both faculty and students perceived the best clinical

teachers as those who were good role models and enjoyed nursing and clinical teaching.

In addition, the best clinical teachers were well prepared for clinical teaching and self-

confident, skilled clinicians who took responsibility for thei¡ own actions. Differences

occurred in that faculty believed good clinical teachers demonstrated a breadth of nursing

knowledge who could explain clearly and stimulate students' interest, whereas, students

believed demonstrating enthusiasm, promoting student independence, and correcting

students without belittling them were essential characteristics of good clinical teachers.

Two of the most discriminating characteristics were from the nursing competence
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category @edagogical skills) followed by two iæms from the interpersonal skills category

(rapport). The highest ranking of clinical teachers differed from Mogan and Knox's 1985

study. Possible reasons for this may be related to the different sample which was recruited

from a broader population base.

More recently, Mogan and Warbinek(L99a) constructed an observation instrument

consisting of low inference clinical teaching behaviors (Observations of Nursing Teachers

in Clinical Settings - ONTICS). Prior to pilot testing the instrument, refinement of the

tool was carried out on the basis of input from expert judges (nursing education experts

and a research associare). Reliability and validity were within acceptable limits for a new

instrument. In a pilot study, 36 clinical teachers were observed twice in the clinical area

for approximately 30 minutes. To test the criterion validity of ONTICS, the clinical

teachers and their students completed the NCTEI. Teaching behaviors considered essential

to effective clinical teaching were grouped into nine "conceptually derived categories" i)

quesrioning method, ii) responding style, iii) method of giving feedback, iv) teaching skill,

v) method of demonsfration, vi) interaction with patienlfamily, vii) interactions with

health team, viii) undesirable teaching behavior, and ix) undesirable questioning/

responding. There was a low correlation between ONTICS and NCTEI. The authors

speculate that these results may be related to the fact that each tool examines different

dimensions of effective clinical teaching or that different methodologies were used in data

gathering. Although the behaviors for each category are listed, there are no descriptions

of what a parricular behavior might be like when ca¡ried out by the clinical teacher, for

example, prompts student. Therefore, it is difficult to know exactly what the clinical
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teacher does when s/he is prompting the student. Moreover, there is no description of the

thinking or knowledge which the clinical teacher uses to prompt the students.

Nehring (1990) extended the work of Mogan and Knox by replicating their 1987

study. Sixty-three undergraduate nursing faculty and I2l undergraduate students

completed the NCTEI. Results suggested that the highest rated characteristics of effective

clinical teachers were similar amongst both groups. The four highest ranked behaviors of

the best clinical teachers were those clinical teachers who were good role models, enjoyed

nursing, enjoyed teaching, and took responsibility for their own actions. Three of the four

characteristics were related to nursing competence. Faculty and students agreed that the

characteristics which distinguished the "best" clinical teachers from the "worst" clinical

teachers were those who were good role models, encouraged mutual respect, and provided

the student with support and encouragement. White the four highest ranked clinical

teaching behaviors relate to the pedagogical skills domain, two of the three distinguishing

characteristics relate to the interpersonal relationship category.

In a study of American students in associate degree programs (two year

community college nursing programs), Sieh and Bell (1994) used the NCTEI to ascertain

the perceptions of 199 students and 22 faculty. All items were rated highly by both

groups of respondents with no statistical difference in students'and facuity's perceptions

of importanr attributes of effective clinical teachers. Results of the study were similar to

the ea¡lier work using the NCTEI, although there were some minor differences in the

relative rank of a particular item. For example, role modelling was a critical characteristic

in Mogan and Knox's (1987) study, whereas, students gave less importance to it in this
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study. However, similarities between the findings of this study and those conducted in

baccalaureate programs suggest that there are behaviors across both groups which are

perceived as important to effective clinical teaching.

Benor and Leviyof (1995) studied students' perceptions of effective clinical

teachers. One hundred and twenty-three students from three different nursing programs

in Israel completed a modified version of the NCTEI questionnaire (only 27 positive

questions were included). Respondents were asked to identify and rank order the five

characteristics of clinical teaching which they believed imperative to effective clinical

teaching. In addition, the participants also had to grade the most ineffective clinical

teacher whom they had experienced on the same characteristics which they had ranked

as mosr important to effective clinical teaching. A profile of the ideal clinical teacher was

developed by weighting the five highest rank ordered behaviors using the five categories

suggested by Mogan and Knox (1985). Finally, profiles of the best and worst clinical

teachers were developed. Results from this study revealed that nursing competency

behaviors were deemed the most important attributes of effective clinical teachers

succeeded by evaluation procedures; instructional skills, interpersonal characteristics, and

personaliry traits followed respectively. Although these results are similar to those of

Nehring (1990), they are different from those of Mogan and Knox (1985, 1987). Lack of

clarity in the results may be related to the differences in the study populations (i.e.,

varying levels of students have been used) and differences in the instrument.

While there seems to be some consensus forming around the behaviors which

indicate effective clinical teaching, the relative importance of each category is
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questionable and there are limited accompanying descriptions regarding what the clinical

teacher does or thinks as s/he enacts these effective clinical teaching behaviors. Although

both NCTEI and ONTICS may tap some dimensions of effective clinical teaching,

because of the episodic nature of the research and lack of systematic instrument

development (such as that in higher education), the research remains at the exploratory

descriptive level. Moreover, the research is based on the assumption that ali the relevant

effective clinical teaching behaviors have been identif,red and are incorporated within the

instruments.

In addition to the more general question of effective clinical teaching, Wiseman

(1994) investigated the role modelling behaviors (a subset of the nursing competence

category) of clinical teachers in the clinical setting which were perceived to be important

by undergraduate nursing students in Years II and Itr of their nursing program. A

questionnaûe was developed using a iist of 39 role modelling behaviors as identified in

the literature and through personal experience. An expert panel (undergraduate clinical

teachers from nationally recognized nursing programs) determined the relevance of the

behaviors generated with an interrater retiability of alpha=.9l. The final questionnaire

contained 28 role modelling behaviors. Two hundred and eight students responded to the

questionnaire indicating their perception of the importance and frequency of practice of

the role modelling behaviors. In Section 1 (role modelling behaviors attended to in the

clinical setting), items were rated above 4.0 (important); in Section 2 (role modelling

behaviors practiced in the clinica-l setting), ratings ranged from 3.5 (sometimes practiced)

ro 4.85 (frequently practiced); and in Section 3 (role modelling behaviors rewarded for
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practicing), ratings were in the 3.00 (sometimes rewarded) range. The author concludes

that students view faculty as role models in the clinical setting and that faculty should be

aware of thei¡ role modelling behaviors. While the identification of role modelling

behaviors is an important contribution to the literature, it would be helpful to the

theoretical development of effective clinical teaching to conceptuaily review the role

modelling behaviors described in order to ascertain how they might fit with the existing

literature related to effective clinical teaching. For example, "interacts with physicians in

a confident manner" Iikely could be subsumed under the category of interpersonal

relationships as identified in the NCTEI. A qualitative study of the role modelling

behaviors of clinical teachers may reveal a category not yet identified in the literature.

Furthermore, the thinking and knowledge that underpins the role modelling behavior of

the clinical teacher is not considered as an essential component in the overall

understanding of how role modelling relates to effective clinical teaching.

The only study which attempts to link clinical teaching effectiveness with student

outcomes was conducted by Krichbaum (1gg4). Using research from higher education,

as well as orher heatth disciplines, Krichbaum adapted a model that had been empirically

tested to describe factors influencing effective clinical teaching. Presage variables (e.g.,

clinical teacher's personal experiences), process variables (e.g., activation of established

routines), and product variables (e.g., nursing students' responses) were included in the

model. Only the process variables (which reflected the pianned routines and actions of the

clinical teachers) were included in this study. The instructional activities included i)

organization, preparation, and setting of expectations, ii) asking questions, iü) answering
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questions, iv) facititating discussion, v) explaining, vi) feedback, vii) role modelling, and

vüi) anitudes of clinical teacher.

Thirry-six pairs of preceptors (clinical teachers) and students in a critical care

practicum rated the effectiveness of the clinical teacher on the basis of descriptions of the

eight clinical teaching behaviors. Two parallel instruments were used (coefficient alpha

ranged from .92L4 to .934I on the instruments). Student gains were correlated to scores

of both students' and clinical teachers' ratings of each measure of effective clinical

teaching behaviors. Significant relationships were found between student learning and

specific clinical teaching behaviors including Ð use of objectives, iÐ providing

opportunities to practice, iii) asking effective questions, iv) providing effective and timely

feedback, v) providing students with evidence as a basis for feedback, and vi) displaying

enthusiasm for teaching and the students' progress. Moreover, specific performance and

knowledge outcomes correlated with different clinical teaching behaviors, that is, some

clinical teaching behaviors were more important to cognitive gains, whereas, others were

more important to changes in clinical practice.

Atthough K¡ichbaum did not test all aspects of the model, it included variables

associated with clinical teaching in nursing that heretofore had not been considered in this

body of research, namely the personal and professional experiences of the clinical teacher,

characteristics of the class (learners), external factors, such as policies and insEuctional

materials, development of clinical teacher routines, clinical teacher's planning, knowledge

and beliefs of clinical teachers regarding clinical teaching, reflection by the clinical

teacher, and clinical reachers' perceptions of effects of thei¡ actions. In addition to the
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description of the instructional activities and their relationship to effective clinical

teaching, the variables that Krichbaum did not test a.re of interest to the present study.

The Process and Nature of Clinical Teachine. Diekelmann's research (1989,

I990a, 1991, 1992, L993a, 1994) has been particularly beneficial as she has engaged in

a sustained program of research with an emphasis on teaching in nursing. In her research,

Diekelmann has used hermeneutic interpretive inquiry to understand the "lived

experiences" of teachers in nursing. In this way, Diekelmann has begun to uncover the

invisible practices of nurse teachers in much the same way as Benner (1984) uncovered

the work of nurse practitioners. For example, Diekelmann (1991) describes a part of

teaching practice as "knowing the student". As an accepted part of practice, one which

is seldom acknowledged or thought about, Diekelmann contends that teachers do not see

the imporønce of this aspect of thei¡ practice, nor know how to "get at it" in order that

they may use it in a conscious way with students. On the basis of her research,

Diekelmann (1990b) contends that teachers in nursing do not teach as teachers teach.

Rather teaching practices in nursing are embedded in their practice as nurses.

Diekelmann (1991, 1993b) calls for nurse educators to recognize the "invisible"

practices of teaching expertise in order to come to a shared understanding of what

teaching in nursing is all about. She asserts that nurse educators must move from a

behavioral model of nursing education which focusses on outcomes and evaluation to a

model that is centred on the experiences of the teacher and learners. In a study with 21

teachers and 21 students, Diekelmann (1993a) identifies a constituitive panern (one which

expresses the relationship between themes in heurmeneutical analysis), "Learning-as-
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Cognitive-Gain". The study participants discussed the emphasis in their nursing education

experiences on ensuring that the content of the nursing curiculum was learned "efficiently

and effectively". As a result, teachers felt compelled to continually add content to their

courses and learning was merely the acquisition of knowledge. Clinical practice for

students was focussed on finding experiences for students in which they could apply their

classroom knowledge. The pivotal role of experience in the development of nursing

expertise was ignored. Dieketmann contends that these experiences of nurse teachers can

be revealed by sharing the stories of one's experiences with students and in that way the

thinking of nursing practice will be revealed.

In her ongoing snrdy of the practice of teaching in nursing, Diekelmann (1994) has

identified six "Concernful Practices of Teaching and Learning", including i) Gathering:

Welcoming and Calling Forth (how teachers and students learn about one another), ii)

Staying: Knowing and Connecting (what teachers know about students), iü) Presencing:

Attending and Being Open (understanding the students' perspective), iv) Creating Places:

Keeping Open a Future of Possibilities (making it safe to learn), v) Safeguarding:

Reading, Thinking, Writing, and Dialogue (sharing stories), and vi) Caring: Engendering

Community (caring for one another). Diekelmann acknowledges that ttrese practices are

not discrete categories, rather they overlap and occìlr together. While this work is

prelirninary, Diekelmann has described teaching in nursing in a way that is markedly

different from the rest of the nursing education literature.

Morgan (1991) investigated the clinical teaching activities of nine clinical teachers.

Using a qualitative design, Morgan used a semi-structured interview format to ascertain
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the participant's beliefs about clinical teaching with respect to the teaching activities they

used while working with students in the clinical setting. Clinical teaching was described

in terms of thei¡ intentions, expectations of students, students' outcomes, the learning

environment in the clinical setting, and "usual" activities. These usual activities were

those which at least 33Vo of the participants identified and were role modelling and

demonstration/return demonstration. This study is helpful as it supports the study of

clinical teaching from the qualitative paradigm. However, the description of clinical

teaching activities is sparse and does not include the knowledge which underlies its

efficacy for the clinical teachers.

Models of Clinical Teachins. Two studies have attempted to develop a modei of

clinical teaching. Infante and her colleagues (1989) tested a clinical teaching model in

which faculty acted in a consultative capacity using agency personnel as resource persons

and preceptors in an attempt to maximize student independence in practice. The efficacy

of the model was tested by linking student outcomes to teaching practices. lnfante also

describe this model as an alternative approach to clinical teaching. This is a more accurate

delineation of what has been developed as what Infante reports does not meet criteria for

model description.

In a comprehensive ethnographic study of six clinical teachers, Paterson (1991)

developed a descriptive model of clinical teaching. The Crystallization Model of Clinical

Teaching purports that clinical teaching is a dynamic process influenced by mediating

variables þast experiences, history, and setting) in which the essence of clinical teaching

is the transmission of practice. Fundamental to this model is the assumption that each
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clinical reacher has his/her own unique perspective of clinical teaching. According to

Paterson, this perspective is based on the sum of the clinical teacher's beliefs and values

conceming clinical teaching and represents what the clinical teacher intends to do in

working with students in the clinical setting. However, the clinical teacher's ability to

behave consistent with his/her beliefs is mediated by the context in which s/he practices

with students. In the transmission of practice the clinical teacher enacts a number of

rituals (clinical teaching practices) based on his/her experiences. When the situation does

not achieve the usual result, the clinical teacher searches for explanations in order to

understand the situation. This reflection often results in development of new and different

strategies for working with students in the clinical area.

The Crystallized Model of Clinical Teaching suggests that clinical teachers

develop a plan to assist students in nursing practice. As part of that plan, they form

"crystallized" assessments of nursing students which they use to construct a developmental

plan on which they base their clinical teaching approaches. In this assessment, the clinical

teachers make a decision whether the student will or will not be successful in the clinical

a¡ea. As a consequence, the plans for the students are either to assist him/her to be

successful or to "extinguish" the student in the clinical area. Although Paterson explicates

clinical teaching in a way that has not been described before in the literature, there has

been no further testing of the model to determine its efficacy and appiicability in other

nursing education settings.

Characteristics of Expert Clinical Teachers. In an effort di¡ected at explaining the

practices of expert clinical teachers in nursing, Hedin (1989) conducted a pilot study
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which explored expert practice in clinical teaching. She interviewed "several" expert

clinical teachers (experts as identified by chairs and deans of nursing education programs).

She identified six general categories which emerged from the interview data: i) knowledge

of self, ii) shares self as a human being, iii) reflective of clinical and teaching practices,

iv) characteristics of faculty (e.g., humour, empathy, honesty, openness), v) attitudes

towards students, and vi) clinical expertise. With the exception of the last category, the

categories identified would be part of the dimension of rapport as reported in the literature

on effective teaching. Clinical expertise in the professions seems to be consistently

identified as contributing to effective clinical teaching and could be viewed as analogous

to content knowledge, a part of the pedagogical skills dimension of effective clinical

teaching. While the results of Hedin's study are preliminary and her methodology as

reported is unclear, her work is important because, like Diekelmann's research, it begins

to describe clinical teaching from the experiences of clinical teachers.

Perspective of Clinical Teachine. Only Paterson (1994) has attempted to examine

an aspect of the thinking of clinical teachers. As part of a larger study, Paterson used

observation, interviews, and concept mapping to determine the theoretical knowledge and

value claims of six clinical teachers. She ascertained that all participants in the study

sha¡ed some central beliefs about clinicat teaching, that is, clinical teaching is an integral

part of nursing education and clinical teachers positively affect student outcomes.

However, clinical teachers differed in their predominant perspective of clinical teaching.

Clinical teachers were described as ascribing predominantly to one of the following

perspecrives i) ability-evaluative, ii) moral responsibility, iii) task mastery, and iv)
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professional-identity mentoring. Paterson postulates that new clinical teachers are largely

ability-evaluarive, while the other three perspectives evolve depending upon the

knowledge and value claims which are most salient to the individual clinical teacher.

Paterson concludes that varying perspectives of clinical teachers will result in different

teaching behaviors which, in turn, will influence how students learn in the clinical area.

She also acknowledges that whether a particular perspective of the clinical teacher is more

appropriate in one situation than another or with different types of students needs further

investigation. Although Paterson coñrments on the importance of the relationship of each

perspective to the development of clinical teaching expertise, on the basis of the

participants in her study she is unable to deduce the relevance of these perspectives to the

development of clinical teaching expertise.

Learnins Clinical Teachine

There is only one study in the nursing education literature which addresses the

issue of the transition from a practicing nurse to a nurse educator (Davis, Dearman,

Schwab, & Kitchen, 1992). Davis and her colleagues surveyed 427 novice nurse educators

to ascertain their perceptions of the preparation of nurses for the role of a faculty member,

the extent to which they could demonstrate those competencies, and the mechanisms

through which the competencies were learned. Respondents agreed with global

competencies statements of the nurse faculty job expectations. Of these competencies only

two were perceived by participants as an activity which they could preform well. The

investigators found that 63Vo of the study paÍicipants reported having some formal

preparation for the faculty role. Novice faculty ordered the following activities in order
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of importance i) informal learning activities, ü) experiential learning, iii) mentorship

relationships, iv) continuing education, and v) formal academic preparation. What is not

clear is how informal learning and experiential learning are different, how the experiences

or what experiences were important to the development of their abilities as a faculty

member, or specifically the development of clinical teaching practices.

Summ

Scholars in nursing education (e.g., Lindeman, t989; Pugh, 1983; Tanner &

Lindeman, 1987) have recognized for some time the need for research in clinical teaching.

However, the body of knowledge is limited due to several factors. Generally studies in

clinical teaching in nursing are descriptive and have used a survey or interview method

of data collection. There is little consistency in the use of a standard instrument by which

effective clinical teaching is examined. White these studies have identified reasonably

consistent behaviors in clinical teaching, there has been only one attempt to link effective

teaching to student outcomes. There has been little systematic building of knowledge and

few identifiable sustained efforts by any one investigator or groups of investigators. As

a result there has been little theory building which could inform clinical teaching practices

in nursing. Moreover, Hedin (1989) cautions against the reliance on "manufacturing lists

of behaviors to be imitated in an instrumental means/end rationale" (p. 80). She contends

that critical aspects of expert clinical teaching such as self-knowledge and reflection on

one's practice are not discovered through research methodologies which focus only in

student-teacher interactions. Although the expert clinical teacher has been studied recently

(e.g,, Diekelmann 1990b, Hedin, 1989), there have been no studies which specifically
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identify and include the novice clinical teacher. In addition, the question of the

conceptualization and thinking of clinical teachers as a basis for understanding effective

clinical teaching practices has not been raised at all. A study that attempts to explicate

the thinking of clinical teachers is timely and wilt add to and illuminate the understanding

of effective clinical teaching.

Summa¡v

This review has highlighted the general research in education and teacher thinking

to provide a broad conceptualization of æaching research in which to situate the present

study. Effective æaching as it has been studied in higher education is considered in terms

of the identification of effective teaching behaviors as they might relate to the study of

effective clinical teaching. The concepts of novice and expert have been explored as they

are germane to the selection of the participants. Finally, the literature in clinical teaching

has been considered as it has been studied in other professional disciplines and

specifically in nursing. It is evident from this review that clinical teaching has been

studied primarily in the quantitative paradigm from the perspective of effective teaching

behaviors as identified by students and/or teachers. Although there has been some recent

work in trying to uncover the lived experiences of clinical teaching from a qualitative

perspective, there has been no work that considers the question that was the focus of this

study.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

Based on the social psychological framework of social interactionism, this

exploratory, descriptive, study examined the thinking of novice and expert clinical

teachers. A quatitative approach to the investigation was selected because the phenomenon

of interest, conceptualization of effective clinical æaching, is grounded in the nârrative

descriptions of those best able to describe it" clinical teachers (Dreher, 1994). Participants'

meanings and values arising out of their experiences were explored in order to understand

how they conceptualized effective clinical teaching. This chapter describes the sample,

data collection procedures, data analysis, ethical considerations, and limitations of the

study.

Sample

A purposive sample of five novice and five expert ciinicai teachers was used.

Selection of a purposive sample was in keeping with the goals of the study in that the

thinking and knowledge of clinical teaching of these particular participants were integral

to the research. The underlying assumption for this sampling sfrategy was that the group

would provide the most comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon of clinical

teaching (Babbie, L979; Skodal Wilson, 1989). The participants were selected on the basis

of thei¡ knowledge of and experience in clinical teaching'

Five novice and five expert clinical teachers were recruited for the study. The

Iiterature did not give clear indications for the selection of either novices or experts.

Following an in-depth review of the literature, Scanlan (1992a) determined that there are
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no observable criteria that can be used to identify novices and experts. On the basis of

this review, she concluded that it is difficult to identify a "true" novice. The studies

reviewed used novices who had at least a familiarity with the practice domain, extending

from an introductory level course to up to two years of practice following graduation

from a professional progïam. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, novices were

clinical teachers who had taught students in nursing practice for two years or less. It may

be argued that some clinical teachers with up to two years of clinical teaching may be

beyond the level of the novice and at the level of an advanced beginner (using the levels

of expertise, i.e., novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient, and expert developed

by Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986). However, the advanced beginner is still in the early stages

of the development of expertise and the differences between the advanced beginner and

the expert are great enough to justify using the advanced beginner.

Identification of the expert was fraught with difficulty. Other than nomination by

supervisors and sometimes peers, there are no clear directions in the iiterature for the

selection of experts. Participants who were known to "be the best" and thought to be

experts in their own culture were refer¡ed to researchers in both the education and nursing

literature. Although there is agreement that expertise develops over a long period of time,

there is no evidence to suggest the length of time that is required, even as a minimum

(Scanlan, L992a). Experts included in this srudy were those clinical teachers who were

nominated by their Dhectors of Nursing as those clinical teachers with at least five years

of experience and who were known to "be the best". Given the difficulty in defining and
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describing expertise and in the absence of clear criteria to identify such experlise,

inferential strategies can justifiably be employed to identify expert clinical teachers.

The Directors of the Schools of Nursing and the Dean, Faculty of Nursing in the

city of Winnipeg, an urban city in western Canada, were contacted by letter to request

access to the study participants (see Appendix A). Clinical teachers in both diploma and

baccalaureate programs were included on the assumption that the focus of the study was

on the thinking of novice and expert clinical teachers, rather than the differences between

different types of educational programs. These nursing education administrators were

asked to nominate clinical teachers whom they believed fit the criteria of novice and

expert clinical teachers. A description of the criteria for the selection of study participants

accompanied the letter requesting access (see Appendix B). One administrator commented

on how helpful the di¡ections for selecting the experts were. In particular, the question

which asked rhe ad-ministrator to consider the potential participants in light of a desire to

have him/her teach one's own child made the decision of which clinical teachers to

designate as expert easier. Nominations were returned directly to the researcher. Potential

participants who fulfilled the criteria for the novice and expert categories were contacted

by the researcher. A written description of the study (see Appendix C) was sent to

potential parricipants outlining the purpose of the study, the identif,rcation of study

participants, methods of data collection, anticipated length of time required for

participants, and ethical considerations. The researcher followed the letter with a

telephone caII. A date and time for the first interview was be set with participants who
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theagreed to participare. Study participants signed a consent form (see Appendix D) at

time of the first intervrew.

Aooroaches to Data Collection

According to Clark and Peterson (1986), the researcher who is interested in

studying teacher thinking must deal with significant technical, methodological, and

epistemologicat challenges. Because teachers' thought processes are not observable, the

researcher must rely on various self-report measures. The researcher must attend to issues

of elicitation and interpretation of valid and reliable self-report measures of cognitive

processes. A pilot study with two participants was conducted to ascertain the efficacy of

the research protocol. ln the pilot, participant observation, interviewing, participants'

journalling, and concept maps were tested. On the basis of the data from the pilot, it was

concluded that participant observation was not particularly helpful in eliciting the thinking

of clinical teachers.

The primary method of data collection was interviewing supplemented by journals

and concept mapping. In order to ensure that the dimensions of symbolic interactionism

were attended to in the process of data collection, the researcher constructed a grid (see

Appendix E) to demonstrate the relationship between the assumptions of symbolic

interactionism, the research questions, and the interview guide (see Appendix F).

Interviews. Interviewing as a research tool is a powerful way to gain insight into

a phenomenon rh-rough understanding the experience of the participants (Seidman,l99l).

All participants were interviewed three times. The fust two interviews used the

questionnaire as a basis for discussion, while the third interview validated the concept
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map developed on the basis of the data analysis. Each interview lasted approximately one

to one and a half hours. Consideration of the length of the interview was important in

terrns of respecting the energy level of both the researcher and the participant and

altowing time for the participant to reconsfruct the experiences and reflect on their

meaning (Seidman, 1991). The initiat two interviews were conducted over a two and one

half month period. The average time between interviews was about two weeks, although

some interviews were one week or less apart, while others were up to four weeks apart.

Differences in time between interviews were related to the time constraints of the

participants. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed foilowing the interviews'

An open ended quesrionnahe (see Appendix F) was used to facilitate discussion

during the frst two interviews. The questions for the interview guide were developed on

the basis of the conceptual framework and the research questions (see Appendix E).

However, in keeping with the tenets of qualitative research, these questions served as a

guide only, allowing the researcher to pursue the data as they emerged from the

interviews. In order to obtain perceptions, thoughts, values, and beliefs of the study

participants, an open-ended approach to the interview process was necessary as the

researcher elicited data through the eyes of the participant.

A challenge in the interview process is maintaining a balance between ensuring

consistency in the data collected and flexibility in pursuing the data as the participants'

stories unfold (May, 1989). Following the first interview with each participant, the

researcher recorded the issues discussed and consulted the interview guide to ascertain the

general areas for discussion for the second interview. This ensured that the issues
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identified as important to effective clinical teaching were discussed by each participant.

Nonetheless, the researcher was flexible in how and when the questions were asked,

following the participants' thinking as they discussed clinical teaching.

The initial interview began with an eliciøtion of general demographic information

about the participants. The researcher coÍImenced the first interview with a broad, open

ended question such as, "Tell me what you do as a clinical teacher" or "Can you tell me

about how you learned about clinical teaching?" As the participants discussed their

experiences, probes were used to focus on the description of events or ask for further

clarification and explanation, for example, "Can you tell me a little more about . . . ?" or

"I'm curious because you used the word caring quite a bit. I was wondering how you see

that as part of your clinical teaching?" ln the second interview the researcher began by

talking about one of the areas discussed in the previous intelview that had stimulated

some questions about the participants' clinical teaching practices.

Interviews were scheduled at a time and place convenient to both the paficipant

and the researcher. Participants were given a choice of settings for the interviews i) their

workplace, iÐ the resea¡cher's workplace, iii) the researcher's home, or iv) the

participant's home. The majority of the participants chose to be interviewed in the home

of the researcher. Three participants were interviewed at their place of work and one

participant in her home. One interview was conducted in the researcher's work office.

Interviewing in the home was advantageous because the setting for the interview could

control for privacy and interruptions due to students or telephone calls.
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Participant Journals. Participants were asked to keep a reflective journal in which

they recorded their thoughts, feelings, values, and beliefs about their clinical teaching

practices. Specific instructions inciuded:

1. Write your rhoughts and feelings following clinical teaching. Is there

somerhing that happened that stands out in your mind? Describe it. What

d.id you do as a teacher? what do you think now reflecting on it?

2. What do you think effective clinical teaching is?

3. Write anything that comes to mind after an interview with me.

4. Include anything else that you think about clinical teaching.

Each participants kept a journal for a two week period of time. The literature did

not provide any clear direction regarding the amount of time that a participant should

record in a journal in order to capture their thinking. On the basis of the pilot conducted

by the researcher, it was believed that two weeks was adequate for the participants to

capture the essence of their thinking about clinical teaching without them tiring of the

task.

Participants were diligent about completing their journals for the researcher' While

some journals were more descriptive than others, all journals revealed participants'

thinking regarding effective clinical teaching. The journals were particularly useful in

validating a perspective that had emerged from the intervie\il transcripts. For some

novices, the journalling was helpful in clarifying their thinking about effective clinical

teaching.
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Concept Mapping. Concept mapping has been used recently in the literature on

teacher thinking as a strategy to tap knowledge stored in long terrn memory and is a

valuable technique for explicating, in a concrete manner, the organization of concepts

around a central idea. The concept maps provided a visual means by which the researcher

and the study participants could reflect on absnact memory structures (Scanlan, I992b).

Typically, studies using concept mapping use it as a data collection tool (e.g., Beyerbach,

1988; Powell, 1991). However, the concept maps were developed on the basis of the data

analysis. Therefore, concept mapping was considered as both a data collection strategy,

as well as a strategy for data analysis.

Following coding of the data, the researcher constructed a concept map for each

of the study participants and validated it urith the participant to ensure that the map

reflected the participant's conceptualization of effective clinical teaching. Tochon

þersonai communication, January 7, I99I) advised that the researcher, rather than the

study participant, construcr the concept map and then validate it with the participant. [n

the development of the concept maps, the researcher reviewed each transcript for the

participants, identifying data which related to each of the study themes and categories.

Once the data were organized, the concept maps were constructed using the specific data

from each participant (see Appendix H). The formulation of the concept maps was a

hetpful exercise in clarifying and refining the thinking of the researcher with respect to

the emerging categories.

Subsequent to the construction of the concept map, the researcher interviewed each

parricipant a third rime to validate the concept map. The resea¡cher offered to give the
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concept map to the parricipants so that they could have some time to think about the

validity of what was presented. However, no participant felt that was necessary. During

the validation interview, the researcher sought clarification regarding concepts which were

unclea¡. She was able to explain the caægories to the participants, clarifying for them how

she had developed the concept map, grounding it in the daø from their interviews. In the

validation interview, with minor exceptions, the participants stated that the concept map

reflected their thinking about clinical æaching.

There was a lapse of eight to twelve months from the time of the primary data

collection to the interview to validate the concept map. The transcriptions of the

interviews, the initial data analysis, and the construction of the concept maps required a

longer time than was originally anticipated. Experts were confident about the contents of

the concept map, believing that the researcher had captured the "crux" of their clinical

teaching. Novices, however, were surprised about the contents of the concept map. In the

interval between the initial interviews and the concept map interview, some of their

thinking had changed. Nonetheless, novices reiterated that the concept map reflected their

thinking at the time of the original interviews.

you know I was sort of wondering if I would be able to remember it. Yeh I think

that most of it, I'm trying to think if there's anythíng else. I'm kind of almost

surprised that you got this much off that (intentiews) because you know youforget

what you say. You-know when you go to read ít afterwards and it starts to make

sense. (Novice 0I)

Procedures for Data Analvsis

Once the data were transcribed, they were reviewed by the researcher in

conjunction with the audio rapes. Weber (1986) claims that transcripts of interviews may
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rob the data of their power, clarity, and depth. The researcher listened to the tapes while

reading the transcripts enabling her to fill in important gaps in the transcripts, colrect

errors, and pick up on nuances in the participants' responses which were not transcribed,

for example, pauses and voice inflection. Furthermore, listening to the tapes allowed the

researcher to examine her interviewing style, ensuring that she was focussing on the

participant's construction of clinical teaching, and guarding against leading the participant

in the interviews.

Content analysis was the strategy employed to analyze the data. As the researcher

read the transcripts, she used open coding to identify categories as they evolved from the

data. In addition the process of the development and validation of the concept maps

enabled the researcher to clarify, develop, and add depth to the categories. Initially, these

categories were broad, for example, effective clinical teaching. However, as the analysis

progressed, the subtleties of the categories became more apparent and the specific

categories and sub-categories emerged. Data were examined by the researcher who coded

them by giving them names indicating the types of behavior or situations which they

represented. For example, Effective Clinical Teaching initially represented everything that

clinical teachers described related to what they did with students. Upon further reading,

categories related to, for example, evaluating practices and developing students'

assignments emerged. In turn, as these categories became clearer, discrete sub-categories

were identified, such as how clinical teachers gather data on students.

After the interview transcripts had been read several times and the emerging

categories were becoming more evident, the transcripts from the fi¡st two interviews were
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loaded into a qualitative software program called NUD.IST (Non-numerical Unstrucn¡red

Data. Indexing Searching Theorizing). The texts from the journals and the validation

interviews were used to verify and vatidate the findings from the primary interviews with

the participants. A relatively new qualitative data analysis program, NUD.IST is user

friendly, working in a windows environment. NUD.IST required the researcher to design

an index system in which categories and sub-categories of clinical teaching were

organized. Each category or sub-category was given a n¿urte, definition, and number as

well as a location (node) in a tree structured index system. The nodes enabled the

researcher to store ideas, explore the transcripts, and retrieve data related to specific

categories and sub-categories. This computer program facilitated the management of

massive amounts of unstructured data and allowed the researcher to explore the text and

Iink ideas amongst participants. Coding the data into the computer was an iterative

process in conjunction with the data analysis and refined further the thinking of the

researcher with respect to the categories and how they related to one another. Although

the major categories were identified prior to entering the data into the NUD.IST program,

finer aspects of the analysis became evident during the process of data entry. For

example, data related to nu¡sing practice and staff relationships were distinguished in a

separate category. However, as the analysis progressed with the data entry, it became

clear that the category related to nursing staff relationships was a part of the Practices of

Clinical Teaching.

Constas (lgg}) recommends that the researcher consider identifying the source of

words used to develop the categories in the analysis. He suggests a procedure that
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examines the categories along two dimensions: i) components of the categorization and

ü) temporal designation. The first category identifîes the components or actions that are

used to generate the name of a category, whereas the second category identifies the point

in the research process at which the category is identified. Such an approach enabled the

researcher to identify how the categories were developed and named. The researcher

examined whether she was using the participants' words and meaning in the creation of

the categories or whether she was imposing a structure from without.

While some imposition of words from either the theoretical or practice domain or

the researcher are acceptable, it was incumbent upon the researcher to ensure that the

participants' meaning were embedded within these other words or categories. For

example, the theme "Practices of Clinical Teaching" was initially labelled "Strategies of

Clinical Teaching". In the fust concept map validation interview (with Expert 05), the

researcher proposed this name to the participant. The expert mused about the

appropriateness of the word, suggesting that it was not quite right. She could not clearly

identify what she thought was correct. Although "Approaches to Clinical Teaching" was

better than "Strategies of Clinicat Teaching", Expert 05 was not convinced it was the best

either. Following this interview, the researcher tested the label, "Approaches to Clinical

Teaching". This was more acceptable to other study participants during the validation

interviews. Again some participants suggested that it was not quite right, but could offer

no other suggestion. As the analysis progressed, "Approaches to Clinical Teaching"

seemed to be somewhat limiting. In the final analysis, "Practices of Clinical Teaching"

was deemed the most suitable title for the theme.
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Some categories were labelled on the basis of the words of the study participants.

"Knowing Sfudents" was a term used frequently by participants and fit the overall

categories related to students and what clinical teachers knew of them. Some categories

were grounded in the nursing education [terature, for example, "Staying" @iekelmann,

lgg4). Finally, some categories were labelled by the researcher because neither the words

of the participants nor the literature were helpful. For example, the category identified in

the study as "setting the Stage" is similar in content to "Creating Places" @iekelmann,

lgg4). The latter terminology did not correspond with the stories of the participants and,

therefore, was given a label by the researcher that more accurately fit the data'

The use of memos facilitated the understanding of the analysis process enabling

the researcher to capture ideas and document recurring themes as they emerged from the

data. Memos enable the researcher to theorize about the codes and their relationships

while the researcher is coding (Glaser, 1978) and a¡e primarily conceptual in nature, tying

rogether different pieces of data into a recognizable cluster (Miles & Huberman,1994).

Memo writing begins at the inception of the research process and continues throughout

the research process (Glaser, 1978; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The researcher began to use

written memos during the conceptualization of the study, the mini-pilot, and writing of

the research proposal. She continued to write memos throughout the process, assisting her

in the task of being reflexive as the data were gathered and analyzed. Issues that were

unclear were identified in memos, as well, possible explanations for the data were

hypothesized.
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The transcripts were examined for incongruent evidence of incidents, events, or

ideas that did not support the emerging analysis. While pursuit of cases that do not fit

does not necessarily refute the emerging relationships and understandings, it was essential

because it added variation and depth to the understanding of the phenomenon of effective

clinical teaching (I-incoln & Guba, 1985; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Through this process

of refining through hindsight, atl the known aspects of the emerging concepts will

accounred for (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). For example, in the Directing sub-category of

Making Content Understandable, Expert 02 did not use this strategy, except in the most

di¡e of circumstances. Her beliefs about how she should work with students were

antithetical to Directing. In this instance, the specific conditions under which Directing

was used when inconsistent with the clinical teacher's personal beliefs were revealed.

The insider status of the researcher was an issue that was addressed throughout

the research process. The insider status of the researcher in the world of nursing education

enhanced her ability to gain access to the study participants and understand the nuances

of the data collected (Meerabeau,1992: Stephenson & Greer, 1981). However, there were

some disadvantages to her insider status and it was essential that she employ specific

strategies to offset the impact of the insider on the research process. The role of the

insider impacs upon all aspects of the research process and the fact that one is an insider

cannot be changed. The challenge was for the researcher to identify the issues and make

plans to manage these as they arose throughout the study. Specific strategies to identify

the impact on the study of the role of the insider included recording in a reflective journal
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by the researcher, employing the assistance of others, and checking the understanding of

the data with the study participants.

Researcher Journal. The researcher kept a reflective joumal throughout the

resea¡ch process. In this journal, she recorded her thoughts and reactions as the research

unfolded. Record"ings were made throughout all aspects of the resea¡ch process and, in

particular, before and after each interview in order to heighten awareness of her role as

a researcher and facilitate thoughtful reflection of the data immediately before and after

collection. Self knowledge is critical to research in the qualitative paradigm (Lipson,

I99l; Peskin, 1985, 1988). The reflective joumal was a strategy used to heighten the

researcher's ability to understand herself, the impact of her values, culture, and past

experiences on the resea¡ch process and to examine critically the reactions of the study

participants and herself to the research process. For example, one of the participants had

a d.ifferent orientation to nursing practice than the researcher. The journal facilitated the

identification of this issue and signalled to her that she would have to think and probe

d.ifferently in the second interview to ensure that she was able to tap into this participant's

thinking. Furthermore, the recording of her own thinking enabled the researcher to bracket

her own personal values and preconceptions and hold them in abeyance so that the

phenomenon of effective clinical teaching was seen from the perspective of the study

participants @rew, 1989; Hutchinson, 1988; Lipson, 1991). In addition, the researcher

also set out her own particular views, assumptions, and biases about clinical teaching

prior to any data collection (see Appendix G).
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The problem of over identification is a recurring theme in the liærature (Adler &

Adler, 1987; Ellen, L984; Paterson, 1994; Robinson & Thorne, 1988; Rosenthal, 1989;

Sandelowski, 1986) and is particularly a concern for the researcher in this study who is

a member of the group being investigated. Although immersion and development of a

reciprocal relationship with the participants were essential, there was the danger that the

resea¡cher might take on the thinking of the participants which produces role confusion

and d.ifficulty in being able to critically analyze the data (Robinson & Thorne, 1988).

Use of the reflective journal assisted the researcher to identify situations in which she was

over identifying with the study participants. For example, the researcher found herself

drawn to the particular approach of one participant and opposed to the clinical teaching

practices of another participant. Recording in the journal assisted her to identify these

feelings so that she was aware of them during the data collection phase and prior to

beginning the data analysis. Consequently, she was able to take a more detached

viewpoint, approaching the research tasks with knowledge of her own perspective of the

data. One of the most impoftant considerations was that the researcher was honest with

herself so that she confronted issues as they arose in the overall study.

Assistance of Others. Several authors recommend that other individuals review the

data and interpretations of the resea¡cher to mitigate the issues of the insider perspective

(Aquitar, 1981; Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Lipson, 1991; Ramos, 1989). These individuals

can be peers, members of a thesis committee, or individuals who have no understanding

of the study. They can ask questions which will force the researcher to approach the data

from a different stance and articulate her thinking in the analysis' In this study, the
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researcher used her committee members to assist in this task. In particular, the

methodologist on the dissertation committee independently reviewed and coded two

novice and two expert transcripts. In addition, the researcher enlisted the aid of peers

familiar with clinical teaching to review transcripts and analysis to ensure that she was

accurately reflecting the data.

Checks to Validate Understandine of Participants' Meaning. "The process of

member checks is the single most important action inquirers can take, for it goes to the

heart of the credibility criterion" (Guba, 1981, p. 85). It is essential in qualitative research

to remain faithful ro rhe participant's meaning in the data analysis. Lincoln and Guba

(1985) conrend that member checks can be either formal or informal. During the data

collection process, the researcher reflected back to the participants the interpretation of

what was being said, providing the participant with the opportunity to correct errors,

challenge interpretations, and volunteer additional information. A further check which

fostered greater confidence that the findings reflected the participants' meaning was the

validation of the concept maps with each participant.

In a snrdy such as this project, there is always the concern whether the participants

are teliing the truth. Should the researcher believe what the participants are saying? In a

provocative book, Douglas (1976) claims that the researcher cannot rely upon the

informant to cooperate and teil the truth. He contends that the researcher must approach

the research setting from a perspective of conflict and suspicion on the assumption that

most people have somerhing to hide. Lofland and Lofland (1995) contend that this is an

extreme position and compare Douglas's position to the position commonly held by the
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majority of qualitative researchers. Their stance maintains that most people act in good

faith and that a trusting relationship between the researcher and the participants facilitates

the resea¡ch process. In fact, Lofland and Lofland claim that most researchers adopt a

position somewhere in the middle ". trust combined with a heady dose of scepticism;

suspicion mixed in wirh large portions of good faith" (p. 55). These authors also contend

that when the participants are interested in the topic and have no obvious motive to lie,

that the researcher would have no reason to treat his/her participants as unfriendly and

unlikely to be telling the truth.

There was no basis for the participants to intentionally mislead the researcher in

this study. The researcher is not in a position to influence their work. Moreover, the

information that was sha¡ed with the researcher was not potentially threatening. The

reciprocity of the relationship with the study paÍicipants enhanced the development of

a trusting relationship between the study participants and the researcher in which the

participants felt comfortable in sharing their thinking about effective clinical teaching.

Finally, the measures described add confidence to the veracity of the data gathered and

the findings of the study.

Trustworthiness of the Findines

There is debate amongst qualitative researchers regarding the necessity of holding

the findings of a qualitative study up to the scrutiny of any criteria (Miles & Huberman,

Igg4). Some researchers posit that it is not realiy possible to specify the qualities of good

qualitative work, whereas, others contend that in order to be accepted in the scientific

community, standards should be shared and attended to. Lincol¡ and Guba (1985) offer
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four criteria against which qualitative studies may be measured i) confirmability

(objectivity), ii) dependabitity (reliability), iii) credibility (internal validity), and iv)

transferability (external validity). In addition to the measures described above, other

strategies were employed and considerations taken into account to enhance the scholarly

merit of the study.

ConfrmabiliW. The underlying issue to be considered here is whether the findings

are relatively free from researcher bias (Miles & Huberman,1994). The detailing of the

study's methods and procedures as outlined in this chapter allow other researchers and

readers to follow the actual sequence of how data were gathered and transformed through

the analysis process. Rationale for the delineation and naming of the categories are

described. Data a¡e linked conceptually and displayed in tabular form in Chapter Four and

the discussion of the findings in Chapter Five is tinked to these data. The researcher

carefully described the impact of her role as an insider in the world of clinical teaching

and the risks inherent in over identification with the participants. Strategies to offset these

issues are outlined (see discussion in preceding section, Procedures for Data Analysis).

Finally, data have been stored electronically and a¡e available for reanalysis by others.

Dependabilitv. The questions to be addressed here are whether the process of the

study is consistent and stable over time (lr4iles & Huberman, 7994). Choice of a

qualitative approach to the study was grounded in the naratives of the study participants.

The research questions which drove the study ale clear, concise, and relate to the

conceptual framework, symbolic interactionism. Moreover, care was taken to relate the

questions and the conceptual framework to the interview guide used (see Appendix F).
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The conceprual framework was described and related to the study (see Chapter One). In

the fTnal chapter, the discussion of the findings are integrated with and linked to symbolic

interactionism. Peers and a commitæe member reviewed the transcripts and the emerging

analysis (see Assistance of Others).

Credibilitv. The fundamental question with regards to credibility is whether or not

the find.ings make sense to those who are studied, as well as those who read the study

(Miles & Huberman,1994). V/hile reading the study, the reader should feel a "vicarious

presence" with the study participants. As one colleague remarked after reading the

find.ings, "I found myself thinking of examples and situations similar to the participants"'

Triangulation of data was employed. Triangulation is a strategy that is used to i¡crease

the validity of a study (Mathison, 1988). The underlying assumption of triangulation is

that in using more than one approach, the flaws of one source will be offset by the

strengths of another and ttrat the strategies will produce convergent findings (Denzin

1978). Triangulation of data sources was used. In addition to the initial two interviews

with the participants, the data gathered at the validation interview and the participants'

journals provided the researcher with an opportunity to "double check" her findings,

comparing the data gathered to ensure that the interpretations were consistent with the

participants' meanings across time (see discussion, Checks to Validate Understanding of

Participants' Meaning). The account of the data is comprehensive and supported by the

nararives of the participants (see Chapter Four). Evidence of incongruent incidents,

events, or ideas which did not support the emerging analysis were pusued (see discussion
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inin preceding section, Procedures for Data Analysis). Furthermore, areas of uncertainty

the findings were identified, for example, Making Connections (Chapter Four).

Transferabilitv. The basic issue here is the relevance of"the findings in other

settings (Miles & Huberman,1994). Characteristics of the sample are delineated so that

subsequent researchers could employ a similar method for recruiting participants to a

comparable study. The limitations of the study and th¡eats to generalizability are described

(see Limitations of rhe Srudy). While the researcher is cautious about generalizing the

findings, clinical teachers in other settings (i.e., Zimbabwe, South Africa, Canada) and a

teacher in another discipline (i.e., Engineering) claim that the findings are consistent with

their own experiences. Although the findings support the literature on clinical teaching,

the results are linked conceptually in a different configuration (see Chapter Five). As well,

potential avenues for further exploration are presented in the final chapter.

Ethical Considerations

The research proposal was reviewed and approved by the Ethical Review

Committee of the Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba. Ramos (1989) contends

that ethical problems in qualitative research are the result of the reciprocal relationship

between the researcher and the participant, the researcher's subjective interpretation of the

data, and the inherent unpredictability of the emergent design. In particular, the reciprocal

relarionship makes the participants more vulnerable to sharing information that they would

not normally share with another person (Wax, I9SZ). The researcher as an insider in the

world of clinical teaching understood the participants' experiences and may have

inadvertently encouraged the participant to divulge information that, in other
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circumstances, they would not share. She managed the diiemma of participant

vulnerabitity by being alert to the participants' cues and sharing with the participants the

focus and direction of the interviews (Lipson, 1984).

Wax (1982) argues that reciprocity changes the nature of informed consent and

advocates ongoing negotiations between the researcher and the participants. Although the

researcher developed a protocol that attended to the essential elements of ethical concerns,

she adhered ro the principle of ongoing consent as postulated by Wax. ln using this

approach, she sha¡ed the find.ings with the participants so that they were able to clarify,

question, add to, or challenge the researcher's analysis of the data. This process was

facilitated by reference to the researcher's journal.

The nursing literature discusses the difficutty in role conflict that nurse researchers

experience, paÍicularly when there is an overt need identified by the study pafiicipants

(Fietd, I99l; Lipson, 1984, 1991; Paterson, 1991; Pearsall, 1965; Rosenthal, 1989;

Stanko, 1981). Clearly, the researcher must engage in a delicate balancing act. In this

study there was the danger that the participants might ask for the researcher's advice

about clinical teaching, a problem encountered by Paterson in her resea¡ch on clinical

teaching. For example, one novice waited until an interview was over before she asked

the researcher her opinion about how she handled a student situation recounted in the

interview. The researcher was careful to support what the novice had done and reinforce

the novice's decisions, while ensuring that she did not offer the novice false reassurance.

Confidentiality may be more of a problem when the researcher is an insider

because the information may be traced back to the participant(s) or be so sensitive that
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there is a question whether it should be used at all (Stephenson & Greer, 1981).

Strategies ro prorect the confidentiality of the participants included sharing of data with

the research participants to ensure that they agreed with the interpretation of the

researcher, aggregation of the data so that individual responses were not identifiable, use

of pseudonyms, and distortion of non-relevant material to mask the identity of the

participants (Archbold, 1986; Ellen, 1984). One of the study participants was male. As

the nursing education cornmunity is small with few male nurse educators, all the

participants were referred to as female to protect the anonymity of this participant.

Although one loses the unique aspect of the male perspective by referring to all

participanrs as female, gender differences were not a focus of this study. Confidentiality

was facilitated by nsgotiating times for data collection and not succumbing to

opportunities for data collection that might arise because of the researcher's insider status.

Scrupulous care was taken to adhere to this. Moreover, collection of data in the homes

of the researcher and one participant decreased the possibility that the researcher would

be seen in places where others might question her presence.

Access to tapes and transcripts was limited to the reseatcher, one member of her

thesis commitree, ffid the secretary who nanscribed the tapes. Participants will be

recognized as a group for their contribution to the generation of information that may

prove to be of benefit to clinical teachers, in particuiar, and nursing education, in general.

Since the resea¡cher is not in a position to influence the work of the clinical teachers, the

parricipanrs should not be adversely affected by participating in the study. Participants

were advised of their right to withd¡aw from the study at any point, without penalty of
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theany kind. Participants signed a consent form (see Appendix D) which described

purpose of the research and the expectations of the participants.

Li@

The volunrary nature of the participation of the novice and expert clinical teachers

in this study has to be taken into account. Their willingness to participate may have been

related to their interest in clinical teaching and may not be reflective of other clinical

teachers. In addition, they may have responded to the researcher on the basis of what they

perceived to be a socially acceptable response. However, the research was not intrusive

into the lives of the participants nor did they have anything to gain by not replying

honestly to the researcher. In addition, the small numbers of the participants confine the

generalizability of the findings to the participants in this study.

Symbotic interactionism, the conceptual framework for the study, does not account

for all aspects of learning and understanding (Musolf, I99?). However, questions that may

address other aspects of clinical teaching are outside the parameters of this study. The

significance of the findings of this study, therefore, are limited to those experiences that

were developed through the participants' interaction with others and the self.

eualitative research is based on the interpretations of the data by the researcher.

In the research process, the resea¡cher is the major instrument. Consequently, data

gathered emanate from the experiences of the researcher herself (Eisner, 1981). While

measures were taken to account for this difficutty (e.g., researcher journal, member

checks), others interpretations of the data must be acknowledged. Nonetheless, the

porenrial for other interpretations does not negate the significance of the study findings.
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The data were based solely on the narratives of the study participants. While the

emic perspective of the participants is a valid pursuit, it behooves the researcher to

acknowledge rhat only the conscious thinking of the participants was revealed (Dreher,

Igg4). Examination through other means may help the participants to reveal the

unconscious aspects of their thinking, for example, video recording the participant as s/he

teaches in the clinical area and then reviewing the tape to ascertain the thinking behind

the behavior exhibited.

Summary

This chapter has detailed the research process used by the researcher to examine how

novice and expert clinical teachers conceptualize effective clinical teaching. Issues related

to the qualitative research design used in this study were addressed. Although there are

limitations to the study and further research is necessary to ascertain the applicability of

these findings to other goups of clinical teachers, the findings presented in the subsequent

chapter reveal the thinking of five novice and five expert clinical teachers with respect

to effective clinical teaching.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to describe how novice and expert clinical æachers

conceptualized effective clinical teaching. In uncovering clinical teachers' thinking, the

influence of past experiences and how they shaped clinical teaching practices were

revealed. Three major themes were developed from the data i) Learning Clinical

Teaching, ii) Practices of Clinical Teaching, and iii) Knowing Students. Each theme had

numerous categories and, in some instances, sub-categories. In the latter two themes,

differences in the thinking of novice and expert clinical teachers emerged. Although the

themes are presented as separate entities, in reality they interact and impact upon with one

another as the clinical teachers work with students (Practices of Clinical Teaching). What

clinical teachers know about students (Knowing Students) influences how they choose to

work with srudents in the clinical setting. Moreover, the development of their thinking

(Learning Clinical Teaching) shapes how they use their experiences to understand

effective clinical teaching. ln addition to describing the major themes of the study, the

chapter begins with a synthesis of the clinical teaching styles of the participants' as well

as their description of clinical æaching. The words and stories of the clinical teachers

illuminate the themes and provide implicit and expiicit characterizations of effective

clinical teaching.

Description of Studv Participants

The ten study participants were from four diploma and one baccalaureate nursing

programs. All of the experts taught in diploma nursing programs. Novice 04 and 05
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taught in diploma nursing progr¿rrns, Novice 01 and 02 taught in a baccalatueate nursing

program, and Novice 03 had taught in a diploma nursing program and currently is

teaching in a baccalaureate nursing program. With the exception of two novices, study

participants practiced clinical teaching in hospitals. Novice 01 had students exclusively

in the community. While Novice 04 had some students in the hospital, her students were

primarily in the communitY.

Clinical teachers had a wide variety of educational backgtounds, nursing

experiences, and clinicai teaching experiences (see Table 1). One of the experts (Expert

01) had only four and one half years as a clinical teacher. However, based on the

recommendation of her supervisor and the data in the transcripts of her interviews, it was

clear that her thinking was congruent with expertise. Consequently, she was included in

the study. With the exceprion of Expert 05, the experts had at least 7 years experience in

nursing practice. As a group, the educational preparation of experts was not as high as

the novices, all of whom were educated at the master's ievel. This probably reflects the

change in nursing education in which higher educational qualifications are demanded of

entering level practitioners. Alt of the novices had less than one year of clinical teaching

experience with the exception of Novice 03. As the data analysis unfolded, this difference

in novices was helpful as, in some instances, Novice 03 was different from the other

novices and provided a glimpse at what likety transpires with the development of clinical

teaching expertise.
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Table 1: Novice & Expert Clinical Teachers

Basic Nursing
Preparation

Other
Education

Years in Nursing
Practice

Years as

Clinical Te¿cber

E01 RN
Diploma

BN
MN
(student)

21 years 4.5 years

F,02 BN MN 7 years 12 years

E03 RN
Diploma

BN 14 years 14 years

E04 RN
Diploma

BN
I\rß{ (C)

7 years 7 years

E05 BN 2 years 12 years

N01 BN MN 9 Years 3 months*

N02 RN
Diploma

BN. MN 16 years 8 months

N03 BN MN 14 years 18 months

NM RN
Diploma

BN, MN
(c)

10 years 9 months

N05 BN MEd (C) i8 years 4 months

* Novices calculated on the basis of full time clinical teaching

Stvles of Clinical Teachers. All the expert clinical teachers had specific

characteristics which created a particular, unique style which permeated their clinical

teaching practices. These styles evolved from who they were as people and were rooted

in their experiences as nurses, clinical teachers, and individuals. The novices were still

trying to develop and d.iscover what being a clinical teacher meant to them' Consequently,

thei¡ individual approaches to clinical teaching were more related to who they were as

people and nurses, rather than their experiences as clinical teachers. Development of

concept maps for each of the study pafiicipants enabled the researcher to understand with

greater clarity the particulæ approach that the individuat clinical teachers had to clinical
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teaching. Goals for students in clinical practice were based upon the clinical teacher's

individual style and level of the student in the nursing pro$am. These goals provided

focus regarding what the clinical teacher emphasized with students in clinical practice.

Experts. Wittr the exception of Expert 03, all the experts' styles could be identified

with a word or phrase. In spite of the individual differences, there were some similarities

that transcended all of the experts in the study. Use of humour was a dimension of expert

clinical teaching, often employed to transform difficutt situations. The experts saw

themselves as fair, approachable, and open to the students. Within standards of care' the

experts were flexible in their approaches to and expectations of students. Moreover'

experts were confident in their decisions as clinical teachers, even when their judgments

were different than other clinical teachers.

Expert 01 was "nice, but not easy". Her style was characterized by intuition and

caring. She saw herself as a facilitator through which she enabled students to lea¡n

nursing practice. Her goal was to enable students to learn to care which she believed was

the essence of nursing. Expert 02 was an "option giver". Within the parameters of safe

nursing cale, she allowed students to choose from a number of options, rather than

dictating what and how the students should deiiver nursing care. As she taught students

in the final year of their nursing prograrî, her intent was to set the stage for graduate

practice, to enstue that the students were "safe, good" nÌuses. It was difficult to identify

a word or phrase for Expert 03, perhaps because her interviews were more rambling and

less focussed than the others. Nonetheless, she was clear in her goal for her students - to

move them to the next level of practice. She described her clinical teaching as identifying
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where the students were at and then putting them in a situation that would enable them

to grow. Her clinical teaching was typified by caring and mutual respect. Expert 04 was

distinguished aS "questioning and pushing". Although she acknowledged that these were

intimidating behaviors, student feedback reinforced the efficacy of this style' Her purpose

was to prepare competent, efficient practitioners who could deliver safe nursing care'

Expert 05 was a "helper". Her transcripts were repleæ with "we" atld doing things

together with the students. She believed it was essential to decrease students' anxiety so

they could learn. Never confrontive, she strove to "know" students (much as nurses know

patients) so that she could facilitate their learning'

Novices. Unlike experts, there were no one style which typified each of the novice

clinical teachers in this study. The tone of their interviews was characterized by

uncertainty about how they should go about the business of clinical teaching. They were

constantly qualifying what they had done or thought they should do with "I don't know"'

However, they had developed some expectations for what their students should

accomplish when they were with them in clinical practice. Like the experts they

endeavoured to be open and available to students. ln contrast to the experts, novices were

less flexible with students, expecting students to practice according to the specific

guidelines learned in the classroom and the nursing skills laboratory'

Novice 0L conveyed respect in her relations with the students. She viewed herself

as adaptable, often changing her expectations in mid-stream. When this happened, she was

unable to understand the students' concerns and frusnation with this approach. Her goal

was ro reach the students to think. Novice 02 could not articulate what she did as a
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clinical teacher. However, she hoped that she was supportive and facilitated student

leaming. Her purpose was to assist students in making the links between theory and

practice. Novice 03 challenged students to explain their thinking, support their nursing

care with rationale, and think logically. She facilitated learning and was the only novice

who explicitly stated that she used humour. She was also the most experienced novice

which may have accounted for her ability to use humour in a constructive way. Novice

04 saw herself as a helper to her students. The purpose of her clinical teaching was to

foster independent student practice and stimulate students to think critically about their

nursing care. Novice 05 helped students with their care, encouraging them through

positive feedback. She focussed on assisting the students to look at the totai patient, rather

that just the skills which they had to perform.

Description of Clinical Teachine

The rewards of clinical teaching permeated the responses of the clinical teachers

in this study. Words such as "love", "enjoy", "wonderful", and "perfect" were coffImon

expressions used by the parricipants when asked to relate what they liked about clinical

teaching. Clinical teaching was seen as an opportunity to combine nursing practice with

the education of novice professionals. Nursing students were a source of constant

challenge to the clinical teachers. At times, the students forced clinical teachers to look

at nursing in a d,ifferent way, often presenting a perspective which they had not

considered. Furthermore, students' questions and comments Stimulated the clinical

teachers to search the literature for solutions to problems which the students posed. As

a result, clinical teachers continued to learn and grow professionally themselves.
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I love ít, I just love it. I just think it'sfun. I thinkbecause it's the perfect mix of
clíent contact because you stíll get to be at the bedsíde. You still have client

contact and at the same tíme you can attend to the theory stuff. Whereas, when

I was a staff nurse, sometimes you got caught up in the |ist of things to do and

you dídn't attend to the theory piece. So it's a wonderful blend.The students are

a real joy. I mean they aye, I don't know, they're a challenge. They ask ínterestíng

questions and they see things in ways that you yourself hadn't thought about or

hadn't considered, or theyframe a question that I've posed and it makes more

sense when it's reframed that way. You know there's sort of a learníng. I míght

be an ínstructor,-but I'm learning too. It's just fun. You know it gets you out of
your office. You get out tnto the sort of real world of nursing and ít's a lot of fun'
(Novíce 02)

Clinical reachers believed that through clinical teaching they had an opportunity

to impact students' learning and nursing practice. They described how they could literally

watch the students change as they learned.

I really like watching them learn. You can actually see them learning and I get

a real goodfeeting over that.You can actually see them gain confidence, ímprove

theit skills, especlally these IM's when they go at it and their little hands are just

shaking . . . jist neat to see them get that, build up that conftdence and knowledge

that they kn"ow that they can handle the situatíon. So I think that's probably the

best, greatest tift a person can get is knowing that you are contributing to this

learnlng, ,rnni, a small part and. to watch them take off ønd go' (Novice 05)

Clinical teachers believed that they could make a difference to patient care both

in the presenr and the future. Through their daily interactions with students, clinical

teachers took pride in their abiiity to enhance the qualiry of nursing care. Moreover, their

influence on patient care extended to the future as their students grcduated into the ranks

of professional nursing.

I'm able to ensure that for a short period of time my students can give the kind

ofcaretothepatientsthattheydesenleandgeteverythingdonethatwe'retaught
as nurses . .-. Maybe I've got to make some kind of mark ín my lift. You know

even after I'm gone there's going to be a generation of nurses out there who can

do something because I showed them. (Expert 04)
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Transmission of nursing practice was seen as central to clinical teaching' In order

to transmit nursing practice, the participants in this study beiieved that they needed to be

more than observers at the scene. Where clinical teachers worked directly with students

in practice, the clinical teachers were involved actively in helping the students to deliver

care in a safe and competent manner. one exPert described the difference as she

compared clinical æachers who did not become involved in patient care with those who

did.

I mean I've seen these teachers do that. It's kind of an observational experience.

You get to try out all these new things on these guínea pigs and then leave the

clinical area'. It' s kind of líke . . . I don't know. I've seen ít happen and it's very

odd. It's like ø big bee-wíth a bunch of drones and they kind of 8o throuSh the

ward like aplagie of locusts. So to nte, that doesn't really, that ís not clinical

teaching *inn"you do that. I mean clinícal tea.ching is getting these people

(nursing studenís) into the role of being a practicing ruffse, whether it's in the

communiry, in a hospital, whatever it is. But you need to do more than iust be an

observer. yotve gi, ,o get in there and do the work. (Expert 02)

Much like the coach of a sports team, the clinical teachers in the study saw

themselves as coaching students in learning nursing plactice' Coaching was viewed in a

broad sense as helping the students and facilitating their learning' Through coaching the

student, clinical teachers conveyed their belief to the student that s/he could accomplish

something thar was perceived by the student as difficult and/or beyond his/her capabilities'

Coaching encouraged students to continue in the face of difficulty and boistered their self

confidence.

I do find myself doing that (coaching). I can hear myself saying, and I know I',ve

said thís bi¡o,:n, "Liok, I believe you ,o, do this" . . so coachtng the student

involves goirg over it (nursíng care) beþrehand and tryíng to give them helpful

hints and tlteÃ k¡nd of tetting íhn ttu.dnrt go ahead, but being there if they look to

you . . . the teant his to do the playíng, but the coach is there to start them off'

(Expert 0l)
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Interactions with the students were central to the ability of the clinical teachers to

transmit practice. Through these relationships with students, the clinical teachers tried to

develop mutual respect and understanding with the students.

It's a matter- that they have to be treated like adults and if they decíde, for
whatever reason, that they're not going to be (able to come to clínícal), they come

and say to me, "Do yott mind if I,l have to be away next week, So can I miss

Thursday?" "Well, you're an adult and you prioritize and whatever you think is

more ímpottant." So I don't treat them like that, I treat them with respect the way

I would want to be treated and I thínk I get the same ín return, I thínk because

of that they learn better. (Expert 04)

Clinical teachers viewed themselves as the gatekeepers to the profession. Much

of what they did supported this belief. Of paramount importance was ensuring patient

safety. Through monitoring the students, they were able to ensure that the patients, whom

the Students were nurSing, received care that was, at a minimum, safe'

But the reality of the world is that we also have to ensure that students we

graduAte from Our program are prepayed to "Survive" AS A nurse, to be a Safe

practitioner. (ExPert 03 )

Experts were abie to be more discriminating with respect to what they needed to

observe in order to maintain patient safety'

I woryy a lot about sort of technological stuff, such as N meds for children, and

I supetttíse thent very carzfutly for that . . . I realized that maybe I can't trust this

one wíth IV meds, but I d.on't have to worry about her betng there and knowing

how to be with a toddler. (Expert 0I)

Although novices discussed the importance of patient safety, they were unable to

discuss the subtleties of when they needed to be with the student in order to ensure

patient safety. Moreover, they viewed patient safety as their responsibility which often

prompted them to intervene when patient cale potentially was compromised'
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Sometímes you get really frustrated and you iust say, "YoIt can't do thLt",

especially íf safety ís involved . . . I feel that what happens to those patients from
thte students is a safery factor and, thereþre, it ts very ímportant to me. (Novíce

0s)

The ability to be fai¡ and just in evaluating students so that they would develop

into safe, competent practitioners was also a dimension of the gatekeeping behavior of the

clinical teachers in this study. This was particularly difficutt in situations in which there

was an affective component such as an ethical issue or personal integrity.

So I think maybe it would have been better íf we had been a bit harsher (in

evaluating a student's practice) . . . If you want professionals out there, you'd

better make sut'e that they're . . . , you know the students are really of vety high

standards, probably hígher than we would get out of the communiry símply

because this ís theír testing ground. This ís where they are, theír values are

shaped. If you don't test them in that sítuntion (one ín whích there ís an ethícal

dimension), there are no tests out there, they are out on their own. So we really

have an obligatíon to make sure that they know what the standards are and that

this (unethical practice) ís not tolerated. (Expert 02)

A difficult experience with a student often led experts to the conclusion that they

needed to be more particular about challenging students to meet the standards of ethical

nursing practice. Novices could identify situations in which there was an ethical dilemma

which challenged the personal integfity of the student. However, they were at a loss with

respect to how they should handle the situation.

I don't know, but I can't help but be concerned. at what is this pet"son, what would

he be like when you're rtealing with vulnerable people, Iike líttle old nøtíve women

who don't speak English. What íf they say one thing and he says the other or what

if mentally ill people or more vulnerable groups, if he were out and out, sounds

i¡ku o lie, be dishonest with someone in a position of authority, what's he goíng

to be like with a very vulnerable group of people? So I don't know. I have a

feeling that stud.ent is going to be the headache of my Iíþ. (Novice 0I)

One expert explicitly discussed her concerns about maintaining the integrity of the

professign of nursing. While she was the only expert who discussed this dimension of
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gatekeeping, protecting the discipline of nursing was implicit in many of the colrlments

of other experts.

I saw that (explainíng to a student why a medícal model was inappropriate for
nursing care) as a caring about nursing. I thínk we had here a young man who

was prepared to practice nursing as a míníature doctor and I think it was not

positive for nursing as a professíon to have this lad graduate from our program

wíth that concept of nursing . . . I am very demandíng about what I call, see

proþssíonal appearance and professional behavior. And I do that on behalf of the
-profession. 

The students tell me that I am demandíng about professionalism,

they've heard that I am very demanding about professionalism. And yes, I do that

for the profession. (ExPert 0l)

This latter dimension of gatekeeping was reflected only in the thinking of expert clinical

teachers. For novices, gatekeeping focussed solely on ensuring the safety of the patients

for whom the students were caring and they were unable to consider the broader aspects

of the profession.

Effective clinical teachers ca¡'e about students as human beings, as valued

colleagues. (Expert 02 )

The clinical teachers in the study cared for their students. They believed that

caring is the crux of nursing. In order for thei¡ students to iearn caring, the clinical

teachers demonstrated caring practices towards their students, even when it meant

insisting that the student do something s/he did not want to do initially.

I had a student last week who's probably fully my age and had. iust conte from
psychiatry and loves psychiatry. She's never had children and doesn't know
-anything 

about children.l assigned her to a small baby and she said to me, "Oh,

I really don't want to have a small baby. I don't like babies and I'm not

comfortable with babíes. I want to have that teenager that I heard in report

because I can help her. I want to counsel her".l saidto her, and it seemed like

an outrageous thing to s(ty, I said, "You know, the fact that you've told me that

is what you want to do suggests to me that ts probably what you're good at. One

of the reasons you're here is that I want to help you wíth the things that you're

iot so good at, so I want you to have a baby today. When you're through with

looking after babies, maybe I witt let you have the teenager"' And I realized,
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actually, ín many ways, it sounds like a cruel, uncaríng kínd of thing to say. But
I know that wasn't how it was delívered or received. We both laughed about it
and she went off to carefor her baby. And she'll have a baby again this week

until such time that I sense that she's overcome what seems to be a bít of a
phobia about that. So that doesn't sound líke a caríng wal to do something, but
I think it was. (Expert 0I)

The participants in this study believed ciinical teaching was a rewarding practice.

Through clinical teaching they had an opportunity to impact nursing practice. Ensuring

patient safety through the development of safe practitioners was a focus of clinical

teaching practices. The transmission of nursing practice was integral to clinical teaching

and the caring relationship developed with students facilitated this process.

Learning Clinical Teaching

The dynamic interaction that occurs both between and within individuals and the

meanings and interpretations that they attach to these interactions (symbolic

interactionism) shaped the way in which clinical teachers developed and leamed the art

of clinical teaching. In this theme, the categories identified were i) processes through

which clinical teaching is learned, ii) experiences as a student, üi) experiences as a nurse,

iv) experiences as a clinical teacher, v) experiences with others, vi) experiences with other

clinical teachers, and vii) feedback about clinical teaching. The processes through which

clinical teachers learned clinical teaching were predicated on these interactive activities.

Paradigm experiences which shaped clinical teaching often reached back to the childhood

of the ind.ividual. Clinical teachers' experiences as a nursing student, both positive and

negative, impacted on how they approached students. Their experiences as a practicing

nurse were critical to how they carried out clinical teaching, particularly in the

development of ciinical teaching expertise. Other individuals in the clinical teachers' lives
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also played a role in assisting them to develop thei¡ concept of clinical teaching and enact

their role as a clinical teacher. Particularly for the novice clinical teachers, other clinical

teachers served as menrors and sources of information to solve perplexing problems with

nursing students. Clinical teachers received feedback both formatly and informally from

others about their clinical teaching. In addition, clinical teachers engaged in self learning

activities such as reading the literature and anending conferences to understand and learn

clinical teaching practices.

Processes Throueh Which Clinical Teachins is Learned

Clinical teaching was learned primarily while "on the job". Only one clinical

teacher had any formal preparation (a 3 credit course) for the role of clinical teacher. All

other study participants became clinical teachers with no advance study and little or no

orienration to the responsibilities of clinical teaching. Through trial and error they

floundered, leaming what worked and what d.id not in any given clinical teaching

situation. Mental processes such as reflection, intuition, problem solving, and

hypothesizing were used to assist the clinicat teachers in understanding their clinical

teaching experiences. In an effort to make sense of clinical teaching, the study participants

consuired the literatu¡e and attended conferences or workshops. Finally, clinical rcachers

described other more intangible processes they believed contributed to the development

of their clinical teaching.

All of the participants in rhe study related the use of trial and error as a major

factor in their learning about clinical teaching. Often there was no orientation to the

nursing education program and novices were parachuted into clinical teaching. In some
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instances novices had no more than a list of the students for whom they were responsible

and the objectives for the nursing course.

I learned (clínical teaching) through trial and error. Most of it was iust going ínto

the clinical area and experimenting with dffirent types of strategies with the

stu.dents. It was very much you changed your mechanisms with each week with

what worked and what didn't. So I could honestly say that most of my teachíng

has been sort of trial and error andjust working through. I haven't done a great

deal of stud.ying or anything líke that tn terms of theories or learníng specifically

related to clinical instructíon. So I would say it ís much more inþrmal' (Novice

04)

Other clinical teachers supplemented trial and error by reading the liæratu¡e and

attending conferences. For the novices this reassured them that what they were trying was

corrlmon practice and acceptable for clinical teaching.

So (another clinical teacher) was very helpful. She gave me a slew of thíngs to

read, articles and. a book and I read them all at Christmas. You know a lot of
literature about teachíng students isn't a lot dffirent than a lot of things we do

in working with groups of adults in practice. But it's kind of nice to know that

yof re not sort o/ *oy off the wave length. So I didn't really find anything. I don't

know if I was looking fot' support when I v,as reading the literature or just maybe

reassuring myself thât I v¿usn't way off base.I thíttk I wús more looking for that,

making Sure that there wast|t going to be somebody being able to say, "Well

nobody ever does that or that's dead wrong". I really didn't feel that I had a lot

of an experience base to say, "Well in my experience that worl<s". (Novíce 0l)

problem solving and hypothesizing were closely tinked to fial and error for some

of the novices. Confronted by a student problem, they would try and understand what they

should do. Lacking experiences as clinical teachers, they hypothesized about what might

work using other familiar experiences as a frame of reference.

So that process was vety, very interesting in that I had to work through being

used to looking at a patiettt or being used to lookíng at patients' responses and

logícalty goín[ through the pattern. Now I had to try to ftgure out what was in

thís student's-head ind why it wasn't, why the synapsís were gapped and the

neurons were firíng or what wes v)rong to help the srudent fi'll in the gap and

move along. And that was extremely challenging to fîgure out what was missing
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because, unfortunately, by that time the student had a history of failure. (Novíce

03)

What is also interesting about this description is the novice'S metaphor. As a nurse with

a strong pathophysiological basis to her practice, she uses an analogy which strongly

reflects her understanding of practice. In the development of expertise, connections of

new situations to ones which are known and famitiar facilitated the integration of the new

learning for the beginner.

The process of reflection is a mental process which facilitates understanding of the

self and, hence, the development of professional expertise (Scanlan & Chernomas, 1996).

Reflection was a process that all clinical teachers used in the deveiopment of thei¡

thinking about clinical teaching. Reflection ìwas an activity which promoted thinking about

their experiences, both personatty and professionally, and how these experiences related

to their practices as a clinical teacher. Often in reviewing their present interactions with

students, clinical teachers would question themselves. Frequently, a specific experience

triggered this active reflection.

I thought about that (yelling at a student when he was making an effor) you know

and I probably would still holler ou.t "No" or I would certaínly 8o through the

thing agaín with him before he even went into the room. (Novice 05)

For the novices in particular, reflection focussed on how they had managed the situation

and how they might change their clinical teaching in a similar circumstance. Novices did

not make a direct link between reflection and clinical teaching. They were still

preoccupied with the specifics of clinical teaching and unable to get any distance from

it in order to develop a perspective on the meaning of their thinking and its potential

reladonship to their overâll approaeh to clinical teaching.
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Experts especially discussed how their reflection had facilit¿ted their learning.

They seemed to be abie to make a more direct connection between reflection and their

learning to be a clinical teacher.

I've learned a lot by reflecting on things and thinking about them . - . Just to

reiterate how important it is õ reflect on your performance- (Expert 02)

At other times, attendance at conferences, reading the literature, or, in the case of

the study participants, participating in the resea¡ch stimulated reflection on theh clinical

teaching. These activities prompted thinking about ciinical teaching, often in a new and

different way.

you go to a confet-ence and you sit there and if you take away nothíng or do

nothing to chan-ge, what's the point in going there? And some conferences I
haven't nrrrrroiily agreed. with the philosophy, but it challenged me to rethínk

what I do. (Ex?ert 02)

Reading the journal that I didfor you I thought, well it helped, you know.It got

you. thi;kíng about what it ,as you were puzzling about, keep track of ffial and

error, a l¡tite bit - you'd know you know you tied that beþre and it didn't work

soitwouldn,tbejustavaguesoftormemoly.(Novice02)

Alt the clinical teachers in the study described more implicit, intangible ways of

learning clinicat teaching. They were unable to articulate some of the means by which

rhey had learned clinical teaching. Some mused about whether clinical teaching was

learned through osmosis, while another declared that the process of becoming a clinical

teacher was magic. lntuition was described by all the clinical teachers as a process which

they used in acquiring the skills of clinical teaching. Intuition was described as a "gut

feeling" which directed what they should do in a paÍicula-r circumstance. The experts in

the study had lea¡ned to rely on thei-r intuitive hunches and to act on them. In contrast,

the novices were reluetant ro act on their intuition, They acknowledged that they used
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their intuition in nursing practice. However, as a clinical teacher, they did not think that

they had enough experience to act on intuition.

I thínk as you start teaching, and especially with student evaluation, you want to

hav e ev ery thí n g j us tifi e d and maybe w e' re v ery c o ncer ne d s ometime s ab out I e ñn g

examples for eierythíng. Sometimes we figure, "Well maybe ít's iust a feelíng you

have, but you dan't haie anything to back it up". So you won't do anything about

it. Then youfind over tíme talkíng to another teacher that somebody else had the

same feelini @øort the student). So I think sometímes you learn to act or maybe

you'v-e just had other experiences. You can see that iust the way the student acted

or said something, that gíves you . . . a red sígnøl Soes up to Say, "Maybe I
shouldfollow that or touch base more". (Expert 03)

Experiences as a Student

Clinical teachers remembered experiences as a student that made a difference to

thei¡ thinking and practice both as nurses and clinical teachers. These paradigm

experiences were either positive or negative. When the experience aS a student was

positive, the clinical teacher used the experience aS an exemplar or model of clinical

teaching which they tried to emulate.

R; Certainly the ínstructors ín the clinical area that I valued the most were

able to fu.nctíon very well clinícally. They seemed to have a really good concept

of what being a nrrse was all about. They seemed to really have an understanding

of what ü wãs n be a nnrse. The instructor that I remember as being outstanding

was X and the instance was in a clinical setting. It was in the hospital and I iust
remember havíng a patient where theít' N had become disconnected and it had

fr.tted up wíth aii and I didn't know what to do. So I just clamped off the N and
-ran 

foi my ínstructor (who was X). She iust sauntered into the room in a very

relaxed. fashion and dealt with it without even alatming the patíent. And that kind

of calmness, the kind of being able to think very ratíonally. AIso there was

absolutely no "What didyou do? How stupid can yoube? How díd this happen?"

It was just "Let's deal with the problem and then talk about how it happened out

of earihot of the patient" . The situation was dealt with in a very calm fashion and

there was no disiiplinary actiort taken in front of the patient that would embaffass

or hwniliate me às a student nurse. That's probably one of the most remarkable

sifiiations that would jump out of my mínd and I think it was her calm disposition

that made ít a very positive experience.
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I: Sometímes those partícular experiences really stick in our minds and

influence us for mQnY, manY Years.

R; I think the calmness has definitely influenced me.I think one of the things

that as a young instructor, as e new insffuctor, when students would tell me they

did something-my first reaction was to say "No!" And I iust remember to maybe

count to five and then sit down and direct it ín a much more, and I sure that's

from X because I appreciated her calmness' (Novíce 04)

This novice's experiences with this particular clinical teacher also influenced her

feelings of competence as a clinical teacher. She perceived that her clinical experiences

in any one particula¡ area as a practicing nurse were limiæd' Her nursing practice history

revealed several different clinical practice areas in her 10 years in nursing practice'

Consequently, she did not feel she was clinically expert in any one clinical area. This lack

of oppornrnity to become clinically expert was seen as a handicap to her ability to be a

clinical teacher.

I still feel very ínexperienced. one of the problems perhaps, I don't know that ít

is unique rc ínstruitors, but because I haven't worked a Sreat deal ín clinical

o¡eas myself as a nurse, sometintes I feel at a disadvanta7e in teachtng. I really

feel as if I need to work more in at'eas so that I can understand more what the
-roles 

oj the student should be in those area,ç. So that's one of my goals is

hopefully to get an area of clinical expertise and start to work in it and develop

it. (Novice 04)

Clinical teachers evaluated their own experiences as a student with clinical

teachers in light of how they liked to learn. Clinical teachers who matched the way

participants learned were viewed as positive role models. ln reflecting on how she learned

to be a clinical teacher, one of the novices commented:

I suppose ít's modelling. Posítive role models is probably the most significant

thin'g'. . . I think it wal largely wíth role models who would push me for why I
saíl what I said, to explain what I was thinking, to support my stand or my

treotnxent ntodaliry or diagnosis or just plan of care. And really challengíng me
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to why, to thínk ít through ín a logical step and then helped turn on lights for
myself and contínu¿s to, I think, when I do that. (Novíce 03)

Negative experiences as a student were equally as important in shaping clinical

teaching practices. In contrast to the positive experiences, clinical æachers resolved that

they would not do to thefu students what they perceived as devastating to them as

students.

Some of them terrified me and dídn't care that they terrified me. Some of them,

you could tell that they knew what they were doing, but they couldn't.explain it,

they couldn't føcílitate the learning because they knew it theoretically, but they

d.ídn't know ii practica.lly. There were others that . . . oh goodness . . . they took

you and if you started to do ít and you weren't doing it their way, then they kínd

of tíke rapped you on the fingers. Or else tf you weren't doing it fast enough or
jroperty ,ror[h, they wouldiake over. And that' s one of the things that I've tried

to stay o*oy jro*. I telt my students that they can do anythíng at all that they

want to do as- tong øs they can give a rationale as to why they're doing it' (Expert

04)

Inherent in this view of clinical teachers who were seen as negative role models

,was the lack of respect that they felt as students for their teachers'

My value for her as a. clínícal instructor was a lot to do with the respect that I
nàa ¡or hu, o, a clinical nurse. I'm sure that in the second íncídent that I
described, part of the reason why it was a negative experíence was I didn't

respect thai partiòular teacher in that particular area. So I probably dídn't respect

nà ¡act that she was slapping my wrist for somethinS. I probably thought she

didn't really know what ine was doing. So yes there was a definite relationship

between clinical practice and clinícal experience. (Novice 04)

In some instances exPerÍences as

place, however, the clinical teacher was

a student were mixed, that is, learning took

rejected as a model for clinical teaching. A

mitigating circumstance that influenced the impact of these experiences was related to

thei¡ own preferences as a leamer and thei¡ personal beliefs and values. ln thinking about

their experiences as students, clinical teachers reflected on the fit that a clinical teacher's
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style had to her own beliefs and values as a person. Even when they recognized that a

particular approach may have been effective, if it was something that did not fit with who

they were as a person, they rejected that approach to clinical teaching'

That,s really interesting because the one teacher that I remember very well was

a pure authorítaríar. Oh she was cruel and really strict. Really iust the antithesís

piobably of what I am now, the exact opposite.I always think about her and thínk
'maybe i should be more like her. Maybe I should be really strict and make people

Íeàrfut because to be honest, I learnedmore about neurologícal nursingfrom her

than . . . I learned more from thnt particular teacher than any other teacher that

I've ever been with simply because she was really . . . oh she was scary' You

know, I always think "Oh maybe I should be more Scary, sh"ould be more like her

because I leárned the most from her". But I've never decided to do that because

I just can't. I can't be that miserable' It ís iust too dfficultfor me' I guess that

ii probably the prime example. I always think øbout her a lot actually. But I iust

can,t do it. So i'm sort of [eft thínking I amkínd of inadequate because I do not

líke her. Yet you know, I',ve sort of accepted that, that I'm iust going to be a

different kind'of teacher and hopefulty the srudents will learn something' (Expert

02)

Experiences as a Nurse

Clinical teachers used strategies in clinical teaching that were effective for them

as practicing nurses. often when questioned about where they had learned a particular

approach in clinical teaching, they referred to their nursing practice.

I think I took that from my pra.ctice. I did the same thing when I was ín practíce'

(Expert 01)

I think it depends on what's appropríate. I might talk out loud what I'm thinking

about. ,,'¿i's do . . . Iíke this is where I think we should be going" ' Then

afterwards kind of a Monday morning quarterbackíng' "Okay, Iet's look at ' ' ' "

And I feel fairly contþrtable wíth that because it's been the nature of my

experience (nursing). (Novice 03)

The real world of nursing practice was in sharp congast at times to the more

ideal,istic vision of nursing perpetuated in nursing education. Consequently, the clinical

teachers had to make an adjustment to what was realistic when teaching the students'
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Welt I think it was when I ftrst started out teachtng it was more dfficult because

I wasn't quite sure. Because comíng from iust the _real 
world I knew how much

modifications you make in your piactíce to 7et the work done' So then being

catapulted into this ideal ivory tower where you mtßt alwøys wash your hands

25,000 times a day. That's ail valid you know, but you really have to bring it

down to what the realitíes were. (Expert 02)

In nursing practice the clinical teachers related how they often watched others

teach nursing students. They would make a judgement about the appropriateness of the

clinical teacher's approach to the students and think about whether that was an approach

that they would use should they ever become a clinical teacher.

Stude,ts talk to other nurses about their experiences with other nurses' There

were certain people that I worked' with that were íngedibly good at lettinS 80'

letting studen'ts io procedures and. standing back and iust letting them learn from

it. There were othe; people who wouldn't let the students have that autonomy' who

wanted to hover, iho'*ortrd to, you know, they would do one part of the

procedure and they would be interrupted by the tnsn'uctor' I greatly valued or I
thought that I would most like to øe like is perhaps a better way of putting ít,

those instructors that were able to sort of stand back and allow the students to

Iearn and allow them to have that experience of doing [t independently' That was

somethíng I definítety watched mJ co-wot'kers and chose particular people who

I thought *urn 
^orn 

in keeping wíth the style I would like to adopt and watched

them ín theír relationshíps with students or talked to the students about a

partícular person and what kínds of things worked- (Novice 04)

Occasionally, an interaction with a student while they were a staff nurse was

influential in shaping what the ctinicat teacher believed was important in clinical teaching'

something really signíficant happened to me beþre I began to teach' Actually

beþre I began ío ,ruiy. I was w-orking with a young baccalaureate student who

iifomed ,ie that one of the things she had to do for one of her classes was to

wríte a paper about her philosophy of nursing. And I remember, "Good God' I
don,t have (a philosophy of nuisiÃg¡-". I couldn't do that and it really bothered

me. So o ,o'upiu of ttmei t àsked. hei, "What do you mean? What would they have

wanted?,, . ' ,I couldn,t artículate ít. I SueSS she teasedme a little andwithin a

few days I was telling her if I ever needed to tell someone how I operated as a

nurse and how I tiought other people should operate as a nurse was the

importance of the holístic opprooih, not treatittg iust the physical person' but

considering ihe psychosocíai ereos, spiritual needs, and needs of the family, that
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the patient was not just the person who is ill. I remember at the end of it' thís

youig girl saíd to me, "Thati S it! That's your phílosophy of nursing isn't it?" In
'rrtrolf,nrt I thought that was really signíficant because that is the first and

foremost thing that I try to communícate to my students - the patient that they are

called to loolc after is not just the illness in the bed and that nursíng ís not iust

the procedurry thot they will do to that person in the bed' And I think one of the

ways that I try to communícate that is how I try to treat my students - as not iu.st

a student who is passing through my rotation and is here today and gone

tomorrow and I'il ilrectc off tt, irocedures and she'll be gone. I try to see that

person es an indivídunl with many facets and a tift outside of nursíng that

impinges uPon ít. (ExPert 01)

This ability of the expert to understand the impact of nursing experiences'

particularly the less visible aspects of nursing practice, such as a philosophy of nursing,

on her current clinical teaching practices was in contrast to the novice who could not

identify the experience or understand how she had learned nursing practice or how to

convey that practice to the students. The novice recognized the importance of the practice'

but did not know how to "figure it out" or how it related to her present clinical teaching.

I am not even sttre how I learned the skill or the process of critical analysis -

probably by watching other ruïses and noting their various perspectives and iust

experiencing the dffir'ences amongst indivídual ntrses and famtlies. Anyways, I
hope that iow I hàye a clearer irtea of what I think is the purpose of me being

thàre, I hope that I can be more effective with students. The "ríght" answers may

be less important than fíguríng out how the students got there and' the student

recognízing the thinking process' (Novíce 0l)

Experiences as a Clinical Teacher

significant experiences with students made a difference to how the clinical

teachers in this study functioned. These experiences caused the clinical teacher to stop and

reflect about her beliefs regarding clinical teaching. For novices these experiences with

students revealed their lack of understanding of the situation, as well as students'

behavior. confronted by a dichotomy regarding her beliefs about students and the
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student's actual behavior, the novice was bewildered and uncertain how she should

manage a problem student.

I guess a lot of what I was thínkíng about was teaching students how to think. I
tooked back and I wrote thís quate at the beginníng of the iournal (kept for the

researcher) and it said, "Yott can teach a smart nurse who can learn anything

when she gets out there. But if they're not too bríght to begín with, you're in deep

trouble". So I thought really that should be the focus of clinícal teaching is

teaching the studenti critícal analysis and how to solve problems cause when they

get out there they may not always know everything, but they'll know where to go

ând find out anã solv,e the problem themselves . . . Then the past couple of weelcs

I've had a couple of experiences with students who were really smart cookies. One

student turrud out was skippíng out of clinical, not going, affivíng 45 minutes to

two hours late, not showing up one day and never phoning ' ' ' l didn't really

have the concept that you had to spoon feed professíonal values to students

because nobody ever actually told me "You have to shaw up for your iob on time".

I just, I'd always seen people do that and that's what I did . . . And then I had an

ínstance with another student, really bríght student . anyhow this student

phoned and argued with me on the phone for 45 mtnutes on a Friday about why

he didn't get a-n A+ and it just went on and on. But I kind of rethought this idea

tha.t the smart nu.rses are really vitøl because you almost have to, they have to be

smart and they have to have somethíng else deep in there. I don't know if ít comes

deep in you, huort or if you. Iearn it from being acculturated. I don't know which.

Aui f¡ ylou're going to be effective you have to teach, either teach or show the

students *hatlhat's like so they know it this isn't for me, then they can figure that

out . . . Like I don't know that part, if you teach it or if it's sort of there and you

expose students to it . .. So now I'mbackto utter confusion' (Novice 0l)

These incidents happened just before an interview with the researcher and the novice was

preoccupied with them. She kept going back to reviewing the events, trying to understand

why they had occured and what she should be doing as a result of them- Her last

cofrunent about the incidents revealed the total chaos these situations had brought to her

thinking about ctinical teaching. Continually, throughout the interviews with the novices,

they expressed this lack of understanding of clinical teaching situations with students and

stated 
,'I don't know". Although the novice understood that these experiences with the two

students had challenged her beliefs about clinical Þaching and students, she was unable
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to decide what they meant and how she could use the experiences in her clinical teaching.

As she commented in her journal,

I guess that's the "negative" of being an ínexperienced teacher - I have far fewer

solutions and ídeas fàr how to convey the importance of professional behavíor-

(Novice 0I )

When the experts' personal beliefs and values were challenged they were able to

examine the situation in a more pragmatic fashion, using their evaluation of the

circumstances in evaluating their clinical teaching approaches.

Maybe it's the students who are dffirent though because students have changed.

They,re older, they bríng more life skills. But the other thing ís, which you can't

take for granted, is thaitttey're not going to be these obedíent little students that

they were ten years ago. Attd maybe that's ntade a change. Maybe they've

chattenged me and youlnout they've called me ínto questíott about a lot of things

I rcok fàr granted, which probably has mad.e me change too in treating them like

adults. And probably that would be the key. I can't treat them as students

anymore. Th'ey are not stud.ents, they are just nut'ses, novice nurses who are

learníng how to practice. They are adu.lts, they are not children' Yes that's

probabþ been thà key that's really made me look at things dffirently ' so

they've made me be a dffirent teacher than I was 5 or 6 years ago' (Expert 02)

In contrast to the novices, experts used their experiences with the students to

inform their clinical teaching practices in a more immediate way. In talking about a

student with whom she was having difficulry, an expeft was able to recognize the impact

of her thinking about the srudent on her behaviour and what she should do with this

information in the future.

On Friday just at the end of the day I was helping her get her patient back to bed

and Lo* íhi, dressing that obvíously needed changing. I just said, "Well I hope

you,re going to do thil before you leave or you're planning to do this" - And then

she came back to *e and saí,d, "1 hope you didn't think I hadn't changed the

dressing all day". And that's acrually what I was thinking of. I hadn't looked at

her charting oia in fact she had, thís (dit'ty dressing) had happened sínce' "Well

thanlcs for íharíng tltts. I thtnk maybe because I was feeling some negatíve things

about her, that I probably assumed mlre' (Ex7ert 03)
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When she was caught up in the hectic environment of the clinical unit, this expert did not

think about the ramifrcations of her interactions with the student. However, when she had

an opportunity to think about what had happened, she was able to reflect on the meaning

of the experience. Expert 03's journal revealed her ability to use the experience with the

student in a more immediate way than the novice was able to use her experiences with

the students. She was able to clarify the meaning of the situation for herself through

reflecting back on it.

Reflectíon: The main thing was w!to assume nursing care responsibilíties weren't

done by my observation alone. It's important to share my observations wíth the

stur)ent, to clarify, and ask questions and to review the charti¡tg as well. (Expert

0s)

This same expert had an experience as a new clinical teacher that made a

significant impact upon her clinical teaching practices. Soon after she began clinical

teaching, she was evaluated by a nursing education administrator who observed her in

clinical practice for a few days. As she recounted this negative experience which occurred

over eight years ago, it was stilt vividly in her mind'

I think she learned a lot, but I think we learned a lot of whot not to do with

students. One of the things that I found that was really dfficult and I tr! not to

do wíth srudenis, is I tíie to be upfront wíth them and let them know whether,

when I'm in the room or make my presence known. For example, I would be in

doing somethíng with the student inside the curtain and she (nursing education

administratol áidn't want to come. And yet, she would almost pretend that she

wasl't there, but I knew she was up against the curtain. You know she was being

sort of devtous. I think the fact that that was very dfficult too because it was one

on one, Iike she followed me very closely. I suddenly realized for a student you

had to give them space. You can't be with thentfor a long extended period of

time, yiu have to glve them a línle bit of space. It was to the poínt that even when

I went to wash my hands, she was there. When I went to answer a phone call, she

dídn't excuse herself, she stayed. When she made some of her comments to tell me

about what she liked. or didn't tike - the positives she Save me at the end, the

negatives she did right at the moment and it wasn't done in prívacy. I think that's
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what I've really found. after that experience is that I've tíed with students if I'm
going to give lhr^ ,o^*ents, I tell them at the very beginning. I tell them my

áxpeitations and I tell them that I will try not to critícize them in front of the

patient . . . I think from what she had given me as her guidelines were very
'dffirent 

from what she did. So I've tied very hard to be very upfront with

students in terms of my expectatíons' (Expert 03)

This expert experienced the pain of supervision which was too close, as well as lacking

clarity of expectations. The experience as a new clinical teacher made such an impression

on her that it shaped some of the central tenets with respect to what she believed about

clinical teaching.

Experiences with Others

Occasionally tife experiences had a significant impact upon how clinical teachers

worked with students. Some of these iaradigm experiences dated back to thei¡ childhood.

In these instances the experience was so profound that even one of the most novice

clinical teachers was able to identify the impact of these experiences on her practice'

I had one stude¡tt who was very negatíve. I grew up in a negative environment

and I think it ís really horríble' So what I try to do - you can't stop a 26 year old'

you can't change their way of ttÍe - but if you can bring out a focus' And that's

what I try to ao. We would sit down and talk about how, rather than looking at

everythíng as negative and looking at "You can't do this and you will never be

able to accomplßh that, look at sontethíng you have accomplished and focus on

that".l think it worked to o certain degree' (Novíce 05)

One clinical teacher had repeated hospitalizations as a child. These experiences as

a patient had a tremendous impact upon her beliefs about nursing and how nurses should

practice. As a result of these experiences, she ensured that her students understood the

patient perspective and incoqporated that into their nursing care.

I mean one thing that I remember vividty in my mind as a youngster when I had

a big surgery. lostoperatively I had some, they had some problems with me and

tttey naalo íaW me'back for an en?ergency tracheotomy. And I remember vividly
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waking up and, because it wos unexpected to have it there to begin wíth, I tried

to talk. And of cout'se yon can't speak because the aír's coming out through the

trach. It was-the mosihorrendous, terrifyíng thing that I've ever experienced in

my ttfe until sontebody was able to calm me down and explain what it was- So

again it was the need for knowledge. So I guess somethíng that I find extremely

important to tell and ieach patients to prepare them for things' (Expert 04)'

Until the interviews with the researcher, this clinical teacher had not thought consciously

about the impact of her childhood experiences, both on her nursing practice and how she

conveyed these beliefs about nursing practice to students. However, the interview procoss

provided her with a forum in which to explore and discuss these experiences, turning

them around in her mind and reflecting upon their impact upon her culrent teaching

practices.

In another situation an expert described how she ca¡ed for the studens by

focussing on the current interaction with the student and being "present" by not planning

the next step, thinking about the other students, or worrying about what they were doing'

Her total focus was on the student with whom she was interacting at the time. This belief

about how to care was based on her experiences with others in which she felt cared for

herself.

Sometimes in my life I've known índíviduals like that (who made her feel cared

for) and when tiat was so I felt particularly comfortable and cared for when that

individual responded that way. (Expert 0I)

Clinical teachers used thei¡ family members, usually their husband, to reflect upon

their clinical teaching practices. These conversations were often prompted when the

clinical teacher had a particularly trying day or there was a situation that was bothering

them. These discussions with their husbands brought a different perspective to their

thinking and often enabled them to view the experience more objectively.
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I went through a dfficult period you know, a conflict ín my own philosophy wíth

my boss's. ùy nusiardfiially said to me, "What are youfussing about? You have

a choice. you don't have to work there. It is your problem, ít's not her problem.

you're not going to change her". And he was right on. And so I sort of look at my

whole life nowâs beíngà seríes of choíces. It's wonderful. I have a tremendous

freedom now.l can chãose to do anythíng, but then it's my responsíbility . . .I am

sure that phitosophy the students know because I say to them, "You have these

choices. you haie a choíce to be cruel to a patient or to give safe care, so you

better choose the right thing that you know a practicinS nurse would do". (Expert

02)

This was a parricularly pivotal revelation for this clinical teacher. Until that time, she had

been in control of the students' learning and felt responsible for the patients for whom

the studenm cared. By giving the students responsibility for thei¡ own learning and

nursing practice, she described it as a "weight" being lifted. The focus of her ciinical

teaching shifted from the derails of student practice to higher level issues such as decision

making and problem solving. Now she empowered students to think critically for

themselves and make their own decisions. In doing so, she empowered herself as a

clinical teacher.

Experiences with other clinical teachers were particularly significant in leaming

how to be a clinical teacher. These experiences were especially important for the novice

clinical teacher. Without exception all the clinicat teachers in this study discussed how

they used their peers as a beginning clinical teacher. Peers were used in a number of ways

- as a confidant, role model, and sounding board. sometimes the novice would seek out

a particular peer, while at other times, opportunities for discussion or observation arose

on the wards, at coffee and lunch breaks, and at meetings. In all these interactions the
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clinical teacher would make a decision about what fit with her particular beliefs and

philosophy, accepting some and rejecting others.

As a novice many of the interactions with colleagues focussed on questioning the

more experienced clinical teacher about the kinds of things thatpuzzled them. Moreover,

in these discussions novice clinical teachers discovered that much of what they were

thinking and feeling about students and clinical teaching were similar to the experiences

of others.

I spent a lot of time talking to my colleagues about "What do you think about

this? Has this ever happened to yott?" in the first year a lot. (Expert 0I)

Well we wou.ld sort of sít down and talk and do stories you know, "Well thís

happened to me today, what do you think?" So she was always good to reaffirm

that what I was d.oing was either uazy or right or just to talk about the feelings

because teachíng isn't just a job. You have a lot of feelings and entotions there'

you know she was always a good soundíng board because she helped me to

diffuse things or helped me to sort out what I was feeling in relation to what the

students weîe feelinþ and that ít was okay to be angry at a student or ít was okay

to praíse the student for doing somethíng ' ' . So ít was a good way of getting at

that other angle of teaching when you're dealing with the feelings of the learner

as well as the feelings of the teacher. (Expert 02)

Novices often sought clarifîcation from other clinical teachers that what they were

doing was "right". For them, there was a right way and a wrong way to do clinical

teaching, perhaps related to the fact that there was little formal orientation and/or

preparation for their roles as clinical teachers.

There is a yemendous need at this poínt for me to have what I'm doing valtdated

and to make sure that I am sort of doing what's in keeping wíth what other people

are doing. (Novice 04).

Identification of a clinical teacher who could be helpful in understanding and

learning clinical teaching was difficult, especially when the novice was unfamilia¡ with
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the staff and did not know who was an expert. Positive student comments about a clinical

teacher were helpful in at least knowing who the students identified as good clinical

teachers. Watching how other more experienced teachers interacted at faculty meetings

was also useful. Novices sought out clinical teachers with whom they felt comfortable and

who had more experience than they. Furtherrnore, they would listen to the advice and then

take from it that which fit their individual style and beliefs about teaching.

I wouldn't necessarily go to someone just because they had been here for years

and years and yeari. it must be something about them that draws me - their

appioachabitiry and that I have to agree to a degree with what they are saying

tf inry are hetping me in a way that I think is going to be benefi'cial to me. If they

are suggestíng tÌings to me that I don't think are going to be of heþ to me then

I have the right to fite au,ay and not use them, thinking that maybe something

míght ,o^u ip at a later time where that might be beneficial. (Novice 05)

Furthermore, in selecting someone to approach for advice, the clinical teachers knew thei¡

peers, strengths and weaknesses and who might be most hetpful in a particula¡ situation'

people get to know whtch ones, Iike theír expertise area or an area that somebody

is much better in j.oing. Then you know who to 8o to sometimes to askfor advice'

So I think once you work in an area you get to know peoples' weaknesses and

positives. Sometintes in terms of networking then it helps because you know who

to 80 to. (ExPert 03)

In some instances novices were buddied with more experienced clinical teachers

as part of their orientation. This ind.ividual provided a role model for the novice'

Hówever, they would reflect on the efficacy of what they saw and its relevancy for their

own clinical teaching Practices.

I did learn something through buddyíng with other teachers as part of orientation

and occasionally I wou.ld in ttrt to help somewhere. So I would pick up what I
sav) as desirable or what seemed to fît for me. And I picked up a fair number of

thíngs of what I really d.ídn't want to do, which was mostly just to emphasize

whether we did the procedures correctly' (Expert 0l)
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For the clinical teachers who did not have a "buddy", they described how and why a

buddy could be helpful to a beginning clinical teacher'

I would like to make sure that I had a connection poínt so that, for instance, when

I have a student hidíng, I could phone this person up and sty, "Now what did you

do when you had a srudent líke this, what kind of thíngs did you do?" and then

be able to benefit from their trial and error instead of reínventing the wheel,

trying to see if it worl<s right off, (Novice 02)

Some clinical teachers were fortunate to have someone either tell them what was

expected of them or give them helpful hints, whereas others had no assistance at all. A

novice described what she did in the absence of clea¡ di¡ections and assistance as a

beginner. The uncertainty about what she should be doing as a clinical teacher was

evident in the tone of this passage.

I base it (clinical teaching) largety on the goals of the curriculum in terms of the

objectives the stud.ents have to nteet and in terms of the theoretical knowledge for
the areas . . . Probably what I would gear the experiences towards ís for them to

get experíences with dffirent types of delivery, different types of patients' But

þroUaAry the primar"y thing would be the goals of the curriculum and the
'objectities 

laid out. The instructor has the abiliry þ rewrite all the obiectíves.

Càrtainly as afirst year insffuctor here I have not rewritten any of the objectives.

I have just gone with thent as they were and tríed to have those so the students

could meet them. (Novice 04)

Clinical teachers also compared their clinical teaching practices to other clinical

teachers. These comparisons often arose when there was a difference in opinion regarding

a student's competency. The experts were confident in their judgments about students and

could give a student a negative or failing evaluarion in spite of previous clinical teachers'

assessments. However, this d.ifference in values with respect to acceptable student practice

did cause one expert some consternation.

I felt kínd of badly because I think someone should have been doíng thís (failíng

the student clinically) to her a long time ago. I think that was a part of my
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distress over the last few weeks ís that I get so frustrated when I see people that

should have been taken to task way, way back and I'm doing it (faílíng the

student) now. I don't think, sometimes I feel very disappoínted that I have to do

that kínd of thing . . . And I think that the other part of my aSony over the last

couple of weeks with this student was kttowíng that íf she was with somebody else,

she might have passed. (ExPert 05)

This confidence in her judgement of the student's capabilities was in sharp

contrast to the novice who had not developed a repertoire of ciinical teaching skills nor

had sufficient experiences to feel comfortable with her assessment.

And she (another clinical teacher) questioned me on how I could possibly have

given her (studettt) a satisfactorJ. And I stewed about that all weekend. I kept

thinking over the patients that this particular student had and she was fine. In

fact, some of her psychomotor skills were really good. But now she's on a medical

floor and, I don't know what she's doíng, but she's not doing something well, not

even satisfactorily. So I was questioning nryself all weekend, so I don't know . .

. I've learned. that perhaps I've got to be more critical with my students and ask

even more questions than I have previously been asking them. . . ' So I guess I
have to self monitor but I have to get input from other people so that I can

enhance what I've already been doing. (Novice 05)

It never occurred to this novice to question the assessment of the other clinical teacher.

She assumed that something was faulty with what she had done and that she needed to

be more critical in her judgment of students. Her solution to the problem was a reaction

to the criticism from her peer, rather than being able to trust her experience with the

student. Nonetheless, she saw this input from her peer as a means of "enhancing" her

clinical teaching.

At times the help that novices received from more experienced clinical teachers

was more pragmatic and d.irect. Usually the novices sought assistance when they had to

grade students' written work based on clinical practice or when they had to evaluate

student practice.
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There were three of us teaching and we had regular, every other week meetings

so those people I g-ot a chance to talkto.Those meetings weren't necessarily this

specífic itrdrnt, this specific situatíon or thís, this sort of challenge. It was sort

o¡ "Ho* in heaven'S io*e do we assign a grade to this iournal? . ' ' What's an

A ¡ournal look like and what's a C journal look like because we really had a lot

oj trouble wíth that, a lot of trouble with that" ' (Novíce 02)

Feedbaqk About Clinical Teachins

Clinical teachers received feedback from a number of sources about their abilities

as clinical teachers. At times this feedback was a revelation to the clinical teacher, the

feedback uncovered something about themselves as a teacher that they had not considered

before. Ar other rimes, the feedback conflrmed their beliefs about their teaching practices.

Feedback came from a variety of sources (students, former students, supervisors, other

clinical teachers, staff nurses) and was either verbal or written.

The most common source of feedback about thei¡ teaching came from students and

was more valued than feedback from other sources. Although clinical teachers received

written evaluations on a regular basis, they commented most frequently about the verbal

feedback from students. Often these comments stimulated the clinical teacher to reflect

on her plactice of clinical teaching, illuminating an approach which she had not

consciously considered'

I compltmented a Student, who had done a complicated dressing, on her

interaction (with the patíent) while she was doing a dressing' It was an evaluative

siruation where I stood and watched and wasn't a particípant at all- And she

responded "l learned that front you". "Yott did?" But I realízed that there were

other situatiotts where the students had probably been very neruously doing a

dressing and. I had been d.oirtg the interacting with the patients because the

student had only one thing to focus on. So a light bulb went on for me and I
thought, "Oh gosh I am still role modelling"' (Expert 0l)
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Written feedback also prompted reflection. The information from these evaluations

provided an oppoftunity for the clinicat teachers to think about how they were perceived

by students and how they might improve their clinical teaching.

I think looking at the evaluatíons' I always try to ask the students, "Don't tell me

you didn't liká somethíng without telling me what you think would work better. If
you don't think it was aþarticularty good learning experience, what do you thínk
-would 

help you to do it better?" So as it classically goes you get ten evaluatíons

and one is'n't as good. You focus on that one whích may or may not be

generalízable to thá group. So you can be over harsh on yourself' But I think

looking at the evaluations ín both what the students had to say and also their

perþrmance to say, "okay, íf as a group they did not petform as well, then maybe
'thi 

variable is myself or something I didr¡t do". (Novice 03)

Not surprisingly, self doubt and excessive criticism were seen in the novices. The

experts were more able to take negative criticism from the students and keep it in

perspective. They recognized what the student was saying, but put it within the context

of their expectations for the student'

I'm just thinking a couple of weeks ago I had a student when I said something to

her, she saíd, lYou're- crankier today than you usually are"' Like they almost

expect . . . I was Setting really maybe frus¡'ated with what she was doing and I
obviously showed it mãre than maybe I try to. And she picked up on it' I guess

they lea.rn over time though I certainly am approachable' I certainly do have

expectations and they can't get away with ít if they don't perform' (Expert 03)

Occasionally clinical reachers had supervisors who provided them with feedback

when the clinical teacher was a novice. Unless the supervisor was with the novice as she

worked with her Students, this feedback was not seen as valuable' However' when the

supervisor was in the clinical area, working with the novice clinical teacher, the feedback

was very effective in facilitating understanding of their clinical teaching practices' This

was especialiy so when the clinical teaching approach focussed on a value or attitude

towards paüent care which was not easily visible to the clinical teacher.
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I remember one in partícular. I remember saying to the evøluator, "One thing I
really encourage the students not to do is to identify the patient by the room

number and nit by their name" . . . and she pointed out to me at the time of the

evaluation that, aithoughl had saidthøt this was something I really didn't like,

that I would say to tie srudent when they said, "Mrs. Jones has whatevef',1

would say, "ls tùat the lad.y in 48?" So in fact although I wasn't acfißlly referring

to the patient by the room rutmber, I was ín fact encouraging thøt by using ít and

thar was helPful. (ExPert 0l)

Experts identified experiences as staff nurses in which feedback about their

teaching abitities stimulated both their interest in and their development of teaching

competencies. As a result, they began to develop teaching expertise long before they

became clinical teachers'

I remember that very often I would end up orienting other nurses to the unit and

essentially there was a lot of teachittg involved in helping thent to adiust. And so

I sort of began that way in working with other nut'ses, helping them to understand

the goings on of the unit. I began to getfeedbackfrom people about certain things

I wãs dotng thLt were very ietpful io them and certain approaches th(I.t I would

use that they found really helpful. . . so the feedbackfi'om people helped to shape

the way tha.i I opproorirtd. new learners or people who needed teaching and so

that ís the earllest remembrance I have of teaching and how it shaped how I
approach people. Because that's kind of what I see teaching being is iust a way

if opprooihing people and working with people' (Expert 05)

The clinical teachers in this study described how they learned to be clinical

teachers. In the absence of formal pleparation, they relied on thet own experiences to

inform themselves about clinical teaching. In keeping with symbolic interactionism, the

reality of clinical teaching was developed as a result of the meanings the study

participants attached to the symbolic envi¡onment as perceived by them in thet¡

interactions with others as students, nurses, and clinicai teachers. The explicit and impiicit

meanings they attached to clinical teaching were developed through thei¡ own lived

experiences. Their clinical teaching was a consequence of how they interpreted their
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relationships with others, both past and present, and were filtered through mental

processes such as reflection, intuition, and problem solving'

Practices of Clinical Teaching

pracrices of Clinical Teaching was the main theme of the study' The four

categories were i) making content understandable, ii) developing students' assignments,

üi) monitoring and evaluating, and iv) developing relationships with nursing staff. It was

through these practices that clinical teachers enacted thei¡ beliefs about clinical teaching.

The participants described how they assisted students in understanding and applying the

theoretical content of nursing to the practice of nursing. The importance of the students'

clinical assignments to the development of students' nursing practice was portrayed.

Monitoring and evaluation students emerged as a perplexing practice for clinical teachers,

in part, related to lack of conceptual clarity. Finally, the characteristics of relationships

with nursing staff, with whom both the clinical teachers and students interacted, arose as

a parr of clinicai teaching. Similarities and differences in novice and expert clinical

teachers' thinking appeared throughout the categories and sub-categories of the theme.

The descriptions of these hightight the participants' conceptualization of effective clinicai

teaching.

Makin e Conten! Understandable

Effective clinical teaching facilitates the students' application of príor knowledge.

(Expert 02)

It was evident in

effective clinical teaching

the teaching stretegy to

this study that clinical teachers used their own beliefs about

practices to promote student learning. Although on the surface

make content understandâble appe¿red t0 be the Same from
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clinical teacher to clinical teacher, the underlying thrust and reasoning for the strategy

were often different. For example, one clinical teacher's approach was diametrically

opposite to another clinical teacher's stance with respect to how one should answer

students' questions. When expert clinical teachers used different clinical teaching

practice(s), the strategy chosen was based on thefu belief that their approach was most

effective for student learning. The literature does not provide much guidance in

understanding the problem. What is problematic is the confusion that nursing students

must encounter as they try to determine what expectations a particular clinical teacher

might have. perhaps rhe most positive thing that can be said of these differences is that

students encounter a variety of clinical teaching approaches in thei¡ clinical practice' In

working with these differences, they begin to adapt more easily to the clinical teacher

who best suits thei¡ particulff approach to learning'

Six specific pracrices of clinical teaching which facilitated student understanding

of content in nursing practice emerged from the data in this study (see Table 2)'

Furthermore, sub-concepts were identified in the Questioning and Answering Students'

Questions and Cuing and Prompting categories. While there were some similarities in

novice and expert clinical teaching plactices, there were obvious, as well as subtle

differences in how novice and expert ctinical teachers thought about these practices' This

secrion will delineare how the study participants described their thinking about how they

assisted students in understanding the theoretical content of nursing and its application to

nursing practice.
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Table 2: Making content understandable

Novices Experts Practices in Common

l. Questioning/
Answering Students'

Questions

no particular
questioning stYle

. own style of
questioning

ask tow/high level
questions

1.1 Cuing &
Prompting

. assist students with
nursing care

L.2 Deærmining
Students'Needs/
Perspectives

. assess students'

abiliry to manage

care

1.3 Differing between

ReaHdeal

assist students to

confront
discrepancies

1.4 Promoting Student

Reflection

stimulate students'

thinking

2. Cuing & PrornPting use with only
general

acknowledgetnent of

Pfocess

use own experiences

as nurses to

cue/prompt

. ensure student has

necessary knowledge

for nursing care
. use think aloud

strategies

2.1 Setting the Stage focus on patient focus on leamer prepare students for

practice

3. Making Connections from theory to

patient situation

from patient situation

to theory

4. Modelling Nursing

Ca¡e

not common
does not label
process

focus on nursing
practice

common
label process-focus

on clinical teaching

focus on student &
patient
makes thinking re

nursing cue explicit
while modelling

5. Explaining describe explicit

difficulty describing
irnplicit

describe implicit &
expìicit
connect exPlanations

to studenfs' nursing

ó. Directing . lnore cofnmon,
especially in
resPonse to over-

estimating students'

abiüties

cornmon only with
less experienced,

weaker students

. specificalìY æll
students what to do

. walking the student

through
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All clinical teachers used questioning and answering stategies with students to

help them understand nursing knowledge as it is related to nursing practice. In contrast

to novices, for the most part experts were able to identify the underlying belief(s) for their

questioning/answering behaviors, particularly in relaúon to answering students' questions'

Although they identified what they did, in many instances their responses to students'

questions were different and were based on their assumptions of what was best for

students' learning. For example, one expert never answered a student's question. Rather'

she would respond to the student by asking questions in return. This questioning behavior

was based on the fundamental tenet that students who explored and "worked" for

information remembered it better and, as a consequence, the information was more

meaningful to them. This belief persisted in spite of the fact that she recognized how her

behavior affected students and in view of other educational experts and the literature

which challenged her approach to questioning activities. This suggests that experts afe

confident in spite of contrary information and use their own experiences when they are

in conflict with the literature.

Some teachers gíve atl the ínforntation that a student a,sks' I don't answer

questiotts, I ask íhent a qu¿stion right back. I can be very frusn'ating for a student'

but I have a gut betief and I've heard it too often to know that it's not right, that

when they fiiirh *ith 
^e, 

they learn because they've beenforced to and ít hasn't

been spoonfed to thent. They've had to fínd the information themselves, they've

had to look for it and when you do that you learn ft bener' (Expert 04)

This expert also questioned students until they could no longer answer a question'

The underlying assumption to this behavior was that students needed to learn that there

was always more to learn and that nurses should continue to pursue knowledge'
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I will be aimíng to ask them questions that they don't know to try and get them

to realize that"you know even if you thínk you know as much as you can about

your patient, there ís always more to learn. (Expert 04)

In direct contrast to the expert who never answered questions, another expert

believed that not answering students' questions was not in the students' best interests. she

answered questions as they a¡ose based on the belief that it was a poor use of the

students' time for them to explore and look for information.

I do tend to give them lots, like I don't wait for them to, discovery is a method

that's too ini¡íctent. We don't have time for it. I think that there are thin?S th(tt

they discovri,- but I don't, I do not do that kind of thing very much' I try to share

with them things that are, that I see ds being usefut for them or important for
them to be able to function well. (Expert 05)

Other experts were more flexible in their approach. At times students needed

information immediately, while at others there was time to send them to find out the

answer themselves.

Sometimes I' ll give them an article and say, "lf you read this, I think this will help

you,,. But somátimes that takes time and sometimes it's quicker for us to say,
-,,Here's 

the answet'". Sontetímes you need to do that, but at other times you can

get them to do it. (ExPert 03)

Experts used students' questions as an opportunity to model professional values.

At times she would not know the answer and admit this lack to the student. Together or

separately they would explore the literature to ascertain the answer to the student's

question.

If I don't know the answer I try to be fairty honest in terms of the things I don't

know. I usually know the resources that they can look at or sometimes I canfind

out as well and then share what they've learned and I've learned. I think it' s very

positive anyways to, ttot to ttJ to say something if you don't know the answer' but

to be very honest with them and., in turn, I think that they've been fairly, tried to

be hotrcst. If they haven't looked something up or didn't have time, I can give

them a few minutes time for preparation' (Expert 03)
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It was more difficult to discern a particular questioning style for the novice clinical

teachers in this study. They used the whole range of questioning techniques as described

by the experts (with the exception of Expert 04). However, they did not purPoft to favour

one particular style of questioning over another. One might hypothesize that development

and thinking about how one questions students develops with expertise. Novice clinical

teachers are preoccupied with surviving in a complex environment and do not have the

time to think about what they are doing. Rather they just do it.

Experts were clearer than novices with regards to when and why they answered

students questions. The nature of the students' question prompted the type of response

that the expert gave. At times experts would use student questions as an opportunity to

help the student reflect beyond the question to a gïeater understanding of the meaning of

the situation in which they were involved with a patient. Often these questions modelled

the types of questions the student should consider in order to move forward with the

patient's care.

They come to me with a concern, "What should I do about this?" "Well, what do

you think's happening here? What would you like to do? This is what you could

do, you choose what you want to d.o'" (Expert 02)

Novices seldom discussed their practices related to answering students' questions.

Although they alt discussed asking students questions, only one novice commented on her

strategy for dealing with students' questions. She felt a need to answer students'

questions, perhaps due to her uncertainty about her own abilities to preform as a clinical

teacher and her belief that clinical teachers should know all the answers to students'

questions. She described her initial response to students' questions as a compelling need
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to answer the student. With some experience she was able to assist students to rely more

on their own resources for learning.

One thing that tookme awhile, but in the last tixle white I've been able to do it

a bit more, is to not answer students' questions or to have other students answer

questions or to have to have the students try and answer their own questions'

whrr l first started I felt a real burning desire to know the answer to everythíng

that I had been asked. Now I'm much more likely to Say, "What do your

classmates have to say about that?" or "DoeS anybody have any Suggestions lor
so-and-so about thati". . .l got much better at that. I iust accept the fact that

there's goíng to be a lot thail don't know the answer. But thefirstfew months

I was a clitical instructor I felt a burning desire to be able to answer all their

questiotts. I really felr uptight' (Novice 04)

Although the lack of discussion by novices related to answering students' questions may

have been related to the interview process, it is also possible that considering the

ramifications of answering students' questions and how a clinical teacher consciously

decides to handle this situation is a clinical teaching practice that develops with expertise.

The level of questioning by clinical teachers is critical to the development of

student thinking. In a recent review of the literature, Oermann (1996) discovered that low

level questions predominated clinical teachers interactions with students. Low level

questions were those which determined factual and procedural information relying on

students' memory and recail. In confast, higher level questions asked the students to

apply knowledge in new and unique circumstances in a way that stimulated synthesis and

analysis of the students' approach to care based on problem solving and decision making'

Both novice and expert clinical teachers in this study used lower and higher level

questions. What is not known is the extent to which a pa-rticular clinical teacher relied on

one or the other in her questioning of students'
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I wonder what' s going on here? I wonder what, I wonder íf we'd known this what

we would have done with ít?" (Expert 05)

you seem to be developing a theme, tíke right of patients to self-determinøtion.

What are your values? What do you think about that? Do you have any personal

or clinical experíence wíth this? How does the nurse manage tt? How does the

patient manage ít? (Novíce 01)

Cuine and Prompting. The most frequent use of questioning was to cue and

prompt students either to assist the student to achieve a greater understanding of nursing

care or to prompt the student to consider what s/he should be doing next for the patient'

We talked about her assessnxent interuiew that had happened the day beþre and

I asked her questions líke "What do you suppose is the biggest concet'n for this

person rtght now?" . "What do you thínk this person wants to get out of their

admission to X hospital?" (Novice 02)

I try to also go over her assessment and ask her if she understands the plan or

what she *oitd do if the patíent complaíned of chest paín or íf she would know

if the patíent complained' of chest pain . . and when she did her assessment'

whenlaking vítal^sígns, what might be dffirent that she should report' (Expert

03)

These prompts were either general when the clinical teacher was questioning the student

about the d.irection of care for the day or specific when the student was involved in an

actual activity (usually a procedure) with the patient'

"What do you think, what do you thínk is going on?" I sort of probably act more

tíke a team leader than I do an a teacher where I sort, am kind. of the other figure

there that gets them to think about, "ls there another way of doing this or have

you missei something?" So that's how I feel they learn. I am not a good quizzer'
'l 

don't like quizzingTtudents about stuff. But what I do tike to do is talk to them

about theír plan, what they are doing, and then suggest things that are, well you

know, ,'Have you though-t about this?" or "What do you think is going on?"

(Expert 02)

If they contaminate (a dresstng change), ít's okay. (I ask) "well, how do you frx
il Wt ot do you stay away fi'om? How do you work with a contamínated field so

it's safe for the potientT" (Expert 04)
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Experts were skillful at using questions

to d"iscover how the students were managing in a particular situation and whether they

understood what was required for the patient. In questioning the Student, the expert

clinical teacher also was able to convey to the student that she could assist the student if

s/he was feeling overwhelmed a¡rd/or unable to cope with the patient care situation' In this

way they were able to augment and assist the student so that s/he could proceed'

I just sort of sít back and say "What would you líke to do now? What can I help

you with here?" and let them take the lead. And if they . - . you know, "well have

you thought ntaybe we could do this, what do you think? Have you thought' maybe

v,e could do this, u'hat do you think?" (Expert 02)

Differine Between ReaI and Ideal. One of the difficulties that both students and

clinical teachers experience in clinical practice is how to adapt the ideal of what was

taught in the classroom to the reality of day-to-day nursing practice' In this study only

experts attempted to assist students in confronting these discrepancies. often when the

student was in a dilemma, through questioning, the expert would raise issues which the

student should consider in order to maintain safe practice. In this excerpt the expert

described how she had mod.if,red her clinical teaching with experience'

Wetl I think it was when I first started out teachíng it was more dfficult because

I wasn',t quite sure. Because coming from the real world, I knew how much

modifications you ntake in your practíces to get the work done' So then being

cataþulted into this ideal ivory tower world where you must always wash your

hands 25,000 ttmes a day. That's alt valid you know, but you really have to bring

it down to the realities. That was more of a struggle. Now I am really up front
and say to the students, "You need to start to think about how you are goíng to

do these things whenyorl't'e out practicing øs a real nurse.l always ttj to say to

them (which"l only started doin[ probably the last couple of years), "okay'fine'

thisís¡6yt,forexantple,youweretaughttodoacompletebedbath.However,
how are yo'i going to moiífy that when you have six patients? How are you going

to modify that in a dffirent u,ork environment?" I try not to say, "Oh well' that's

the ideal, that'S not importqnt". I try to Say, "Okay, that's how you were taught

De
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and that's correct. So what are the principles that you are goíng to take away

from that to the real world and make them workfor you?" (Expert 02)

promotine Studenr Reflection. Ctinical teachers facilitated student reflection on

their nursing practice by asking questions that encouraged them to think about what they

were doing. In this way students were stimulated to think about what they had done, the

underlying theory and rationale, and their implication for practice.

,,What did you thínk about how that interaction went? What do you think about

what you saw or what you díd or how the famíly responded?" It's not 
-enough 

iu"st

to do it. you have to thírk about, "What d.oes it mean for the patient? What does

it mean for you? How did. you deal with the family? How does the nurse deal with

it? How dotes the system deat with these people or with patients in general?"

(Novíce 0I )

Cuine and Promptine

In addition to using questions to cue and prompt students, both novice and expert

clinical teachers used other cuing and prompting strategies to facilitate student learning

and make content understandable. Experts used their own experiences as nurses to

understand the patients for whom their students were caring. V/hen discussing patient care

with a student, the clinical teacher often had to restrain herself from explicitly telling the

student what to do, especially when the student had asked their advice regarding how to

proceed with their Patient.

I would always have to stop ntyself becausel would love to tell thentwhat to do,

but I don't. (ExPert 02)

Instead the clinical teacher would use cuing and prompting to encourage the student to

use his/her own resources and knowledge to problem solve a situation or investigate

further to gather data crucial to the nursing care'
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I'm trying to give them cues about the doing thíngs that they have to do and their

organizatíonal things andwhat kind of issues are important to the surgical patient

from a physiologícal perspective. (Expert 05)

Cuing and prompting were used to ensure that the student had the necessary

knowledge s/he would need in order to give safe care to the patients. Often during the

initial meeting with the student ar the beginning of a clinical day, the clinical teacher

would review with the student the pertinent issues to consider. When students were not

forthcoming with a piece of datum that the clinical teacher knew was essential to the

patient's care, she would hint at what the student should do or where they needed to go

for further information.

I had a student ín the last one of my sessions and I knew this pa.tient had a líver

biopsy. I said to her, withou.t me actually wanting to tell her that I knew that, I
said. "Now how often are her vital signs and what's happening to her?" And I
said to het, "You know I really want you to go back and look at that chart agaín,

because I have a feeling that there's something there you've missed". (Expert 05)

Thinking aloud was another corî.mon cuing and prompting strategy. In this way

the clinical teacher was able to assist the student to access her thinking and promoted

students' decision making and critical thinking. Often the thinking aloud was in the form

of a question about the patient's situation.

R: "l wonder why that patient has that thíng happening to them" . . . I',m not

really confrontative with nty students. I do tend to say those kind of things and I
do that a lot. It's more in the rhetorical sense and then I may hypothesize with

thent about what could be goittg on with that person'

I: One of the things that seents to me that you are doing with students then

is you're thinking aloud to let thent understand the kinds of questions that nurses

might have about Patients?

.R; yes . . . I would say that I'm asking those questions and that's the purpose

of it. (Expert 05)
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Novices used cuing and prompting with less understanding of what they were

doing.

It was a real rush deal (intervening quickly with a patient in dfficulry) and so I
did try and explain what I was d.oing and what happened. (Novice 05)

When questioned by the researcher about what she learned about clinical teaching from

this situation, Novice 05's reply was very general, that is, a learning situation for the

students. she did not identify any particular clinical teaching practices which she used in

the situation, rather the focus was on how she was perceived by others in the situation'

So you have to rementber that they (students) are observing you as well' So where

beþre(asastaffturse)youjustgoaheadanddostuff,nowyouhaveto
remember that you.'ve got people aroundyou and if you're a little anxious' they

are going to pick up in it as well as explaining that anxiousness to them later'

(Novice 05)

In some instances, both novice and expert clinical teachers explicitly identified

thinking aloud as a Strategy which they used with students' However' with most of the

clinical teachers in the study, the activity of thinking aloud was labelled by the researcher

after the participant had described what she did. If much of clinical teaching is held as

tacilpractical knowledge, clinical teachers may be able to describe what they do' but not

link it consciously to a particular clinical teaching practice.

Settins the Stase. Clinical teachers prepared students for learning on the clinical

units by cuing and prompting regarding what they might expect in a particular situation'

Helping the students prepare for clinical practice occurred at different times: i) before

going on the unit, ii) during preconference and before going to the ward' iü) on the ward

andbeforeanursingskill,andiv)atthepatient'sbedside.
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clinical reachers alerted the students with regards to the type of cale that would

be necessary for their patients. This road map enabled the student to come more prepared

for their time in the clinical practice area'

I'll often give them that, that clue as well so they can thínk about ít when their

doinþ thelr ínitial assessment or "Mr. S. is goingfor surgery on Fríday,you're

goínþ to be having him tomorrow beþre surgery. You need to plan for teachíng

þreiperatively". In that case too, they need time to do it (prepare) so that they're

not running around. I witt sometimes gíve them that, let them know' (Expert 03)

,,What we want you to be able to do ts when you look at a siruation to recogníze

and see that there are multiple ways of looking at it and it's good. It's important

that you consider all the dffirent perspectives that people come from'" (Novice

01)

preconferences provided a structured opportunity for clinical teachers to help the

students think about their immed,iare nursing care for the day. This forward thinking

assisted students in anticipating the patient's needs and the demands that might be

required of them during clinical practice'

I try to help them understand what information ís useful to them when they are

researching a pattent and I do that in preconfet'ence by''' I run them in a vety

work líke ioy, "Whot kind of N has your patierlt 7ot runníng? What's the rate?

Is there anything ín it". I gíve them cues and I Soy, "Well, do you know when the

patient voided?l I mean thts is all very, Iike they have to come out with a cet'tain
'amount 

of wderstanding about surgery, what the important things are in all the

very work-a-day task relarcd things. So I do give them cues in our pre-conftrence'

I tell them it's tíke a planning sessio¡t and that they should come to pre-

conference knowíng concrete things about what they're going to do and when

thiy,re going to ¿i ¡t and that they need to know about their pøtíents so that we

,oi ¡gir" out what they need to be daíng' (Expert 05)

Expert clinical teachers had the students verbally describe what they intended to

do with a particular procedure prior to actually delivering nursing care' Describing nursing

cafe not only allowed students to articulate out loud thei¡ nursing care' it also provided

the opportunity for the elinical teâcher to assess the student's competeney àÌìd âreas irl
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which s/he might need assistance. If there were any difficulties in the student's plans, the

expert would advise him/her regarding any necessary corrections. Only one novice used

this technique and then only prior to nursing skills. Moreover, the motive for doing so

appeared to be more focussed on the patient than the student.

I often ask thent what they are up to and what they are looking at and what they

see and what they might be looiing for. Again, depending on the patient, I will

beþrehand. ask t-hem ihat they ori doing and how they are going to go about it

before they even go ínto the patíent so the patient doesn't Tet tense and upset'

(Novice 05)

Makine Connections

Experts made explicit connecrions in order to help students understand the

theoretical basis of nursing ca¡e. Connections were d¡awn from the patient situation(s) to

the theory learned in the classroom. Post conferences, seminars in which students

discussed their day's practice, were coÍunonly used as a forum for making these

connections. Particularly in the following excerpt, the importance of timing and

identification of the teachable moment in d.rawing the connection to the students' attention

was seen.

I rarely talk about something that hasn't been real in theít'day' almost never' I
tty to wait for the right monxent. So if two or three of my students, as an example'

have patie"nts who have had major surgery and are having problems with their

fluid batance and wdre talking about intake and. output, etc., that's the day, that' s

the moment that we talk about that whole topic. And I have hadfeedbackfrom the

students that Say, "YoIt make ít, and yet I really do care when you talk about it

like this" or "l really . . . this is ímportant, I can see now because it wasn't

important beþre". so that's my style of teaching content related. bringing the

theoretical irpttt to what they're d'oing at the bedside' (Expert 05)

Only two of the novices attempted to connect classroom theory with patient care'

However, they made the connections between theory and practice in the opposite direction
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to that of the experts. In contrast to the experts, they would start from the theory and get

the students to generate examples. Timing was not an issue for the novices'

My post conference time would be spent choosing or picking out one p-iece of the

theory that ihey had been discussing either in the .course 
I had been lecturing itt

or one of the other two courses tiat they were in and. asking them to ídentify

client examples of that theory' (Novice 02)

In considering why other novice clinical teachers did not use this strategy, there

are two possible explanations. In the instance of the novice cited above, she found the

relationship of theory to practice exciting. It was a part of her practice that was relatively

new to her, acquired when she returned to university for a nursing degree' The second

novice who used this strategy was the most experienced of all the novices who

participated in the study. one might speculate that the use of this strategy is something

that a clinical teacher develops with experience and is associated with expertise'

Thenoviceclinicaiteachers,whousedconnectionsasastrategytofacilitate

student learning, linked a ne,w concept to something which was familiar and known to the

student.

But thinking about ít, what you need to do with that patient' whether it's

positíoning"or the rapidity in which you need to respond or what response is

appropriate can be based ott whyt's going on or in the most basic sense - if
there's a leak in the system thenfluid is going to be an issue' (Novice 03)

Modelline Nursins Care

clinical teachers modelled nursing care when students were uncertain and needed

assistance to carfy out the necessary care for the patient. In these instances the clinical

teacher made a judgment (see Lætting Go) that the student was unable to proceed and they

intervened to demonstrate the care for the student. Modelling nursing care was seen most
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frequently with the expert clinical teachers. Although the novices modelled nursing care'

with one exception, they did so less frequently'

If I found that the student needed that much guídance, more than antícipated, what

i o¡n, do is say, "Well, watch" or I'il show her initially, "This is how", without

giving as much verbal because sometimes the verbal (ís dfficult) and ít can really

sometimes upset the patient if they think the student has no idea. (Expert 03)

The ability to move beyond concerns for the self is clearly evident here' The expen

considers how she can support the student and the patient in this situation. with the

development of expertise, the clinical teacher was able to see the concerns of the patient

and student equally in her thinking.

The expert either talked about the nursing care as she was delivering it, or

discussed with the srudent immediarely following the modelling incident to make explicit

her thinking while she was giving care. In contrast, the one novice who used modelling

most frequently was not explicit with the student in what she was doing. This particular

novice had only been teaching for a few months after many years in nursing practice' In

situations that required more immed,iate action than the student was capable of' she

reverted to the actions with which she was most familiar.

No, I don't use the term (modetling) at all. I iust said that I went into my mode

whichyou know,I mean I,ve been doing itfor x number of years.It,s kínd of hard

to stick out of it:, especially when a peison is suffering. You know ! d9n't use the

term role 
^idnl' 

or'onythíitg.If they (students) pick up on it then that's what they

pick uP on' (Novice 05)

She also would talk aloud as she delivered care. However, there was no conscious linking

of the thinking aloud to rhe studenr's learning. In fact, the talking aloud was more related

to her nursing practice than clinical teaching'
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Whenever I'm doing a treatment to a patient, I'm always talking to the patient and

I always talk theþatient through. i guess I iust continue to do it and I iust

íncluded. the student so that ft wãs a demonstration more for her actually than the

patient. But in essence,I was talkíng to the patient too whích I do a lot' (Novice

0s)

Explainine

AIt the clinical teachers used explaining to facilitate students' understanding of a

particular issue or theoretical concept in nursing practice' However' the explanations of

the experts were more connected to nursing care as the students were giving it' caring'

an elusive concept to describe to nursing students, was clearly described by this expert'

Even though with my teachin$, we've often been in situatíons where there's much

more technologicai equípment around whích really, in some ways I found'

interferes with caring. I have tried' to pass on to students that despite that
,,technology", the more important thinS is the patierú. I',ve even said when they

first learn N's, when they go ittto the room in the morning, the first thing they

want to do is to look at the N to see íf it's running' That is really the most

important thing (to the student).They'll even stop and count the drops before ever

avertíng their."eyes fr-om the N to tñe patient's face. And I said to them, "People

in there in the itorning and you want to know about theír N' I don't mind if you

flashyour eye up n ,2u that it ís dripping, but I do mind if you don't stop then

and greet your patient and spend to^n ti*n with them.when you've done that'

thett it is okay to turn your eyes away and even to sTy,I',m going to take afew

minutes now ând iust check your N and make sw'e it is running" ' They don't need

to say to count ihn drop, when that is infact what they't'e joing' So I would

actually say to them wien we wet'e teaching basic skills, "Thís is important' but

not as important as the person in the bed' (Expert 0I)

Novices had linle diff,rculty explaining the explicit aspects of nursing care'

You don't iust show sontebody how to do a bandaSe, you show them why and

what's going on underneath' (Novíce 05)

However, tacit elements of nursing care were more perplexing' Even when novices

recognized that they should be explaining a process, the manner in which they could do

so was elusive.
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What was even more evident to me though, was the role of the clinícal teacher to

make the implicit explicít. This is on orào whích I think I failed the last group of

students o, i *o, uiable to clearly articulate what I wanted from them, and even

more confusing was even when I saw students doing the right thíng, I still had a

dfficult time descríbing the process. (Novice 0l)

Directine

In this category clinical teachers told students what to do with respect to their

nursing ca¡e. Directing was different from cuing and prompting in that the clinical teacher

told the students what they should do in a particular situation, whereas, in cuing and

prompting the ctinical teacher only gave hints about what should be done' Therefore'

when the clinical teacher used cuing and prompting, the students had to discover through

problem solving the most appropriate approach to patient care' Directing was found to

occur in two different types of situations, directing students regarding what to do in

clinical practice and what they should learn in a particular clinical situation.

Directing students regarding what to do in the clinical situation revolved around

the specifics of patient care and nursing skills. Directing with experts was commonly

found with less experienced or weaker students'

Thís is the last rotatíott and íf you. have, and I saíd to her if this had been the first
rotation, I would have taken her hand and I would have given the steps and I
would have made her do certain thíngs, as much as I can' I mean that word

(made) isn't really accurate. But I would have carried her along and given her

every direction. (ExPert 05)

Novices tended to be more directive with students when they discovered that they

had overestimated the students' abilities and, as a consequence, the students had been in

situations in which patient care had been compromised. when this occurred, novices

di¡ected the students'
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I wasn',t as eager to let them sínk or swim on their own, I was ntore like, "Don',t

get this person up, I'il be along in, I',m going to go and do this and then I'll be
-back 

and lo7ether we'll do this." (Novice 02)

One theme that emerged was the concept of "walking

these instances directing was used in circumstances in which

student through". ln

students were doing

procedures which they either did not understand or had no experience' In these

circumstances, the clinical teacher would specifically tell the student what to do during

each step of the nursing care.

I had a student last week and I though I was very clear going over what she was

supposed to do.we got in there or¿ I knew that she wasn't comprehending' so

I basically had to *ãlk hu through ít, Iike I told. her step by step. (Expert 03)

Anyway he and I talked. about what his next patíent assignment was goíng to be

and we selected a patient who was really quite síck' He had chest rubes ín and he

was 01 ox\gen ond ro, really sick. we had planned this experience together and

he and t wall<e¿ through about what this assignment was going to mean and all

the rest of ít. (Novice 02)

usuany the student only needed one experience in which they received such specific

direction from the clinical teacher. A second time the student cared for the Same patient'

s/hewasableusuallytomanagethenursingcaleonhis/herown.

She we¡t back the second d.ay and. she did fine' I think she only needed one

prontpting . . . the second t¡nte t basically had to say very little' (Expert 03)

Often students did not understand how a particular clinical area related to their

nursing studies or what they could do on a nursing unit when their concrete nursing care

tasks had been completed. In addition, sometimes the clinical practice area did not appeal

to a particular student and s/he was reluctant to become involved in the nursing care

required of the nursing practice domain. In these instances clinical teachers directed the

students to tþe possibitities that were available to them and how they could expand their

the

the
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knowledge base about nursing practice. This type of directing behavior was found with

the expert clinical teacher who was working with beginning students and novice clinical

teachers. other expert clinical teachers were all working with more experienced students

and this may account for the fact that they did not have to direct the students to avenues

which they could pursue in order to expand their learning in the clinical area'

,,x, do you have anything at all that you want me to do?" I say, well, you can

always talk to your patient, díd you ever thínk of that? If you want to do

something then, go an-d fi.nd some information, go read the nursing textbool<s that

are in the back room there"' (Expert 04)

Basícally, what my approach u,ith him ís, "There are thíngs you can learn here'

It may not be what you want to know, but that doesn't mean you don't need to

learn it". (Novice 0l)

The only clinical teacher for whom directing was uncolrì'mon in any situation was

Expert 02. Perhaps her non-use of the strategy was related to her beliefs about giving the

students autonomy over thei¡ own practice and encouraging them to make their own

decisions. After careful scrutiny of Expert 02's transcripts, only one instance of directing

was found. In this instance, a marginal student was going to make a potentially fatal error

in working with a patient. only in this grave ci¡cumstance did Expert 02 intervene by

directing the student what to do.

Well she tríed to give a med down the trach tube' I 7ot her to the.point' I thought'
,,How catt I do this?" Anyway, she had the medication in the syringe, she was this

far away (demonsÛ'ates withfingers) ft'om squlezlng that med down his tach tube

andl thought,"How long canltet thís go on?" Butl thought,"l've got to let her

go on lorg enough untilT krow that she would have killed hínt" ' So that was fine'

but I said,,,No, I don't thinkwe should do this" and at that point I was ançry'

(Expert 02)

Another strategy that was used by an individual clinical teacher, verbally

challenging the student, fit conceptually with Making Content Understandable' Its
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occurTence was so infrequent and not used by othefs that it was not included' However'

intuitively, this strategy makes Sense. In further research, it would be an area to follow

up to ascertain its relevance to the category'

Although there were individual idiosyncratic approaches to Making content

Understandable, the stories of the novice and expert clinical teachers revealed the

similarities amongst the two groups of participants. In describing these practices' the

differences in novice and expert clinical teachers' conceptualization of the category was

discussed.

Developing students' assignments revolved around picking suitable patients for

whom the students would care. In discussing how they developed students' assignments'

the study pafiicipants described what they believed to be the purpose of these

assignments, as well as the factors which they took into consideration during this process

(see Table 3). The process of selecting patients for the students' assignments took

considerable time. However, the relevance of the assignment to the students' needs was

considered crucial to the srudents' learning'
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Table 3: Developing Students' Assignment

Practices in Common

. essential to

students' growth to
-+ increase

confidence
+ confrm/refute

students' abititY

. essential to

students' growth

-+ vague
descriPtion

1. Purpose

review student
requests
patient factors
+ consider

complexity
-+ type of

experience

factors in students,
patients, and

nursing staff
+ deøiled
-) use intuition
gather concrete
data about students

use intuition
consider multiPle
factors in students,
patients, and

clinical setting
take into account

staff nurse caring
for students' Patient
use intuition
student factors
-+ detailed

information
-+ level of

students'
performance

-+ acknowledge
students'
feelings

-+ challenge
students to

develop
professionallY

patient factors

+ important to
stay with
patient to
develoP nursing
care
competencies

factors in students

and patients
-+ limited detail

limited detail of
factors

student factors
+ general

information

-+ uncertain re
problem
situations, e'g.,

student
discomfort

patient factors

-) ensure varietY of
patients

2. Considerations
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Pumose

Developing students' assignments was considered essential to the growth of

students' clinical expertise. Through clinical practice students revealed their abilities to

handle a variety of nursing clinical situations, connected their classroom learning to

clinical practice, and increased confidence in their competencies as a practicing nurse'

You try to find situatíons in which they can reveal what they can do ' ' ' l was iust

putting them ínto what I fett was the right opportuniry for them to help them grow'

(Expert 05)

They were vety mastery kinds of situations where you know, you do need to

always think about the student's level of confidence and how they're affectively

feelíng. (ExPert 02)

While novices and experts agreed generally on the purpose of student assignments'

novices descriptions of why they selected particular assignments for students were more

vague in nature.

Well to be sure that they yet at least exposure and opportunities to learn what I
think this cot,.se is suppoled tu teach thent. So that's nxy responsibilíry, give them

the exPosure. (Novice 02)

The development of students' confidence was a theme expressed by expert clinical

teachers. Structuring the assignment So the student could be successful was integral to the

students, success. Putting a student in the right type of assignment could "turn the student

on" or, conversely, destroy the students' confidence' Expert clinical teachers were

concemed with maintaining students' self-esteem, undelstanding that it was essential to

student learning. They discussed the importance of the balance between in considering

what the student could or could not manage. The first week of practice in a new clinical
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unit was viewed as particularly important by one expert' Her responsibility in the

selection of assignments the first week was seen as crucial to the students'

I just contort over what kind of assignment I'm going to give my student for that

day (first o* ,n new area) turorriu you can hore orrn assignment that could

completely fi\¡sn a student off Week I and I mean emotíonøIly, psychologically'

you can iust devastate them, week I . . . I usually tell them, "I want you to walk

outofthisweekfeelínggood,notbadbutgood,Iikeohlcandothís,,.That'Show
Iwantthemtowalkoutofherethefirstweek.(Expert05)

Novice clinical teachers were unable to so this kind of processing, focussing instead on

the details of the situation.

Selecting challenging assignments were used also to confirm or refute the expert

clinical teachers, hunches about a student's ability in the clinical area. An assignment was

viewed as challenging for the student if it was one in which the student had little or no

experience and/or had not developed any skills or ability with respect to a specific area

of nursing care demanded by the situation. Inherent in the description was the

understanding that it was student specific, that is, what was challenging for one student

may not be for other students.

sometimes I',ve had afeeling that the student was negligent and I haven't been

able to put my finger on it. ihere's iust afeeling they can't be trusted ' ' ' in one

case in particular, I can remember challenging the stutJent week after week and

to my surprise she would rise to the challenge and stitt I would say (to myself),

"There'S Something wrottg here.I know there; s something wrong" ' And eventually

finding her in o *ry ,u,iío^ sítuatíott where she was about to give the patient

double medication . . . and knowíng my intuition was right . . . A couple of tintes

I believed i¡t the students and kefi them going and challenged them when the

feedback that I've hadfrom othei teachrri is, "Don't do this, and usually been

surprisedanddelightedtofindouttheydidrisetothatchallenge.(Expert0l)

Althoughnoviceclinicalteachersrecognizedthatstudentsneededmore

challenging assignments, they did not have the comprehension to describe the factors that
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were important in the circumstances. When considering what she might do in a situation

in which she had insufficient information about a student's difficulties, a novice described

how she would handle the situation.

I might give the student a more challenging assígnment' I míght set them up' not

set them up to fail, but I might set them up for somethinS really challengíng to test

it out. (Novice 03)

upon further questioning by the researcher, this novice tatked generally about creating an

environment in which she could behaviorally measure the students' practice' The

emphasis was on how she could assess the outcome' rather than the specific factors she

would need to take into account in structuring a challenging assignment for the student'

Considerations

Expert clinical teachers considered a multiplicity of factors in the students' the

patients, and the clinical setting when selecting patients for whom the student would care'

For example, in the following excerpt, an expert clinical teacher describes her thinking

about student's characteristics and how those would affect the type of patient assignment

that s/he should have.

I sort of have an idea what students are going to need a bit more TLC iust to get

them into the rooms. Then in tetms of making their assignments, I'm not goíng to

givethemanassignmentthottheycan'thandle,l-ifeapatíentthat'svellnegatíve'
complainin, . . .ä, maybe one that unexpected things are happeníng ' ' ' hopefully

by the enaþ the day íhey'lt feel good àbout themselves that they've been able to

do it. (ExPert 03)

Although novices considered these factors as well, their descriptions were less detailed'

In add.ition, novices assessed the demands on the clinical teacher's time for supervision

when developing the students' patient assignment'
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It's (clinical unit) very task oríented so you are trying to maíntaín the to.tal picrure

as well as focus in o-n the taslcs, because they were all there' It was dfficult and

perhaps I should have only had them with one patient' But then the patients

weren't that compromisedlhat they required (much of the student's tíme)' You

know I felt that ii would be a waste of the studenf s time iust having one patient'

so I kínd of weighed the pros and cois and even though I knew, I sometimes feel

that I came out on the short end of the stíck. (Novice 05)

clinical teachers used a variety of strategies in the development of the students'

clinical assignments. In the hospital settings, the clinical teacher reviewed the Kardex to

ascertain the patients on the clinical unit. Sometimes they would consult with the head

nurses who offered valuable input regarding the suitability of the patients for student

practice. Depending on the patient turnover on the unit, the clinical teachers knew all or

some of the patients. Knowing the patients facilitated their selection of the students'

assignment. Both novice and expert clinicat teachers collaborated with the students in the

selection process.

I might give the assignment to some students and say, "Now I had a IíUIe dfficUIry

with your a.ssígnmãnt. Here is what I was playing with, what do you think?"

(ExPert 05)

Inselectingassignmentsforthestudents,clinicalteachersstruckabalance

between considering factors inherent in the students and those related to the patients for

whom they would care. The ability to consider multiple facets of the students and patients

was a hallmark of the expert. one expert described a student who underestimated her

capabilities. she assigned the student to a very sick patient, one who would be in hospital

the next week when the student returned'

So I gave her this patient and she did have, she did sn'uggle' But I gave him to

her the next week because I knew he'd be there, he was too sick to be gone' I
gave him to her the next week and she did such a beautíful job' It was so exciting,

So that is pretty uitical you know' (Expert 05)
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Novices, on the other hand, were unable to describe in much detail thek thinking while

making students' assignments.

I schedule placements based on ø number of factors - student requests, stu¿ents'

strengths, matchíng based on prevíous clínical experience' (Novice 0I)

In addition, expeft clinical teachers took into account the staff members who were

responsible for patients whom they were considering assigning to students' some staff

nurses were known to be more approachable and amenable to students, whereas others

could be quite nasty and short with the students. Only the more experienced novice

(Novice 03) considered how supportive staff were to students' One might hypothesizethat

this ability to consider the staff on the unit as part of the mix in matching students and

patients develops with expertise'

I've been in the at'ea nov) for 5 years and l know a lot of the' well I know some

of the staff. If I have a súff ,uiru that's not very approachable or doesn't help

(the studentli ¡f I have a tiudnnt, talking about the one that's very tentative' very

hesitant, t cieriatnly would not fiy to buàdy her with a staff nurse that I know that

can be unry outrþoken or not give them any tinte or not have any patience'

(Expert 03)

Student Factors. The overall ability of the student in clinical practice was assessed

by clinical teachers in their selection of patient assignments. Expert clinical teachers

gathered concrete information about the students including their past experiences'

perceptions of the students' insight into their nursing practice, and how the student had

adjusted ro the new clinical unit. In addition to these specific data' they also used their

intuition to guide their judgements about a particular student.

I confess to relying on intuítion a lot. And because I've taken the time to tty to get

a feel for thesá stidents beþre we go ínto the clinical areas, I will begín the first-

couple of weeks by assigning heovier, more dfficult situations to students that I
have pickìd up ¡rá^ whát I'ie knownfrom the classroom and perhaps little chats
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that we had what I perceive to be the most capable students, to put them in more

dfficutt situations.'After a couple of weel<s, I will begín to iuggle that and I will

say to a srudent sometimes whom I have perceived that they are havíng some

dfficutties adjusting to the situatiott or who is not clinically strong, I',ll say, "Now

I've been a liitle bil easy with you, you'll notice that you haven't had two patients

with N pumps at the same time oti¿ I need to push you a little more now so that

you can expect next week that yolt're going to have a more challenging

assignment". (ExPert 0I )

In contrast, novices did not describe specifically what they identified in students'

even when they recognized that some students were more capable than others'

some students are much more capable of handlíng complex situations than others

attdcertainlythathastoplayapartinassígning.(Novíce04)

Identified weaknesses of the Students were seen aS ar.eas of practice in which the

students needed more experience. Experts viewed oppornrnities to have a similar

assignment over time important to the development of the students' self confidence'

If they're having problents in particular areas I witl try to give thent experiences

onthoseareas"specificalty.l-meun,nowontheothersideofthecoin'ifthey're
doing one thing'then you-also want to be able to really feel conft'dent with some

things and notTo always throvt them into sítuatíon where they can't do it' because

that just reinforces ati the negative feetings that they have' (Expert 04)

Experts realized that they could not continually leave weak students in situations

with no degree of ambiguity or change. weak students, after a period of time on the unit'

had to have more complex patients so that the clinical teachers could assess their ability

to handle anything out of the ordinary'

when you have a student youfeel is weak and you decide to keep everything safe

and you. give them a very low level patient for the whole tíme because they can

do ít, but in the end, Iike what have you accomplíshed? I don't know if you've,

accomplished anythinS except to keep everything safe and then you know what

happens with those students, they're-passed and it's a scary thing' (Expert 05)
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Novices did not discuss differences in the students' level of performance when

considering the development of the students' patient assignment'

clinical teachers took students' requests into consideration when they were

selecting patients for the students'

I,m saying (to students), 
,,If you are not gettinS what you need then let me know,,

or "lf you want Somethíng-else I'II bendáver backward to make sure you get that

o\PortunitY". (Novice 03 )

At times expert clinical teachers assessed the student's needs differently than the

student's expressed request. In these instances, the expert clinical teacher would use her

judgement of the student in the selection of an alternative assignment to the student's

request.

And I'll say to the stud.ent, "Now I need you to be in a different kind of situation'

I knou, yoí ¡irrctiotn well in that situation, but I need to know þ6q you'rê go[ng

(rc be) with the depressel teetlaSer who rea-lly doesn't need that much nursing

care, much technological nursin"g care. But how are you going to spend the day

in that situatíon. (ExPert 0l )

Noviceswereuncertainhowtohandlestudentswhowereobviouslyuncomfortable

either on a particular unit or with a patient, one novice described her dilemma with a

male student who did not like his clinical assignment. ln contrast to Expert 01, Novice

01 was unable to identify specifically what the student could learn in the slower paced

environment. Instead the novice resorted to "calming him down" by trying to convince

him of her point through persuasion, Iather than acknowtedging his feelings and perceived

learning needs. She was unable to help him see the type of learning that was inherent in

the assigned patient. Moreover, she framed the problem in terms of a confrontation with

the student.
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I had a vetj, I would. say probably one of the a+ rype, tríple A students who was

very hyper or wants to work criiical carelICIJ and I think he'll probably do a

darn good iob there. He was put ín a placement where ít was very slower paced'

dffirent tana i¡ envíronmeni, Iess structured, not what he wanted. Basícally the

student was placed in a placement where he didn't want anythtng to do with (it)'

Basícally *io, *y appràach was wíth hím was, "There are things you can learn

hereandftmay-not.attbewhatyouwanttoknow,butthatdoesn,tmeanyou
don,t need to learn it" . . . I don'í know what the best approach was with him' I
tried to, if anything, sort of calm him down and try rc reinforce to him that maybe

you don't t ro* eierything that you need to know in this setting, even though you

think you do . . . I don't know if I've really figured out in my head what ís the

bestwaytodealwiththeveryconfrontativestudent'(Novice0l)

Sometimes clinical teachers had the students select their own assignment from the

patients availabre on the clinical units. one novice worked in co[aboration with the

students in order to find the most appropriate patient for whom the student would care'

Although she gave the students indicators to consider, she left the final patient selection

up to the student.

So in order to fínd her a feeding experience, I had to find a client that wasn' t sort

of up. So we tätl<e¿ aboit, for lnstance, the fact that she wanted to feed someone'

that she was pretty sure that she could cope wíth that' we together walked

through the corrídor and sort of went ín and out-of the rooms and said hello ' '

. we selected the clie¡tt that wåy without sort of going through the Kardex and

saying, 
,,oh yes this person has. to be fed', . We did sort of a walking around and

she picked tie ctieni. I took her backio tlte desk and said, "Now you realize that

this is going to be a tittle more complicated that it needs to be because there's

moretojustfeedingthanyouknow.Wouldn,tyourathel.Iiketon.yfeeding
someone eltse"and tien factor in the communícation dfficulties?" Anyway, no she

wanted to do this. (Novíce 02)

one of the expert clinical teachers explicitly discussed how she had the students

select their own assignments. However, her approach to the situation was quite different

than the novice clinical teacher' As a student, She had been required to select her own

patient assignments. From her perspective, she realized that she had not had the

knowledge as a student to effectively select Patients which would be right for her'
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I can remember being given, I could go in and I could choose my patíent. Now

here I am, I don't know anythíng ríght, nothing, And I go to a new unít and I am

supposed to pick and I'm anxious, I was 18 . . - so I look at this patient list and

am I going io, do I know enough to know how to pick a patient? Well, no,l did

not know enough to know. (Expert 05)

She went on to describe that the most essential component to making good choices in

assigning students was knowledge, both of the patients and the students, and that as a

clinical teacher her role was important in assisting the students to make the right choices.

She selected a list of patients whom she believed were within the students' capabilities

and then had the students select from that list.

I wilt give thent an overview of what patients I've selected that I thínk would offer

someþood opportuniry and what that opportunity would be líke. Then they with

me select their patient sítuatíon. (Expert 05)

Who the students selected and how they managed their patients were revealing to this

expert with respect to the Student's abilities in the clinical area.

I had another stuclent who, when I had one patient who was extÌ'emely . . . I
presented her that she was youttS, she had a diagnosis of cancer, was havíng

tremendous dfficutry coping with that, and she was not progressing well after

sut gery, ot *òit as a high need.for emotional support. I had a student who picked

that patient the very first day. And she did very well. And so ít helped me to have

an understanding of what her capabilities were and what her insíght was into her

own abilíry rc handle thíngs. So that was quite revealing' (Expert 05)

Experts also recognized that through selection of particular patient assignments

that they could challenge students to grow professionally. What was critical in the

selection process was ensuring that the situation, while presenting the student with a

challenge, was one in which the student could successfully deliver nursing care to his/her

patients. An understanding of the student was important to the clinical teacher's ability

to move the student to a more challenging assignment'
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That makes me feels really good at the end of the day you know that they ?ot in

there and they were okay, they learned something. Of course when a student

thanks you, "Oh thankyoufor giving me that dfficult assignment' I díd okay and

I'm going to go home now and die" . . . You had that confidence in that they were

able to do it. (ExPert 02)

patient Factors. Both novice and expert clinical teachers considered the complexity

of the patients and the abilities of the students to handle either a stable or rapidly

changing clinical situation. Making the match between the students' needs and those of

the patients was fundamental to developing the students' patient assignment. Maæhing the

students to either the patient or, in the case of community practice, the agency was more

problematic for novices because they were not sure what factors, beyond the obvious, they

should consider. Although they tried to balance factors inherent in the student and the

patient, their consideration of the issues was more general than the experts'

One of the things that I do is I try to link students and clíents to sort of make a

match betwee¡lhu wo so that the students get the experiences that they need and

the clíents get the care that they need. So that's probably the first thing. And

that's probably the toughest, trying to find a match. (Novice 02)

In addition to matching the patients and the students, two experts also discussed

the importance of matching students with staff nurses. At times the complexity of the

patient may have been beyond that of the student. However, if the situation was assessed

as being a good learning experience for the student, these experts considered assigning

the student to work with a staff nuse. In making this decision, the experts took into

account the staff nurse's abilities to work with students, particularly her relationships with

students. Some staff nurses were seen as willing to help students, whereas others were

not.
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Wetl I know some of the staff and if I have a staff nurse that's not very

approachable or doesn't help, if I have a student, talking about one that's very

tentative, very hesitant, I certainly would not buddy her wíth a staff nurse that I
know can be very outspoken or not give them any time or not have any patience.

So sometimes I've changed, even though tt would have been a good assignment

for her, if I know who the staff nurse is. I sometimes steer her away ínitíally
anyways and try to, if the student is very hesitant and very unsure, and tentatíve,

I'll try to give them maybe a staff nurse that I know is a líttle bit more caríng,

won't ream them out in front of the patíent. (Expert 03)

Clinical teachers considered the types of experiences that a patient had to offer.

Particularly in the early part of the students' experience, the clinical teachers would

ensure that the students had opportunities to practice their nursing skills.

I go up to the ward and I check over all the patients. Then I try and find patients

that have a number of - whether they have an N, a Foley (catheter), ffeatments

that are going to be done to thent - whether it's removing staples or even iust a

dressing change, I try and get them in so that they have a patient that has a

colostomy or ileal conduit or something dffirent that they haven't had. (Novice

0s)

Novices were more concerned with ensuring that the students had a variety of

different patients than the experts. Different patients were considered by novices to be

essential to a well rounded student experience.

So the patient assignntent for the student in the comnuniry would be to uy and

provide the srudents with a variery of experiences to try, if they're working with

Manitoba Health, to try and tnake sure that they have someone on long term

continuing care progranx, to try and make sure that they have a family in public

health. So to ty and províde as well rounded an experíence as you can . . a

variery of experiences or a reflectton of the cross-section of clients the area has

to offer.Try not to just have the srudentfollow one particular experíence that they

may develop the idea that that is the only type of clients that a particular area

services. (Novice 04)

Atthough experts also tried to ensure that students received a variery of patient

experiences, at times they would leave a student in a particular patient situation so that

the s/he could develop their nursing practice competencies.
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Like I can see the progress, how they're doing. If the student's having dfficulty,
I won't really change her assígnment. I'll try to work with the group or the two

of whatever I've given her as an assígnment. (Expert 03)

It was evident from the descriptions of the novice and expert clinical teachers in

this study that both groups agreed on the purpose of student clinical assignments.

However, the depth and breadth of understanding of the issue found in the experts was

absent in the thinking of the novice clinical teachers. The novice clinical teachers'

understanding was limited to vague descriptions and confined by their lack of experience

as clinical teachers.

Monitorine and Evaluatine

Evaluation is one of the most difficult and emotionally charged practices of

clinical teaching. In this study clinical teachers discussed evaluation as the process

through which they gave feedback to students about their nursing practice on an ongoing

basis, as well as the final evaluation report that they wrote for the student's file following

the completion of the clinical experience. None of the clinical teachers discussed

evaluation from the perspective of formative and sulrlmative evaluation. As a result of a

lack of conceptual clarity, evaluation was a clinical teaching practice which presented

difficulties to its practitioners. Monitoring was not specifically identified. Rather clinical

teachers described how they supervised students and gathered data on students' nursing

practice. However, monitoring is an integral part of the evaluation process. Seven sub-

categories were identified (see Table 4). Evaluation was viewed as an imprecise activity

with varying degrees of grey.
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I meøn we have a very concrete format for evaluation and sometimes you can't

even as concrete as iiis, it's stíll behavioral and there's stíll elements of degrees

of success. (Exqert 05)

Table 4: Monitoring and evaluating

Practices in Common

. collaborative

. confidence to fail
students

. open to altemative
view of assessment of
student

. responsible for
evaluation

. focus on Paficulars
of sinration

L Process

. ensure safe Patient
cafe
+ focus on students

. documentation of
students' Progress

-t comfortable with
ambiguirY

. clarity between

teaching & evaluation

. ensure safe Patient
cale
-+ focus on Patients

. documenûation of
students' Progress
-+ use concrete

guidelines
. confusion between

teaching & evaluation

2. Purpose

. use cues in student,
patient, & nursing
care to make decision
when to let gol

intervene
. use intuition to assess

situation
. takes risks with

students
. desire to give nursing

cile
+ recognizes

meeúng own
needs

- vascillates between

letting go & staYing

. jumps in at fkst sign

of difficulty
. desire to give nuning

cafe
-+ no insight into

own needs

3. Letting Go

. make rounds

. keep notes on students

. look for patterns of
student practice

. rely on intuition

. no routines

. unable to Priorize
students' need for
supervision

. recognize intuition
engaged, reluctant to

act

4. Data
Gathering
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Sources of
Information

observation
+ di¡ect

other clinical teachers

observation
-+ direct & indirect
-+ interactions with

staff
patients

questioning
+ student's

knowledge
-+ evaluate

students'
progress

staff nurse
other clinical
teachers

6. Student
Cues

. uncertain

. general

. inferential
+ judgement of the

parts

. comprehensive

. specific

. inferential
-+ judgement of the

whole
. assess growth over

time

7. Feedback . general data . specific data
+ enabled students

to accept negative
evaluation

. interactive,2-way
process

The consequences for the students in terms of ttreir ability to advance through the

nursing program and ultimately graduate as a professional nurse weighed heavily on the

clinical teachers as they made their decisions about students' practice. Many of the final

statements that were written about the students' abilities to deliver nursing care relied on

data that were highly inferential. Understanding how to develop sound judgements on the

basis of inferential data may have accounted for the novices avoidance of evaluation.

I thínk I was avoiding it (evaluation).1 didn't quite know how to do it so when the

pressure was on I had to sit down and produce somethtng, then I sat down and

did it. (Novíce 02)

Expert clinical teachers viewed evaluation as a collaborative process. In this

paftnership, information that the student could bring to the evaluation was accepted.

However, they were reluctant to include negative statements that were based on data that

they had not seen or experienced directly with the student. Only positive data that the
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students raised in the evaluation interview were included in the final evaluation. This was

viewed by the experts as being "fair" to the students'

I tey them that they can write thíngs that they have done for their patients and if
there is anythíng íhat they've done well or done good that I haven't seen that I
would pú ¡hü ílto their evaluation tool, but I'll never take a negative thing.They

can use the negatíve, they can wríte it down but I will never put a negative thing

ín that they did that I wouldn't have seen. Because ít's not fair' (Expert 04)

In contrast, novices saw evaluation as their responsibiJity.

It depended on how it went. You know if they were really nervous and had a lot

of difficutty, then I would ask to do the next one wíth them as well. If they did ít

itgtit- tne first time, then I encouraged them to iust go ahead, which I never did

decide whether that was okay. (Novice 02)

In this study only the experts had the confidence to give students a failing grade

in clinical practice. The inability of other clinical teachers to give failing evaluations was

a source of frustration to the expefts. In part they viewed the ability to give a failure as

integral to the integrity of their practice as a clinical teacher. In one instance an expert

wondered aloud about the ability of her colleagues to give a failing grade to a student in

clinical practice. In this excerpt she captured both the essence and the difficulty of

evaluating students.

(ln talking to a studetú) "l know that you petformed very well (in other settings)

and there were many circumstances that affected these parts of your performance,

but to be, it wouldi't be fair not to be honest about what I Saw" ' ' ' I hate to

criticize other people (clinical teachers), it's not right, I'm sure there are things

they're doíng tlroi orc really great,but sometímes I wonder about the abíliry to

take informitíon and analyze lt and really lookfor patterns of behavíors because

that's what it is, is takíng a large amount of infotmation and trying to pull out of

it what has meaning and what relates and tryíng to make something of it. (Expert

0s)

Expert clinical teachers were willing to ad-mit that they may had made a mistake

in their assessment of a srudent. Even though experts saw evaluation as a collaborative
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process between themselves and the students, they tended to assume responsibility for

their inabitity to accurately assess a student'

Sometimes I have more problems with a student that looks líke they were doing

really well and then their last week on clinical they have iust a terrible time and

then you wonder, "Have I missed things? Has thís been going on all along and

I've'misiuagea i¿s student?" You're iust sort of þft wíth this awful feelíng'

(Expert 03)

when experts made inaccurate assessments of the students, they would either clarify their

assumptions with the student or gather additionat information to substantiate or refute

their earlier assessment. However, thefu ability to do that was predicated on theil

understanding of the student's behavior and they were able to offer the student a possible

explanation for it.

There is a kind of araiery that avoids the teachet' and they're the easiest ones Íor
me to miss becaise they're okay and that they don't need me' They're the ones

I don't pick up on as iast. Tha't is the surprise I find out ín week 4' "Hey' this

student really', it isn'ithat they know what they're doing, it is that they've kept

thentselves ,corrn and they haven't come to ask because they don't want me

around,'. And I will confront these stud.ents. I'll say, "I hLven't really seenyou

very much, is it possible that you're feeling very uncomfortable with the ídea of

my beíng orounà?" And usually they say, "Yes"' (Expert 0I)

When experts suspected that a student was in difficulty' they structured the

situation so that the success or failure of the student was a direct result of his/her practice'

This is contrast to Paterson's (1991) findings which suggested that when the clinical

teacher made a decision about the ability of the student, she would structure the situation

so that the student would either pass oI fail, depending on the assessment of the clinical

teacher with respect to the student's abiliry to practice nursing' A possible reason for this

difference may be that paterson d.id not identify her participants according to their level
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of clinical teaching expertise. The ability to let the student influence the outcome may be

associated with expertise and a distinguishing feature of the expert clinical teacher'

In terms of my thinkíng, I guess that's changed because now I can sort of

articulate to oíhers, "WeU t ã¡¿ tn¡s with the students because ' ' ' You know' I
had a student last year who was very unsafe, but then I had a plan of actíon' what

I would do to either figure out if she had a chance or say, "He!, let's iust call ít

quits. Why don't yoi ão someth-ing dffirent?" Whereas, beþre I would iust kind

åÍ U, flounderiig, having a preiuiged thing, OK, I will make the student

irsucies¡ut or ll¡tt enabl, tnà srudeit to graduate. Now it was kínd of like, well

this is what I'll do, what she does is her problem. (Expert 02)

When novices discussed difficulties in assessing students, they were more focussed

on what were the pafticulars regarding what had happened, rather than understanding the

underlying meaning to the student's behavior. Their responses to students reflected this

lack of understanding.

I guess I tried to give this student the benefít of the doubt and I was trying to be

ot¡ective. But when he questioned the other cltnical advisor and he said, "l never

said that" and then kindl of appealed to me,like "I have no idea what she's talkíng

about". I iust thought like,';You have another X beside your name"' (Novice 0I)

Purpose

Both novices and experts monitored and evaluated students delivering patient care

to ensure patient safety. However, their underlying aim for this process was different'

Experts were focussed on the students. safeguarding their nursing practice uldmately

ensured that patients received safe nursing ca-re. Novices, however, were focussed more

on protecting the Patients.

I don't get started.with a particular student in the morning until I've Seen.them

all itt the situation they are going to be in. I visit each room where the student is

to be assigned. SomitimesT gi í,, and spend time so t_hat I'll know what the

síruatíon ii. Sometímes I look ín to see that the student had begun and that this

is a safe situation. (ExPert 01)
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I thtnk one of the major reasons was the tremendous fear that they would do

something wrong and that I was responsible and that íf I wasn't there and they

did somethíng wrong that it was my fault as a clínícal ínstructor. I think we all
have the fear or a need to protect the patients and íf we feel that they are under

our supervision, I felt the only way I could protect the patient was to acnally be

there. (Novice 04)

A paramount reason for monitoring and evaluating students was the documentation

of students' progress through the nursing program. Initially this responsibility was

intimidating to the novices and they often did not know how to do it. As a result they

procrastinated and left the writing of the students' evaluations until the evaluation had to

be done.

Well I really didn't do any evaluatiott until right at the end. (Novice 02)

On the other hand, experts had "figured" out how and when to do this task.

However, they also expressed concerns they had encountered as novice clinical teachers

in learning how to write students' evaluations. An expert described how she accomplished

evaluations as a beginning clinical teacher.

When I fírst began, someone actually offered me a vocabulary list that they'd
gotten from someone. They acaally had gone to Student Records and looked at

evaluations and taken what they thought were useful phrases from there and I've
actually found a couple of books fi'om the líbrary that were about evaluating
professionals and I did take some phrases fi'om there. (Expert 0I)

This reliance on concrete guidelines is typicat of novice behavior in which the parameters

of the exercise provide some structure for the beginner in a world that is perceived as

unstructured and arbitrary.

Sorting out the differences between when to teach and when to evaluate was a

dilemma faced by all clinical teachers. There were no clear parameters between teaching

and evaluation that were common t0 all the clinical teachers in either the novice or the
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expert categories. Understanding when to evaluate and when to teach were idiosyncratic

decisions made by the experts relying on what worked for them as they sorted out the

problem and decided what the two concepts meant to them. Moreover, they also described

their difficulties as novices in understanding when it was appropriate to teach and when

a clinical teacher should evaluate a student'S nursing care performance.

Some of the experts saw evaluation as a part of learning and, therefore, something

that the clinical teacher did all the time.

Evaluatiort ís a form of learning, it's just a dffirent kind of teaching where you

really are focusíng on giving them a lot of feedback about "Maybe you could do

this dífferently". (Expert 02)

Another expert, who saw teaching and evaluation as something clinical teachers did all

the time, differentiated the two concepts by emphasizing the importance of what actually

was written on the students' final clinical evaluation as the critical piece in thinking about

teaching and evaluation.

You knov, you can't teach if you don't evaluate all the time to help assess where

they're (students) at so you can help them. The bigger questton is what counts in

their evaluation. (Expert 05)

Two experts differentiated between teaching and evaluation on a temporal basis.

Students were given time to learn to do a particular aspect of nursing care and then they

were evaluated on their abilities. This temporal aspect to differentiating between teaching

and evaluation was either after the student had spent several days with a patient or in the

latter weeks of a clinical rotation.

Sometimes I'll tell a student who has done something beþre and with my, with

lots of assístance, "Today I am goíng to come with you and I am not going to say

anything, I am not going to help you, I will iust watch and this ís your

evaluation" . (Expert 0I )
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The issue of when to teach and when to evaluate was complicated further by the

regulations of some of the nursing Programs in which the clinical teachers worked' Some

of these programs required that the clinical teacher give the students weekly written

feedback on thei-r nursing practice. This requirement may have contributed to some of the

experts' decisions to evaluate as they taught. Furthermore, evaluation as a process

involves feedback to the student in order that sihe can improve their practice'

conceptually separating feedback from evaluation may be difficult. The literature on

formative and summative evaluation may also have assisted the clinical teachers in sorting

our the conceptual difficulties that they encountered in deciding when they should teach

and when theY should evaluate'

The confusion about the distinction between teaching and evaluation was

something that the four of the five novices were not able to resolve. Novice 02 described

parricularly well the dilemma of beginning clinical teachers.

It (evaluation) just makes nte feel really uncomfortable because I don't think, it
(teaching and- evaluation) doesn't blend. well. I understand the concept of

evaluation is essentíal, you have to be gíven feedback, but what happens is, the

nuts a.nd bolts of it is almost, it comes down to "Yotlre good, you're bad" kind

of message. Even though it doesn't matter which way you frame it' If I give this

stu.dent an A and.I give this one a B, then the student who gets the B doesn't look

at the fact tha.t thiy've 7ot some very good qualitíes and some strengths' They

look at the fact thai thatT'm not as gotod as the person who got the A' And there' s

this sort of, I don't know, ít just dòesn't feel right. It's almost incongruent with

the teaching part of it and the evaluating part of ít. They don't fit together very

well and. yet we do it all the tinte. (Novice 02)

Much like two of the expefiS, the one novice who had separated out when she

would teach and when she would evaluate used a temporal distinction between teaching

and evaluation.
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Any time that it's the student's ftrst exposure to something then the opportuníty

should be to teach the student by the tíme they have been exposed to something

tvro or three times in the case of the communiry visifs' By the time they have made

their third or fourth visít, my expectatíon was that they would know how to handle

a lot of wttaí they were dealing with as opposed to the first time when I would'

I would be expeíting them to ie learníng from their místakes and asking a lot of

questíons. So'part il ¡, it símpty the number of times they haver been exposed to

it, part of it ís the time ín the rotatíon. At the beginníng of the rotation you'' re

goirg to be much more likely to do teaching, you're not expecting them to have

mastered the skills of that area. By the end of the rotatíon you're starting to

contemplate what you are going to be writíng in their evalu'ation forms' (Novice

04)

Perhaps the novice was able to distinguish between teaching and evaluation as a

consequence of her clinical teaching practices. At the time of the study, senior students

with whom she worked were in a variety of clinical settings and superuised directly by

a preceptor (staff nurse on the clinical unit who assumes responsibility for the student)'

As a result, the novice was able to gain more distance from the students as she was not

directly supervising their nursing practice. Therefore, she could focus more on what and

when to evaluate.

Lettine Go

Lettinggowastheactivitywherebyclinicalteachersmadedecisionsabouthow

closely they needed to monitor and supervise students when they were giving nursing care

and can be conceptualized along a continuum (see Figure 1)' The clinical teacher

ascertained whether she should accompany the student to the patient's bedside or let

him/her practice independently. Furthermore, when the clinical teacher decided to go with

the student, she needed to determine whether the student could deliver the nursing care

as she observed or whether she must actually help the student with the patient's care or

deliver the care herself.
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Taking over I-etting Go

CT models
nrusing care

CT assists
student

CT observes
student

Student nr¡rses
independently

(CT not prasen$

Figure 1. I-etting Go

The decision whether to stay with the student or let him/her calTy out nursing care

alone was an either/or choice. Although both the novices and the experts identified the

need to stay with students, only the experts qualitatively differentiated cues within the

clinical situations thar would indicate to them that they should stay with the student or

let him/her practice independently. Specific cues in either the student or the patient

situation facilitated the clinical teacher's judgment. Expert clinical teachers had a

repertoire of clinical teaching experiences on which to base their decisions. Novices, on

the other hand, did not understand the students' abilities to manage patient care situations.

Consequently, they often erred in thei¡ judgments regarding the degree to which they

needed to stay or d.irectly assist the student in the delivery of nursing care.

Staying wirh the student had benefits that were germane to ctinical teaching.

Initially the clinical teacher stayed with the student in order to determine whether the

student was competent to deliver safe nursing care. V/ithout exception, all the clinical

teachers in this study commented on the necessity to ensure patient safety by observing

the students in practice. White the clinical teacher was with the student, she gathered data
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that were necessary for clinical evaluations and provided students with valuable feedback

about how they could enhance and improve their nursing care.

Letting go was viewed by expert clinical teachers as a strategy through which they

could foster student learning on the premise that students learned when they were actively

involved in delivering nursing care. In the actual clinical setting, the student had an

opportunity to assess the situation and ascertain what was appropriate in the particular

circumstances. Should the student encounter difficulties, s/he had an opportunity to

problem solve and think through the situation.

I'll let them contaminate. I'll let them make the actual místake and then I'll point

out, "Well you just contanxinated that". I won't stop them fi'ont contamínatíng

because by stopping them they won't get the principle of how it happened. So I'll
let them make the mistake and then I'll say, "Okay, well now that that's

contaminated, now what do you do?" (Expert 04)

Nonetheless the decision about how much supervision and/or direct intervention was

necessary created a dilemma for the clinical teacher. When making the decision about

how involved they should be with the student's nursing care, the experts talked about

"putting their hands in their pockets".

There's times when I would just love to jump in there and do ít and it is very

dfficult sometimes to put nry hands in my pockets, to put my hands behind my

back and. just let thís student go fuddle around and make mistakes and screw up

this and contaminate that and then decide how they're going to fix that so ít

doesn't hurt the patient". (Expert 04)

The conflict arose out of thei¡ decision about what was a better learning situation for the

student. Was it more desirable to see good nursing care modelled (which the student

could then attempt to emulate) or should the student have the opportunity to actually

deliver the nursing care?
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I struggle wíth it (role modelling) because sometimes if I use that, I cut the

student out of their client-student ínteraction . . . And I really struggle with the

dffirence between the ímportance of showíng them how and staying out of their
way. (Expert 01)

Other issues such as the impact of interfering with the student-client relationship

(as illustrated above), the belief that too much supervision might intimidate the student,

and the teachers' own needs to deliver nursing care contributed to the clinical teachers'

struggles. The need to give nursing care personally was particularly interesting and was

seen in both the novice and expert clinical teachers. The qualitative difference between

the accounts of novices and experts rested in their insight into their behavior. In the

following situations, the expert was able to recognize that she was meeting her own needs

instead of those of the student.

Sometimes my own needs get ín the way because I long for the bedside and

sontetimes I'll notice my fingers are itching to get in there and I'll say to the

student, "l' ll conte and help you,". And afterwards I think, "I wonder whose needs

I was meeting?" (Expert 0I)

However, the novice lacked this insight and gave nursing care to bolster her self esteem

after a particularly distressing day with the students.

I went into nry mode (giving nursing care). I don't normally do that but I was

havíng such a rotten day ín the back of my mind I figured I needed to do

something that was positive and I knew that I was going to be okay". (Novice 05 )

Letting go had some emotional qualities which contributed to the learning

environment for the student. Clinical teachers recognized that their behavior could be

intimidating ro some students, thereby making it difficult to learn. By letting students

deliver nursing care on their own, they removed the intimidating presence of the clinical

teacher, freeing the student to focus on the patient, rather than worrying about what the
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clinical teacher was thinking about the nursing care they were rendering' Moreover'

letting the students practice on their own conveyed confidence in the students' nursing

abilities and contributed both to the students' self esteem and the relationship between the

clinical teacher and the student.

"I trust what you're doing ønd you need to know that I trust you and thereþre'

do what you ieed to do.-nut I'it be there for you íf you want me to .be 
there all

the time, during the dressíng changes or whatever." I thtnk they quíckly know that,

you know. It's"a confidence builier too which I feel is part of clinical teaching.

(Expert 02)

cues to Let Go. Cues in the student's behavior often informed the expert clinical

teacher that a particular student could not be left alone. It was important to create an

environment in which the student felt safe to learn. some students were clearly

overwhelmed, blinking back teafs and/or appearing anxious and scattered during

orientation to the clinical unit. Knowing the student and their past experiences often

provided information to the expert that she must stay with the student'

Somehow there is a sense when the student ís so overwhelmed that they are really

not going to be able to putl this (nursing care) off. Blinking back tears for sure

is an índication that the student is in (trouble) and ís not going to be able to come

out of this situation without some intervention or help from someone. (Expert 0I )

One expert rnanaged the dilemma of how much supervision to give by establishing

criteria which the students could use to decide whether they needed to ask her to

accompany them when they gave nursing care. she was able to make these distinctions

because her expertise in practice enabled her to anticipate the difficulties that the students

were likelY to encounter.

If a student made a wronS decísion about mixing up an N yted, I will have

assessed the situation well enough to knout that I am not laíssez-faire, letting them

do theit own thing. Thut I as a teocher should know nxy practice well enzugh to
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know where the unsafe things may happen and then I interuene to prevent that'

so that is iust me as-a n rs, knoiirg ihat the situation is all about. (Expert 02)

occasionallythecomplexityoftheskillwasthesignalfortheexpertclinical

teacher to be with the student, particularly if it was a skill that had increased risk for the

patient. At times it was difficult for the clinical teacher to explain the nuances of a

nursing situation. In these instances, the clinical teacher took over in order to demonstrate

the subtlety of the situation.

Theydoeverysinglethíngthemselves.Theonlytimeltakeoverisífthere,sone
part of tne pioceãuru *iurn I haven't been able to . . . I can't teach touch' the

feel you håve. So sometimes what I'il do is I'll take, I'll do a part of the

proced.ure,feel what I'mfeeling and then I_.let them have a go and do it again'

Then I'll te|ll thent, "Okay, whãt you're feelíng is this, this, or this"'That way I
have been able to figure out how to tnoõh ft. But I can't (Jtgure out how to teach

touch) and that's lh-e onty time I take over' (Expert 04)

characteristics within the student's practice (related to Knowing students)

signalled the expert that she could trust the srudent to give nursing care safely without her

presence. often she had seen the student with the patient or in another similar situation

and knew that the student could safely manage the nursing care. student characteristics

that cued the expert clinical teacher to let the student practice independently included how

well the student picked up on patient cues, whether the student was observzurt' how s/he

handled new situations, his/her nursing knowledge about the patient situation' and whether

s/he could engage and interact actively with the patient'

Knowing the sturJent, knowing past expet'iences and having obsented when the

student is able to pick up on iràs gfuri me confidence to leave the vent closed in

the N and let the student d.iscovei that for themselves. Because I know this is an

obsetyant student who will eventually make that check and find that out' (Expert

01)
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Some experts æsted the students to ensure that they understood the nursing care

and what they were to do with their patients.

Or else I gíve them the wrong ideø and see what they say. Some will say, "Let's

do it that v,ct!". "Oh no, it's not quite right, but you know"' So you do sort of test

them in some way,I guess, just to see how they'll process the ínformation. (Expert

02)

On the other hand, at times experts stayed with the student and judged the situation as it

progressed. Letting go was more subtle in that they were physically with the student.

In the rooms ít's such an artifrcial situation ín this whole idea of having the

teacher there and then standíng back and having the students try thís situatíon
thentselves. So I tend not to. I tendto have a very active role when I'mwith the

students and the patients. If I see they're contþrtable enough and that they're able

to talk to the patient, then I kind of step back a bit. I kínd of feel out the situation
and where they're at. (Expert 05 )

Frequently when the clinical teacher was with the student she framed her presence

in terms of "helping" her give care to the patient.

So I say, "can I help you with turninS that patient?" Well, yeah, 300 pounds, I
guess they're going to need sonte help. And then I iust sit back and say, "what

would. you like to do now? What can I help you with here?" And. let them take the

lead. (Expert 02)

The critical aspect in circumstances in which the clinical teacher was with the student was

that she allowed the student to take control of the nursing care, engaging in direct care

with the patient at the student's direction or request.

The amount of control that the clinical teacher gave to the student was a

d.ifferentiating factor between the novice and the expert. In reflecting on the differences

between her practice as a novice as compared to her present expertise, one of the experts

commented:
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I guess the other thíng about teaching is thís aspect of control, líke how much

cãntol do you have. When I initially started out, I had to have all the control

because I was mostly preoccup[ed with myself. I thought that I was the bottom

líne. But ín doíng reading about educatíon, it has always been that the srudent is

judged on herlhis own behavior and that you're responsíble really for makíng

assignments, not necessarily for all the behaviors that the student is doing. So let

them be accountable for their own practice. That is iust øn understanding you

know. part of beíng a professional is to be accountable for yourself and they

(stu^dents) know thai.l say that loud and clear . . "You're going to be called up

to account for yourself and you' d better be aware of that and I'm here to tell you

or give you. ¡eàdback about what have been different or could have worked". So

I guess it's the control thing that's changed over time for me. (Expert 02)

Although novice clinical teachers believed that it was important for the students

to practice independently, finding a balance between the amount of control that they

should assume with the student in the clinical setting was a source of ambivalence. They

vacillated between givtng the student control and taking it back, often reacting to a

particular situation in which the student was not successful. In describing a student

situation in which she gave a student more freedom than she thought she should have, a

novice states:

To a certain point I've gíven up a little bit of that autonomy that I gave the

students. Mayøe I was gíving them too much. Now I've pulled back a little bít' I'm

checking *ore closely what the students are doíng so I'm probably allowing them

less freedont than I did. (Novice 04)

Intuition played an imponant role with the experts in determining whether the

student was capable of functioning on his/her own. They had learned to trust and use their

intuition to know and understand students. Expert clinical teachers described this intuition

aS "feeling out" the Situation or getting a "Sense" of the student.

Sometimes you' Il get o sense from the student that they are capable. You'll notice

that they hàven't bnro*n unduly excited or anxious ín introduction to the clinícal

area and even thouSh you may not have seen them very much working with

patients, you. have o sense that they Seem at ease there, thøt they've picked up
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quickly on assessment in your . . . have some

through ín clínícal practice. (Expert 0I)
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ínformation. They've Picked uP

expectations that will also come

At times when the experts knew the nursing staff on the unit who were working

with the students, they decreased their close vigilance of the students. Knowiedge of

particular nurses who maintained a high standard of nursin g care in their own practice and

demanded the same kind of care from the students was sufficient to let the student

function independently.

She ís a wonderful role model. I know that when we're there, I can kind of back

off and then it will just happen no n?atter what. And if ít doesn't, she won't miss

à thing. She is very tough on students but the students know front her that these

are her stûndards and they shall not veer rt'om these. She takes on my

authoritarian side and I can just d.o my round.s and have my, you know, kind of

fun. (Expert 02)

Risk Takine. Risk raking was exclusively an expert clinical teaching behavior. The

experts in this study consciously selected clinical assignments in which there was a

certain element of risk, that is, the situation held some factors that were unknown and

new to the student or the patient situation was complex and demanded a high degree of

skill. Otherwise, if students were not put in these types of situation, the experts believed

that the student did not progress in his/her practice.

Well I think most of the time you are taking chances with students. I mean if
you're not taking chances with them, then they iust don't move anywhere . - ' And

evety time you put then in a new situatiott, yott're taking a chance. (Expert 05)

As long as it was not harmful to the patient, experts let the student carry out a

nursing practice that they did not think was particularly the best in the circumstances'

They discussed the range of possibilities with the student and then allowed the student

to proceed with the one s/he believed was correct.
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The student made what I wouldn't have consídered a good decision' I mean no

harm came to the patient but I would've for sure decíded to do something

dffirent. But that was okay I thought because I gave her the fi'eedom' She chose

tie *rong thing, but there was nothing really that was unsafe. And I checked back

the next aay aid it was a¡'ight so I left it at that. (Expert 02)

In reflecting on this situation, the expert discussed the fact that she had given the student

control of her nursing practice. To not support the student's decision would undermine

the control over her practice which the clinical teacher had given her. when the

opportunity arose in conference to discuss the pros and cons of this patient's nursing care

with all the students, rhe expert pointed out the d.ifficulties with the product that the

student chose, rather than focussing the discussion on the student's decision. In this way

the æacher was able to reinforce a better approach to cale without undermining the

student's confidence in her practice.

Experts took calculated risks with students when they were trying to ascertain the

competence of the student, particularly when working with a marginal student'

So with this student, you know, I gradua.lly easetl. her into the clinical setting. We

had a lot of nteetíngs to talk about what she was doing' But then the crunch hit

and. I saíd to her, "Yott know you have 7ot to be able to take care of this patient

with a tracheostomy. You know that I'il be there for yott, but you know you have

go to do this . This is the test" . . . l n thís situation wíth this student l set up these

lhi,rgr. The crunch came when she did something that was so unsafe it was scary'

I wãs really scared. that we would've killed this patíent. She n'ied to put a med

down the trach tube. I 7ot her to this point and I thought, "How can I do this?"

Anyway she harJ the medicatíon in a syrínge. she was this far away from

squeez:ing that med down his trach tube' I thought, "How long can I let this go

on?" But I thought, "l've got to let her go on long enough until I 
-know 

that she

would' ve killedli^" . So that was fine, but I saíd, "N o , I don' t think we should do

this". At that point I was angry'(Expert 02)

This anecdote clearly illustrated the deliberate way in which the expert set up the

clinical situation to ascertain the level of the Student's ability to give nursing care in a
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situarion in which she should be competent' The clinical teacher used her nursing

experrise as a basis for thinking ahead about what were the potential dangers in the

nursing care and at what point she needed to intervene to protect the patient' This was in

sharp contrast to novice clinical teachers who jumped in and yelled "No" or "Stop" when

they thought a student might be jeopardizing the patient's comfort or safety'

I did yett at Tom, not yell at him, but l went "No!" You shouldn't do that and l
did apologize to him. ÈW ot the same tíme,I would probably do it agaín because

he díd hurt this particular fellow and I was so woffied about them pushing that

thíng (penrose drain) right down through the incision. (Novice 05)

In reflecting back on this experience in her journal, Novice 05 felt badiy about having to

interfere and speak harshly to the student. However, she was not able to determine how

she might alter her behaviour in another similar ci¡cumstance.

I regret that I had to stop one of nty students from making a mistake by saying the

word,,No,, quite sharpiy whei hà went to cut the penrose without securing the

pin. Then again he went to cut the penrose beneath the pin' I did apologize to him

after the piocedure. This is nn* io me too - I must have patient safety. (Novice

0s)

part of the novices' concern about students making mistakes with the patients was

rheir belief that rhey were responsible for everything that the student did' If the student

made an efïor or did not act appropriately, the novices felt that it was their fault'

Ithinkoneofthemajorreasonswasthetrenlendousfearthattheywouldso
something *iorg and that I was responsible and that if I wasn't there and they

did something uírong that it *ot 
^y ¡oult as a clinical instructor. I thínk we all

have a fear ãr a need to protect patients' (Novice 04)

In instances in which novices found the student in compromising situations, they

related how they had overestimated the student's abilities'

I didn,t check him ímmediately. I went off and checked and got a couple of the

other students started and then cante back to see hou' he was doing and he was
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in such a mess. Absolutely such a meSS. He hnd, he was actually' when I walked

into the room he was in the process of transferring this person from the bed to the

chaír which was okay except he hadn't factored into his planning the tubing, etc'

for the chest tubes, iígtt and he was practícauy pulling the chest tube out.well
-of 

course I was ha|ing a conniption and panicked. So we tølked about what was

the matter with him t"oday and really what had happened was he had' he didn't

have the confidence to iook after a patient that síck' But he didn't have the

courage ,o ,åy that to me. end so I iad overloaded him thinking he was ready'

(Novice 02)

The expert,s understanding of the student gave her the confidence to put him/her

into a situation that confirmed her assessment of the student when the expert must rely

only on her intuition about the student's competence'

I can remember challenging the student week after week and to my surprise she

would rise to the challenge, and still say, "There'S something wrong here' I know

there is somethíng wroig" and. eventuatty finding her in a very, very serious

siruatíon where she was about to gíve the patient double medication because she

had misread att order and interveiing there and asking her about ít. And knowing

that my intuition was right. It surprlsed me that I would keep after that student'

that I woul.d,n't ¡ust aclept after the second time that "' ít seems everything's

alr-ight, so let it"go. A coiple of times I believed in students and kept them goíng

and challengedihem when thefeedback I hadfront other teachers is, "Don't do

this,,, and bäen usually surprisàd. and delighted that they did rise to the challenge'

(Expert 01)

On the other hand, some students did not appreciate their limitations. One expert

handled this type of student by assigning a challenging patient. By extending the students

to his/her limits, the expert clinicai teacher was able to have the students recognize their

weaknesses.

A student who is overly confident I wilt challenge.They don't resist a demandíng

assignment because they are confident they can do it' I will give them a more

ch.allenging assígnment'and then I witt watch thent very closely. If I see something

that seems'problematic, then I wilt point it out to them- (Expert 0l)
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How Data are Gathered

Expert clinical teachers had routines around which they structured their monitoring

and supervision of student practice. Following patient repoft, experts visited all the

students to see how they were doing with their patient assignment. Rounds, as they called

them, enabled the experts to know when they would need to be available to the student

and as one expert commented, what she needed to be concerned and worried about.

Then you know we meet briefly to talk ín the morning, we listen to reports, and

then I' ll make rounds and check with them about stuff they're doíng and you know

evety so often, just see what they're up to. So I spend a lot of time walking

arou.nd I guess and talking to thenx on what's going on and talking to the patients.

(Expert 02)

Although novices who supervised students in the hospitals made rounds soon after

the students came to the clinical unit, thei¡ rounds were more haphazard and not as

purposeful. Seeing all the students at the beginning of a clinical day was often intemrpted

when the novices stopped to work with a student. Consequently, novices sometimes did

not see ali students until they had been on the unit for some time. Unlike the experts who

referred to this practice as making rounds, novices did not have a nalne for this routine.

Wett I just ha.d a need to speak one on one with each of them to make sure that

they kneut what they were goíttg to do first, what they were going to do next and

was there anything that they were going to be doing ín the next half hour that

they needed me fàr because I would do that beþre I went to the other side.

(Novice 02)

This inability to priorize students' needs for supervision could precipitate a predicament

in which students encountered a situation in which neither they nor the patient were safe.

I met the stud.ents - we have report and then they go on. I didn't check him

(sturJent utith complex pattent) immediately. I we¡tt off and 7ot a couple of the

other students started and then I came back to see how he was doing and he was

in such e mess, absolutely such a mess. (Novice 02)
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Experts had developed a method for recording the information that they gathered

on the students. Usually this was in the form of written notes. Reviewing the notes after

a day in clinical practice, the expert could identify potential issues to which she needed

to attend or identify a student whom she had not seen.

So I'il wríte a note to say whether I fett that she had a fairly thorough plan of
care, whether she had identífied her priorities, what her príorities were for the

day if she could. If she couldn't tell me, I make a note . . .Then once I've had

them one day, I'll sit down the next day on Wednesday, Wednesday evening, and

go through. "Oh, I didn't . from sort of what she's giving me about her

assessment or other thíngs. I didn't ask her about thís" or "l wonder, this patient

has Kcl in his N". r il make a note, ntaybe just put the task in question mark so

I know that I'll want to ask her the next day what she's found out ' ' ' When I
finish a clínical day, I'il often go home and I write myself notes and if I suddenly

realize I have a student that didn't make contact wíth me or she didn't see me

very often, then I make a point the next day saying "l want to discuss thís" or

"who did you approach?" or I'll ask her questions' (Expert 03)

With the exception of one, novices did not keep notes on the students. However'

the content and the purpose of the novice's notes were different from the experts. Rather

than keep notes on how the students were progressing, the novice kept notes on the types

of experiences the students were encountering so that she could ensure a variety of

experiences in the students' practice.

I didn't have actu.ally anecdotals about what they had done in clirúcal. But I had

a tracking of what kind,s of clinícal experiences they had had. Like if they had a

head and. neck assessment and if they'd done bedmaking, TPR's, that kind of

thing. And I was really keeping t'ack of what they had an opportuniry to do so

thail could nmke sure they got a chance to do somethíng they hadn't done before.

(Novice 02)

One expert was able to keep track of the information about students in her head.

She talked about frling data about the students in her "computer".

you know I'll have a student that will miss, maybe miss thíngs, but I file it in my

computer system (her head) and if that never happens agaín, then it's laid to rest,
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But if one more time I see anything that rentotely resembles that other piece of

information that's filed. way back there, then all of a sudden I have a gut leeling'

Itiaybe that's whai it is . . . I think at that point I have an obligatíon to pursue

that and to gather more information because that's not always an accurate

perception. s"o there is,I thínk that there are very small thíngs that can go on in

a student's performance that you sort of clíck into that. You don't immediately

write them off ¡or it. Atl of a sudden yoll re startinS to see a pattern' (Expert 05 )

What is particularly important about this passage was the development in the

expert's mind about a pattern of behavior that she was starting to see develop' Only

experts discussed the emergence of patterns in the assessment of students, while novices

tended to focus on aspects of the student's performance in isolation' ExpeftS also listened

to rheir intuition. As illustrated above, a second similar incident raised a fTag in the

expert'S mind, there was something out of the ordinary that she needed to pursue' She

was willing to accept that her hunch may not be correct, but she needed to ascertain the

relevance of the behaviors that she had seen in understanding the overall picture of the

student's practice.

Inruition was difficult for both novices and experts to define, although experts

tended to have a better understanding of what it meant to their understanding of students'

practice.

The trouble with intuitiott is that you cort't really d.efine it. It's like have an inner

knowing or a sense of how thing:s are going to be-. It's almost like being able to

know what's going to happen Oáfore it happens. Not because you have foresight

or foreward i.no*Uagt, but because . . . I guess you recognize the patterns or

prihop, because the òommunícation . . .you pick up the communicatio-n that's not
-necesiaríly 

verbal, it may be unconscious or subconscious' (Expert 02)

Although novices recognized that their intuition had been engaged, they were reluctant

to act upon it until they had more objective data to substantiate their initial assessment
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about the student. The ambivalence of whether she should use her intuition more is

evident in the following.

I certainly did (rety on íntuition) when I practiced nursing' more so' I thínk I
trusted it more'because I think I had more experiences to sort of say, "Yott're

right". And I have up untíl this point, I haven't had a lot of opportunities to fínd

out I was ,rgnta ut<ä I almost ltke to sort of, I think this ís the case, I think this

is the case and with this student it was really bad because I kept saying, "I don't

believe this". Attd then once I had my interaction with him' ít was ltke'
,,Everything I thought was true". But I almost, I felt ínitially when I do something,

I try to be very, t iry to look at it obiectively and I know my íntuition is there but

I almost try not to, not to act on it right away. But I know having thís experience

with this student t:hat I'll, I think I wíll. I mean I don't know' (Novice 0l)

Experts also realized that they only saw a sample of a student's practice and that

they had to assume that the information that they gathered was representative of the

students' actual practice. Particularly in situations in which the student's practice was sub-

par, one expert mused about how much inadequate nursing ca¡e she was missing'

Because you know sontetimes I think all you see is the tip of the iceberg'

sometimes, maybe it's a fluke, but when you think about how often you see a

student and.letís Say you get three situations (sndent makes an error) ín I weeks

that you know kínã of haie some correlation there, it's hard for me not to think

that there's been *orn, Maybe there hasn't, but it's vety hard for me not to

believe that there's somethittg more that you don't know that has been happening'

(Expert 05)

conversely, when experts identified positive patterns of students' nursing practice, they

assumed that these practices were representative of the student's nursing care'

Sou¡ces of lnformation

Clinical teachers gathered information about the students' practices from a variety

of sources. In addition to information that they gathered on their own when they were

with or in close proximity to the students, clinical æachers collected data from patients'
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nursing staff, and other clinical teachers. Data that they gathered themselves were

developed in a number of waYs.

Observation. Observation, either directly or indirectly, provided the clinical

teachers with much of their information about a pafiicular student. When the clinical

teacher was with the student supervising Some aspect of nursing care, they gathered

particular information.

I guess you observe what they've done in a situation and if they're takíng care of

aþattert with a stroke and talking wíth them about that patient, you'll know what

they learned. (ExPert 02)

At other times, expert clinical teachers observed students when they were not with

them specificatly. However, these surreptitious observations often yielded important data

about the students' performance. Only experts discussed these indirect observations of

students.

I went by the wind.ow by the closed. door but with a window and saw her iust
havíng a delightful time with this toddler . . . Some of my best ínfornxation I have

obtained *lri, it e stud.ent didn't know I was there. I try not to spy on them, but

I cto go up ancl. down the hall and I do stand in doorways and see what is

happe:ning or hear what's happening if I am not able to see. And some of the most

pitittrn feedback that I've been able to give to students ís those times I have
-observed 

them when they hadn't known that I was observíng. (Expert 0l)

The impact of their presence on the students' abiüty to perform nursing care was

acknowledged bY the exPerts.

I know the students don't pedorm well when they have sonxeone watching them

. . . I often joke and tell them that if you can ever expect a teacher to be there,

if s when you're doing yout' worst! (Expert 05)

Expens also observed how students interacted with the nursing staff. Listening in

as the students received oI gave report to the staff nurse was illuminating.
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Sometimes ít's interesting what you fínd out what the nurse asks the students or
the stu.dent, how she respond.s or whether you find the stuient, maybe you think

the student's doíng well, but she's doíng everythíng because the nurse has told her

everythíng to do. She (staff nurse) hasn't helped her to develop any índependence

in her own thinking and problem solving. (Expert 03)

Novices did not discuss the value of the students' interaction with the staff nurses nor

distinguish between nursing care that may have been directed by the staff nurse rather

than the student's initiative.

Ouestionine. Clinical teachers used questioning strategies when they with the

students in order to ascertain their knowledge base, particularly as it related to the

patient(s) for whom the student was caring. This questioning practice was seen across

both levels of clinical teaching expertise.

I often ask them what they'r'e up to and. what they're looking at and what they see

and what they mighr be lookíng for. (Novice 05)

In addition to trying to understand the students' general theoretical knowledge,

clinical teachers also pursued questions that more specifically focussed on the students'

understanding of the rationale for the nursing care that they were delivering.

"Check bowel sounds post-op. Oh sure, okay, check bowel sounds. Okay, they're

there, but why are we doíng that?" (Expert 04)

"Yon can expect me to ask you what this medícation ís and what it is for and why

this patient is gettittg it, what is the dose appropriate to the child's weight and

what are the maior side effects." (Expert 0l)

I want to know how you got there. You kttow, "Tell me þ6p lou 7ot there because

I'm sure it's there and I just needyou to verbalize it". (Novice 03)

Closely related to questioning practices to determine students' knowledge, clinical

teachers also used questioning to evaluate students' progress in their thinking about their

nursing care.
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So in talking about Mr. Jones,l'll talk about "What's you nursing diagnosis today

and what goal have you set?" Friday I'll check and see if they've reached that

goal. (ExPert 02)

Expert clinical teacher asked patients questions to ascertain the efficacy of the

student's care. These questions were asked in the student's presence. This was particularly

helpful if the clinical teacher was concerned about the student's performance'

When I came to See her one day, I said to her, "Hoil s it going?" It was going

very well and she had done some writing ín her notes and everythíng. So I søíd,
,,well, Iet's go see your patient" and I said, "How',s her deep breathing?" The

patíent softA nodded her head and I said, "Well, why don't you show me how
'you're 

doing;. So the patíent díd, I guess what was supposed to be deep breathing

whích *o, ^op 
like a throat inspíration. I mean it was pathetic. This patient, I

mean, it was like (demonstrates to researcher and laughs), if I could have laughed

I would have except I've nevet' Iau.gh ín front of a student. It was iust comícal. So

I went through thà tea.chittg with the student there and the patíent and we did it.

But I thougit hurn't a student in the last rotation, something as incredibly basic

as whethet- a patíent can take a cl.eep breath or not and do their deep breathing

and coughin[, who tells nte that the patient is, and clearly the patient is not'

(Expert 05)

Staff Nurses. Both novices and experts obtained information from the nursing

staff about the progress of students in the clinical area. Sometimes the information was

solicited specifically by the clinical teachet, while at other times the staff would approach

the clinical teacher with information about a student'

So I left her, just let her go and do it. Latet' on the I went and talked to the nurse

and said, "How did she do?" And she said, "well, she did fíne" . And I said, "well,

how about drawíng it up (medication into a syringe)?" . . . She said, "Well, she

had a little touble theie, she contaminated, but othetwíse she did okay". And I
Said, "Well, how about gívíng the med". And she Said, "Fine, no problem at all" '

(Expert 04)

The heact nurse v,ould come to me and Say, "Do you know thøt this student is

doing this, I caught her doittg whatever". (Novice 02)
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patients. Expert clinical teachers also obtained information from patients for

whom the students ,were caring. Clinicat teachers gave this information a lot of weight in

making decisions about the quality of the students' ca¡e'

Occasionally, if there ís a student who is dfficult, I will go in when the student

is not there anâ talk to the patient about how their day went. I don't often do that

but sometimes I've had to if it is a particular attitude thing and I mean

pøtíents are never going to say . . ' but occasionally they do and then that to me

says a lot. (ExPert 02)

There was no evidence in the transcripts that novices in this study used this strategy to

gather information about student' s clinical performance.

Other Clinical Teachers. Usually clinical teachers wanted to develop their own

assessment with respect to the student's abilities, rather than leam about them from other

clinical teachers. However, when data were considered essential to safe nursing care, this

information on the basis of other clinical teachers' assessment, was taken into account in

working with the students.

We all evaluate entt of a rotation, a Summati evaluation, and I never read them

from previous teachers and I tell the students I don't. The reason for that is that

I let the students know that as far aS I'm concerned they' re coming to me with a

clean slate. It',s not that I don't tt'ust my colleagues because I know they're

probably right bang on. But I believe in my mind that I can become bíased to
'watch 

for lomethiig, so I will not read the evaluation . . . Now if, however' a

teacher does come and Say, "Well you know, wAtch this one" or "This one'S

having trouble wíthwhatever", it depends againwhat it is. If it's something líke

dosage calculations, I'll, I mean when it comes down to calculatíons that I know

could have serious consequences, Iike an N medication,l wíll absolutely be there

and give them as many opportunities as I canfindfor that. (Expert 04)
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Student Cues

Clinical teachers picked up on cues in the student's behavior that had meaning for

them in telrns of how the student was practicing nursing. These cues were either

behaviors that d.irectly represented a particular part of nursing practice, for example,

organizational skills, or cues from which the clinical teachers made inferences about the

student's behavior, for example, the student's facial expression.

Experts had learned a comprehensive set of cues which a¡ose from their practice

as clinical teachers, whereas novices often were not sure what they were looking for and

wanted a set of measurable parameters with which they could evaluate the student's

performance. Some of the difficulties encountered by novices may be related to the lack

of clear criteria with respect to what they were evaluating'

I just everyday thínk about, "Well, what have I seen? What does this mean?". And

thel I compat-e. So because I've ínternalized those competencíes very well, you

know, I think ít's a bít easier for me to just go and. know what I've seen and

compare that to what I should have seen' (Expert 0I)

I needed to verbally priorize that ìist that I keep saying I want the students to do.

So what I did was I shared that with X (teacher ín charge) as my mechanisnt to

make sure that thís is how. I mean I sought guidance, I díd.n't Tet any- I came up

with my own. Then I went back to make sure I wasn't this loose cannon creating

my ow-n little dynasty or something in the corner . . . But I found that frusu'ating
as u lew instructor that there wasn't this level . . . I felt very insecure with iust
resting on what would be perceived as subjective hunches or subiective

assessments without coming up with objective criteria for how I was evaluating

. . . a list of your objectives that are measurable and in a clinícal w(ry they are

going to be more pedornance oríented or the performance is going to reflect the

íntellectual goal' (Novice 03)

Experts had developed a repertoire of student cues which focussed on specific

student practices.
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I'll often tel! them to let me know when they're going to do discharge teaching,

prr-op teaching . . . sometimes you can tell whether they're iust reaming off a list
-of 

things or whether they're really . and listening to the patient, asking

questilrs, Iike eye contact, or whether she's just sitting there with her piece of

paper and not havíng any eye contact. (Expert 03)

In contrast, novices were much more general in their assessment of students, although on

occasion they could identify specific student practices for which they were looking.

Well the level of preparedness, certainly their abilíty to talk about the patient, the

abíliry tu np oøo"i what they have to do, their abílity to establish a work plan

for the day, to develop nursing diagnoses, plan of care, the ability to involve other

health disciplines, if they cøn think beyond the specific patient to look at other

people, their relationshíp with the patíent, are they Íeeling comfortable wíth their

communication, is there some problems there, are they having any dfficulty

communicating. And again it sounds very vague, buÍ iust their affect, the way, do

they look conlþrtable-or are they very anxíotts, are they flustered ' ' ' I really

can't articulaie to you what ít is that I'm looking at so much as iust their ability

tu come ücross as being contfurtable' (Novice 04)

Clinical teachers relied on inferential cues to understand how a student was

practicing. For the experts, these inferential cues, along wittr the objective cues of the

student's performance, formed an overall pattern of behavior on which the experts could

make judgements about the student's performance. For example, experts talked about the

,,blank look" on a student's face. This was a signal to them that the student did not

understand the situation in which s/he was engaged' Frequent absences from clinical

practice or excuses for things not completed were also clues that the student was

overwhelmed with clinical practice. subtle cues such as the need for more or less

direction and how students were able to use the data about their patient to deliver nursing

care were also cues upon which experts relied'

I know she could do well and she doesn't have the confídence. I have seen her

asking people on the ward. questions and you could. tell by the look on her face

that lhe's just uncertaín about what she's goíng to be doing ' - . If I fînd that
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they're always giving lots of excuses aboutfamily commitments' other things' it

usually gtvei ,ne o õt* that we need to sit down and talk about that if they're

always givtng that as a reason' (Expert 03)

But . . . she wasn't, she was very, it took her a long time over thctt period of

weeks to really, in most cases, gather ínformation and use it to direct her care'

as opposed to'taking the information that was supplied and iust doing it' (Expert

0s)

Although the novices used inferential cues they were not able to pull them together to

formulate an overall assessment of the student's practice.

You know the ones that are sort of shaking and sort of standing back and you

know not sort of getting ín there. There was that kind of student and then there

was the other student who was sort of like, you were dragging them from behind

you, ,,Come on, let,S go. Now where are you goíng to put this machine, come on

here". That kind of-student I might sense their fear, I guess it would be or

discomfort anyway," But I hadn't reatly thought øbout it until right at this minute'

That happeni¿ oí some other level. I didn't pay any attention to it at the time.

(Novice 02)

while both novices and experts asked students questions, novices only assessed

the answer for the quatity of the information. However, experts were able to make

inferential judgements about the students on the basis of how students answered their

questions.

She comes and asks questíons and is able to give the information appropríately'

But sontetimes she can't answer, she hasn't put it all together- Like the

information is there. You can tell because of the information she can gíve, she iust

doesn't have ít all together yet' (Expert 02)

Novices were usually able to see only the issues that were most apparent in any

given situation with students. Problems were dealt with as they appeared on the surface

without consideration for some of the more implicit meanings about what might be

occurring with the students.
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I'm convinced she (staff nurse) had it right and I'm convinced that's what he

asked. He said, "l don't know what yotire tatking about Mary, you know you've

totally miscons;trued my whole reque-st. I iust said I wanted to observe for a couple

of hours". And Mary said, "No, that's not what you said, this is what I wrote

down,,. It was like he openly said she wasn't being honest. He didn't say she lies,

he just saíd, "I don't kiow what she's talking about, I never asked her that" ' And

I',m thinking, "oh my God, we've got a problem on our hands". (Novice 0I)

In this situation, the novice was unable to move past the obvious to consider underlying

issues. She did not confront the student with the meaning that the two different stories

might have for his practice. Rather she dealt with the situation at the level of which

participant (student or staff nurse) was more believable.

Experts also looked for growth over the time that the students were in the clinical

area with them. This ability to learn and change were considered essential to the

professional development of the student'

R: But a studetú who shows tremendous progress through the 6 weeks, who hadn't

been sort of unsafe or anytlxinS, núght do okay, might actually pass because I can

see their Srowth. Whereas a stud.ent who has shown no Srowth for 6 weeks míght

not pass.-So the behaviors at the end might be similar, so you see it's a lot more

complicatedthan...

I: So you wouldn't pass a student who hadn't changed?

R: Well not if they weren't, if they were vety, very close to the line and one

sturlent hact,l felt, come a tremendous amount and the other Student had' gone

nowhere. If I iad to choose, I would choose the one that had shown the growth

versus the one who had gone nowhere fi'om the beginníng- (Expert 05)

Nowhere in the transcripts did novices address the issue of student gowth. The

cues that they used to evaluate the students were seen more in terms of the incident at the

dme, rather than how they might come together to form a comprehensive whoie or

demonstrate students' development over time. One might postulate that the novices had

not had enough oxperiences to know how the individual cues that they were identifying
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behavior had to the overall abilities of the students'
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what meaning those Patterns of

Feedback

Feedback to the students was seen as an integlal part of evaluating students (see

Figure 2). Moreover, as is depicted in Figure 2, feedback was viewed as an interactive

two way process between the clinical teacher and the student.

verbal feedback to the students was typically the way in which both novice and

expert ciinical teachers conveyed to students their assessment of the students' nursing care

Other data sotlr
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It was deemed appropriate to give the students positive feedback in front of others'

generally the patient. However, clinical teachers did not give negative feedback to the

students unless they were able to do so privately. For some' the issue of privacy was very

strong and related to an incident that they had experienced, usually as a student' in which

they were severely chastised in front of others. only when the student was verging on

making an efïor would the clinical teacher intervene in front of the patient and, even then,

they would do so in a manner that was not detrimental to the student's relationship with

the patient.

I have learned you never talk to students about theír progress around other

students o, orouid other staff members, that you provide prívacy , that you provide

them wíth a particular. Evàn if it's just pulting them off to the side but that you

make sure tiat there is that privacy for the students. (Novíce 04)

Only one clinical teacher discussed the fact that she gave negative feedback non-

verbally. This clinical teacher also recognized that she was not good at giving "warm

fuzzies,,. She told her students that "no news was good news". Atthough she claimed that

this was an area that she was trying to improve, there was no indication in the data that

she conscientiously worked at giving students more positive feedback on a regular basis'

It seemed from the transcripts that she had identified a way of working with the students

that was perceived as effective and, even though she cognitively admitted that more

positive feedback would be helpful, this did not transmit to her practice'

She kind knew that. You could telt just by my voice and my manners that I wasn't

rco thrilled. Then afterwards I said, "You know you should have been able to do

this, this, and this and you need some practíce with that" . ' ' It' s nice to have a

positive stroke nov, and then. one thing I'm not good at and I.'m .well 
aware of

ít and for Seve,'t years I've been trying to work on it, but I don't gíve a lot of the

warm fuzzies, "óh you díd such a good iob, gee that was really great, continue

on,,.l d.on't do thqt, I tell them qt the beginning of the rotation thatfor me, no
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news is good news. If I watk out of the room and I haven't talked to you' you did

fíne. Unfortunately ihot', not eniughfor stu'dents and I know ít ísn't and that's

my nemesis. (ExPert 04)

Her beliefs were rooted in what she found personally reinforcing' She relied on her own

assessment of what was effective in her ctinical teaching practices'

To me it's not as important (for someone to say to me) "Hey, you díd a good iob" '

Good, so what? l don't need to be stoked' (Expert 04)

Experts reflected on the meaning of feedback and the impoftance of using words

that were not destructive to the students. This was viewed as caring for the students'

My goat for d.oing that (giving immediate feedback), the students will feel cared

foi'1,, that I havi taken the time to give themfeedback right away and that I've

taken the n ouble to acknowledge what is positive, when it would be easier to say,

,,youblew ít.Thatwas really terrible. Don't ever do that again"' (Expert 01)

Although novices recognized the importance of giving students negative feedback

in privacy, they often did not reflect on the impact of that feedback on the students nor

thei¡ choice of words. In one instance a novice told a student what she thought about the

student, even though, after the fact, she recognized that her words may have been

humiliating to the student. Moreover, it is possible that the interview process with the

researcher stimulated reflection and in other circumstances she would not have reflected

on the meaning of her words to the student'

I guess l sort of said to htm and it wasn't very níce, I said, "I gttess that's the

dffirence bewben excellent and. exceptional. Excellent students maybe do really

good work when it doesn' t count for marks. You know you did excellent work' but

It wasn't tike atl your work was excellent" ' (Novíce 0I )

In the excerpt above, the student's inability to understand the feedback regarding

the grade from the novice clinical teacher was related to the novices' general inability to

give specific feedback and, consequently, assist the student to see the gradient differences
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in his/her performance. Learning how to give specific feedback to students about thei¡

clinical performance was a skill that developed with experience over time' Experts

discussed how their ea¡lier feedback to students was general and how they had lea¡ned

to become more specific in the kind of detail that they gave students about how they were

doing.

My evaluntion of the student is more detailed now. I have more of an idea of the

kinds of things í am watching for to evaluate them' I am able to give less general

and more sp"ectftc feedbacklnan I u,as able to at the beginning' (Expert 0l)

In particular, specific feedback which included examples of the student's practice

enabled experts to help the student accept a negative evaluation, even when they were

accustomed to positive evaluations. Detailed evaluations enabled the student to see how

the clinical teacher had arrived at rhe decisions made regarding his/her performance'

I had one student I really believed was going to tell me that she was so much

better than what (I had assessed), becauie I'd heard this theme before and she

Iooked at me and she said., "You know, I really, I really think this is a fair
evaluation. I think you have taken everything that I did and ft does reflect what

I díd in this rotation". And you know that ntade me feel good' And part of ít I
think ís helpíng the student to see what it ís you make your decísion on and that's

why, that's part of the reason why I am so detaited ín gíving examples of what

they've done that I've seen to help thent understand. (Expert 05)

Part of having the student understand the evaluation was seen by this particular expert as

crucial to clinical teaching and may be a distinguishing feature of effective clinical

teaching between the experienced and the expert clinical teacher'

I think there are teachers who are very StronS, but the students' there are students

who hate them. Now maybe that's bad' Maybe I think too much about that' But

students who can't orrnit what a teacher said, the bad students can't accept what

you've said, then I thin'kyollre in trouble because to be a good teacher' I think

people ha.vi to hear you. And if they reiect everything that you have to say, then

because they(studenis¡ can't, either, because of the way you're saying it' then you

can't ever ùe a ruty ffictive clínical teacher. (Expert 05)
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Monitoring and evaluation posed difficutties for both novice and expert clinical

teachers in the study. However, the expert clinicat teachers had developed their own

understanding of monitoring and evaluating. Through experience a process evolved in

which experts felt confident in theh abitity to monitor and provide evaluative cotnments

which accurately reflected students' practice. Novices, on the other hand' were still

hesitant about how to monitor and evaluate and thei¡ stories ìwere replete with this

uncertainty.

Although Developing Relationships with Nursing Staff was one of the smaller

categories of the study, clinical teachers recognized the importance of these relationships

to thefu clinical teaching practices. Two sub-categories were part of the overall category

related to relationships with nursing staff (see Table 5)'

Tabte 5: Developing Relationships with Nursing Staff

Establishing and maintaining relationships with the staff on the clinical units were

considered essential to clinical teaching by both novice and expert clinical teachers'

credible practitioner
-+ known by staff

-r know staff
partner with staff

. guest in the house

-; unlinown bY søff
-+ does not know staff

. we/they

1. Creating
RelationshiPs

. support student
without undermining
staff

. reciprocal
relationship with
staff

. difficulty resolving
student/ståff conflict

. buffer/peace-maker

Interpreting
Staff/Student
Behavior
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Experts discussed the need to establish their credibility as a nurse so that the staff would

see them as a competent practitioner. Being a credible practitioner was seen as crucial to

garnering respect from the nursing staff. Collegial relationships with staff were evident

as the experts described working "with" the staff, often referring to the staff and

themselves as "we". Their relationships with staff were predicated on mutual trust and

respect.

I always believe that if you're a teacher, you need to be a good nurse, a
competent nurse, but the staff also have to see you as competent nurse or else

you;ve kind of lost ít. So a lot of what I've done over the years is built that
rapport with the staff so that they also feel that I am competent and they trust me

so that the teacher, the studettts see my decisions as valíd as well as they could
stand up in the ideal . . . ít's just comfort in the clinical area where the staff know

me, they trust me and we can kínd of work together and do what I thínk is a good

clinical teaching environment, where the teacher is seen as, yott know, as

reputable, creditable, and the staff may not always agree, but at least open to
"Why did you guys do it that way?" (Expert 02)

Experts had developed a reciprocal relationship with the staff. In working with students

in the clinical setting, thei¡ relationships could be diagrammed as seen in Figure 3.

Obviously novices had not worked as a clinical teacher in the clinical areas with

the staff for the same length of time as the experts. Consequently, they could not know

,------) Nursing- 
Staff

,/
,/

3. Reciprocal relationship between Experts and Nursing Staff

Student <-

\
\ Expen

Clinical
Teacher
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the staff nurses to the extent that the experts did. Only one novice talked about how she

established her credibility wittr the staff prior to taking the students to the clinical area'

Even then she acknowledged that she had insufficient time for the staff members to know

her in any meaningful way. At the very least the staff would recognize her as someone

whom they had met when she appeared on the unit with students'

I think that (going to the unit príor to takíng the students there) helped more than

anything belausã *hat ít did was it broke the ice wíth the staff, they sort of knew

me. Like they didn't know me well cause I'd only been on the unit two days' but

at least they had seen my face beþre ønd I had. sort of established some level of

credibiliry with thent - yes, I can do a bed bath, yes I can do a n'ansfer, yes I can

give meãs safely - so they weren't that concerned. (Novíce 02)

One might speculate that novices did not discuss establishing credibility with staff

because this was not a pressing issue for them. There were So many other aspects of

clinical teaching which demanded their time, that factors that were not critical to their

survival as a clinical teacher had not yet surfaced'

As a consequence of not knowing the staff and not establishing their credibility,

novices spent a great deal of energy maintaining relationships with the staff. The "guest

in the house" concept identified by Glass (1971) was most evident amongst the novices'

Even when novices were working in the same hospital which offered the nursing

education progfarn in which they taught, there was a Sense arnongst the novices that they

were guests in the clinical area. Therefore, they ensured that the students' nursing care

was such that the staff would not complain and/or get mad at the students and the clinical

teacher. For the novice clinical teachers, the time and energy that they had to spend on

,,pR stuff' \¡/as something which they had not envisioned as part on clinical teaching'
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sometimes I get annoyed with them (nursing staff) because I thínk they forget that

they were oice students too and they expect an awful lot from our students' At

other times I think sometimes they j^t 
^n 

the students as a work force that's

doíng their work and it annoys me. It really comes home when they start Setting

angry with my stu¿ents whei things go wrong . . . øt the same time I don't want

to tread on their toes and make lt sà that they are going to put their backs up

right away, so it's a dfficult call and you have tu watch whnt you say and who

you are saying it to and try to go with the flow . . . I always check (on the

students' n rring care), perpetuølly going around and around and around and I' il'

after a particulãr íncidànt,- I'tt ask how things are going and ask for.their input

what do you think could have been done better here afier clínícal is done' I
always make a round and ask theír opiníon on how things were and they

appreciate that. sometíme I dotltfeel like ít, but I do it anyways' (Novíce 05)

AlSo significant in the above passage was the distinction between "they" and "we"' The

collegiality with the nursing staff found in the expert's descriptions was clearly absent in

the novices' relationships with the staff. The relationship which the novice clinical

teachers established wirh students and nursing staff were clearly different from that of the

experts. They viewed themselves as more of a buffer or liaison between the students and

the nursing staff (see Figure 4)'

Student
staff

Nurses
A

I o"mol

Novice
Clinical
Teacher

Figure 4. Relationship berween Novices and Nrusing Staff

Knowing rhe staff on the unit appeared to be essential to the development of a

good working relationship between the clinical teacher and the nursing staff members'
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Credibiüty of the clinical teacher was something that developed and evolved over time

as the staff and clinical teachers worked out their mutual understanding of one another.

When there was a conflict between the students' approach and what the nurses on

the unit did with respect to patient care, experts were more diplomatic in the way that

they handled the discrepancies. They would challenge the students to consider whether

any principles of nursing care had been

differences.

breached or explain the reasons for the

I insíst that they (students) give N medicatíons the way I understand the protocol

to be and with what I've learned in oríentation. They see nurses gíve N meds ín

the central líne. That may be theír patient that they are nursing, but the staff

nurses have to give the medication and they will observe a different procedure.

And when they (students) bring that up to me I say, "l guess at the time that the

nurse was oiiei:nted, they were doing it in a dffirent way. Perhaps they've

changed the equ.ipment sínce then". I try to point out the positive that is going on.

(Expert 0l)

On the other hand, novices were not nearly as shrewd in the way that they

acknowledged differences in approaches to nursing care. At times they "put their foot in

thei¡ mouth", only realizing in retrospect that their actions did not support collegiality or

the building of a working relationship. When novices encountered experiences such as

rhese, they were pivotal in reframing how they thought about approaching nursing staff'

One of the nurses proclaimed to me that we (nurses) couldn't do that' And I in my

proUaAry arrogorri way at that poittt in time said, "Well, actually that's not ffue,

nurses can d.o7hot." I remember that statement well and I remember how offended

the nurse was that I had said this to her. I didn't work in the agency, I didn't

know, and how dare I tell her somethíng. That was probably the most awakeníng

experience for me when I realízed exactly how careful you have to be with what

you say to these people and how you can't iust contradict or disagree with what

they say. you haie to rephrase it in a way thøt is sounding more líke a díscussion.

(Novíce 04)
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Interpretins Staff and Student Behavior

part of the difficulty that novices faced in situations in which there were conflicts

with the nursing staff was how they might resolve them satisfactorily. They were

particularly problematic if the novice felt that the staff nurse was being un¡easonable with

a student. In one instance where a staff nurse had been particularly hard on a student, the

novice thought that the best solution was to "swoop in" and chastise the nurse. Both the

student involved and other clinical teachers encouraged this novice to consider other

approaches to the situation.

My Jtrst response was I'nt going to phone and sweep in there and give that nurse

shit becausu I *ot angry, ny titttat response was swoop in. Then I kínd of talked'

to this person and thàt person and they kind of saíd, "Well you know, this is a

good. Iàarning experienie for the stud.ent, even íf it's painful." And I talked to the

student and lhe àidr't want, "Oh please don't say anything", She iust begged me'

I didrf t knov, what was the right thing to do. So I just left it and you know, I still

dott't know what the right, iflhere was a goodway to handle that. (Novice 0l)

Experts were more able to support the student. While they were reluctant to

undermine the nurses on the unit (even when they agreed with the student's assessment),

they were able to support the student's frustration with the nursing staff. They were adept

at recognizing that the students often needed to get their feelings out in the open and be

acknowledged for dealing with difficult circumstances'

Well I'd tiked to sey "Yeah, right on" (when a student complained about a staff

nurse), I do¡t't thi¡tk that's professional in my way of thinking. I think talking

about people behind theít' back to my way is not very appropriate. But sometimes

it's just a vent and I'll say, "Yeah,you're right-You must have had a dfficult time

with that particular nurse". (Expert 02)

Experts were able to explain the staff nurses' behavior to the students so that they

could understand what was going on. On occasion the expert would assign a student to
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a staff nurse whom she knew was "prickly". In these instances the expert would help the

student understand the staff nurse's behavior so that the student could work with her more

easily.

This one girl (staff nurse) I',ve known for quite a whíle. That's her reputation,

she's very abr:upt.-l'U stíll use her too. I'll warn sometimes the student, "She can

be reallyt, but s'he's really . . . because underneath her abruptness . . .like she's

still very cering". But thàf s her approach ín a way and it really turns the stu'dents

off initially. f"ney get really scared and then they're afraid to tell her anything'

(Expert 03)

Both novices and experts interpreted students' behavior to the nursing staff'

particularly the novices acted in a peacemaker role, buffering the staff's reactions to the

students by explaining what the students' objectives were and how the nursing cale on

the ward fit with the students' overall learning. Perhaps the experts did not feel as

pressured ro acr as an inrermediary because they had already established thev raison

d' etre on the nursing unit over time, as well as developed reciprocal relationships with

the nursing staff. As a result, the staff were more familiar with the expectations of the

clinical teacher and the students.

They (staff nurses) get angry with them. I had mentioned to the head nurse that

we'are off o, t:00.if my ltudents are really busy they will not be doíng the 2:00

vitals or empryittg of these particular drainage systems. That was all fine and

dandy but I'am iot sure whether it extended to the RNs..So there was a couple

of times where there were very hard feelings, both with my students pertaining to

these staff members, as well aS the staff members coming to me and saying' "Your

students basícally are not doing their job" kínd of thíng. so I found as an

instt'uctor you kind of had to pave the way a little bit. (Novice 05)

It was clear from the participants in the study that experts were more integrated

with the ward staff. Novices remained strangers on the unit which made their clinical
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teaching more difficult as they had to expend energy to buffer students' relationships with

nursing staff.

The study revealed the Practices of Clinical Teaching as enacted by the novice and

experr clinical teacher participants. The importance of the interpretation of their clinical

teaching practices was significant in the discussion of novice and expert clinical teaching'

It was evident from the study that those practices (symbols) that had meaning for the

participants were integrated into their thinking about effective clinical teaching. Novice

clinical teachers lacked the experiential base ro think about ciinical teaching to the same

degree as the expefts. In contrast, the rich experiences of the experts underpinned their

clinical teaching Practices.

Knowing Students

A few years ago I heard. Christine Tanner talk about the expert nurse and the key

concept is knãwing the patient. I would. take that a step further and say knowing

the patient and thán knowittg what to do about it. I think ít's the same thíng for
an expert clinical teacher, to be really fine at your job, you must know

(emphasizes the words) the student' (Expert 05)

Knowing Students was the third major theme of the study' Knowing students was

considered essential to effective clinical teaching. The categories that emerged in the

study related to this theme included i) students' knowledge, ii) how students' practiced

nursing, iü) characteristics of students, iv) conditions which supported students' learning,

and v) developing relationships with students (see Table 6).
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Table 6: Knowing Students

Novices Experts Practices in Common

1. Students'
Knowledge

use own experiences
as student
do not know students

cannot differentiate
importance of daø

. use experiences with
students

. know students
cannot differentiate
importance of data

2. Students'
Practice

overestimates
students' abilities

-) cannot anticiPate

know students'
abilities
--r anticipates

recognizes students
-+ preoccupied with

skills
-+ rule driven
students capable of
giving good nursing

cale
recognize students

focussed on
psychomotor skills
recognize
-â practice rule

driven
-+ need concrete

descriptìons of
patient care

-+ fear hurting
patient

Students'
Characteristics

. recognize students
anxious
-+ limited

identification of
cha¡acteristics

+ difficulty assisting

student with
anxiety

. identifies wealy'strong

students generallY

. recognize students

anxious
--r identify

characteristics of
anxiety

-+ assist students

with anxiety

. identifies specific
characteristics weak

& strong students

4. Circumstances
in which
Students Learn

. learn through
-+ repetition
-+ observation
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. reveal self as a
person

. convey expectations
-+ detailed
-+ sensitive to
students' anxieties

. focus on
professional aspects

. accept clinical
teacher has more
power, but attempt
to sha¡e Power with
students

. focus on personal

data to be obtained
from students

. convey expectations
+ tentative
-å preoccupied with

themselves

. acknowledges power

as factor in
relationships with
students

Developing
Relationships

Experts used thei-r experiences with the students to inform their understanding of

students, whereas novice clinical teachers tried to understand students on the basis of their

own student experiences. When this understand.ing of student behavior was insufficient

to deal with the situation in which they found themselves, novice clinical teachers did not

know how to proceed.

He wasn't worried. I think he was concerned. a bit, don't get me wronS' He looked

quite happy and relaxed about the whole thtng. I mean I would have bee¡t

trimmin-g ín tears . . . I haven't really had any past experíence to sort of say

what's the right thing to do in this sítua.tiott . . . I didn't really have the concept

that you hadlto tpoãn feed professional values to students because nobody ever

actually told me, "You have to show up for your iob on time"' l'd always seen

people do that and that's what I did . . . I d.on't know how students learn that, I
mean I learned it . . . I do¡l t know how you teach students or how they learn sort

of rules. (Novíce 0I)

Students' Knowledee

Clinical teachers were cognizant of the different levels of students with respect to

their year in the nursing program. Their expectations of students' knowledge were

reflective of what they thought the students should know at any particular stage in the

pro,,am and they took this into consideration when working with students. Both novices
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and experts recognized that students, even beginning students, had more knowledge about

nursing practice than they thought. However, students often were overwhelmed with the

amount of information they had and could not differentiate between what was significant

or where and when they might use it. The clinical teacher's role was to assist the student

to access and use their knowledge in the clinical practice afena with patients'

They are overwhelmed with the vast amounts of theoretical information and they

can't be expected to come up with it, to go into their memory banks and go'

"Ding, there it is". That' s part of my iob is to help thent all of a sudden Say' "Gee'

that líttle piece of inforntatíon ihat I thought was so useless, all of a sudden now

I knou, why sorneone told me that"' (Expert 05)

The distinguishing feature between the novice and expert clinical teacher was the

fact that novices did not understand that students were unable to sort out the importance

of particular pieces of information about their patients and make sense of what they were

seeing in their patient in relation to what they had lea¡ned in the classroom'

The stude¡ús still have little pieces of ínþrmation and thøt they hTven't learned

to integrate all that infurmatiort together' I was expecting that attd that was

probaity my single biggest error was expecting the students to be able to process
'all 

the ir¡or*otlon that they had been given. (Novice 04)

only through experience were the experts able to understand how they had

work with the students in order to help them understand the theoretical aspects

practice.

I teach stuff on heart attack so I know what they have learned in class, but I
wrongly assumed that they understand, that they can apply the material' so for
example, one student wos caring for a patíe!ú with angina and didn't intervene

propàrty whett that patient had-angina - did.n't stay with thent, didn't check the
'vital 

signs , didn' t giie them nitro . And so from that I' ve learned that, yes , you can

trust thent up to a-point but you still have to be therefor them because this is new

materíal that they are learning. so I trust that at least they'd recognize it' But

what they're supposed to do i¡tlt øll that knowledge that ís supposedly in their

brain, I've long learned to understand that you can't assume that they know

to

of
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anythíng, but that they should at least know something and to go from there'

(ExPert 02)

Students' Practice

Clinical reachers agreed that students delivered good nursing care to thei¡ patients'

Students progtessed in clinical practice at different rates, often related to issues such as

knowledge, previous experiences, and confidence. Students were seen as capable of

developing good relationships with their patients. At times students surprised clinical

teachers with innovative approaches to practice. Ctinical teachers felt a sense of pride and

fulfilment when students were resourceful or thought about alternative approaches to

patient care.

It's (a good day) when you leøst expect it really' It's where a student will have

thought about a patient in a way thai you didn't .think 
they would. It's unexpected,

Iikethey'llactu'allyhavethoughtaboutthatthis.personhasafamilyandthat
maybe v,e should be makíng iome discharge (plans). It can be something vetj

subtle or when they do some innovative teaching . taking a- chance or

challengirtg ,lrn hnid nurse about, "Well do you think we could do this a bit

dffirentlY?" (ExPert 02)

AII the clinical teachers in this study realized that students were preoccupied with

the psychomotor skills of nursing care. Even though novices did not realize initially that

srudents were focussed on nursing skills, it was something which they learned very

quickly.

My students were very focussed on psychomotor skills' I was bashing my head

against the wall about that and then I read that that's what novice students are

tíke. It is common until they do it, they never |et over it so try not to be too harsh

on them . . . They really 
-like 

the voN thing catße they did some real nursing

skilly kinds of thíngs - iitce tney díd some dressings and stuff and subcutaneous

íniectíons and they really liked that' (Novice 0I)
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Thispreoccupationwithskillswasacceptedwithresignationbytheclinical

teachers. However, they wished that they could encourage the students to See that nursing

was more than skills.

It (medícat nursing) doesn't have the glamour init, not necessarily all the skills'

And for students iou ,rn, they don't tù<e ¡t because they don't think that there ís

a loi of skílls theie. They don't see skills as being, you know, helping the person

díe with dignity, communicating with families, gettíng people home with home

care. (ExPert 02)

As illustrated above, clinical teachers believed that students were preoccupied with

skills because the skills represented to students the essence of nursing' However, one

expert had an alternative explanation to the students' preoccupation with skills' Her

understanding was based on an experience in which she had returned to clinical nursing

after being absent for some Years.

I always said to my students, "Don't worry about the needles, you can do it" ' But

whett I went back to the clinical area (I say to them - students), "Gltess what I
was most worried about (laughing), my technical proficiency", because it's

concrete, it's So measurable, olrd it" so apparent. You know we can talk all we

want about how those things (skills) wíll come, but I know how easy it is to

become anxious about that because it's people, you know, it's the patients and

people around tls can measure us so easily by our technical skills and so we feel
'so 

àxposed when we't e d.oing that kind of thing. I think that's exactly the problem,

we give lip service to this whole thing, but when they get ín to do a skill' I think

it,s míraculous if they can chat with the patient. I think it's ridiculous actually,

for the most part, to expect a student doing a new skill to be able to accomplísh

that. (ExPert 05)

This is a good example of how a significant experience can change the thinking

of a clinical teacher. When these paradigm experiences were recognized' they were shared

with students. Through sharing, the meaning was conveyed and it stimulated students to

think about the implicarions of the clinical teacher's experience to their own learning'
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Expert clinical teachers realized that students could only focus on one aspect of

nursing care at one time. This understanding of student practice was evident only with

clinical teaching expertise. Beginning clinical teachers expected students to be able to not

only do the skill, but communicate with the patient as well.

I used to at one time be more negative when they didn't talk to the patient during

the skíu. But now I've learned that they need to be able to do the skill well first
and then the communication. So I think over time I've learned that you can't

Øcpect them to do both at the same time initiauy. They have to be able to be,

thày're so intent on the skilt that they forget about the patíent sometimes. (Expert

03)

Clinical teachers who had students in senior years of the program saw the students

beginning to "put things together" as they went about their nursing practice'

They're getting towards the end, they've only got May June left, so they're alntost

¡niihing. Th$'re also saying, instead of iust focussing on one little thing, they're
-puttinglnrngí 

tognther aid lhey feel really good thanhey can do that. (Expert 03)

Overestimating the students' abilities to give safe nursing care was a distinguishing

characteristic of novice clinical teaching. The five novices in this study consistently

discussed how they had overestimated students' abilities in nursing practice. In some

instances inability to identify corïectly the students' competencies resulted in students

being in situations which they could not manage, at times putting the patient at risk'

Experiences that I want to talk to thís student beþre they go ín to do a treatment

and sometimes not doing that and having the patient suffer from it because I
thought the student was capable, So my own miscalculation ' ' ' I made the

assumptiotl that he was able to do this and that was the wrong assumptiotl to

makewhichwasalearningexperienceforme.(Novíce05)

In contrast, experts understood the capabilities of students so they would gradually

increase the complexity of the patient care situation. In circumstances in which the

complexity of the nufsing cafe was beyond the student's capacity, experts built in
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supports for the student either assisting him/her directly or assigning the student to work

with a staff nurse.

Student practice was rule d¡iven in that students were initially unable to deviate

from giving nursing care other than how they had been taught' Ctinical teachers

recognized this behavior as consistent with patterns of novice nursing practice'

Often what happened was the students weren' t comfortable wíth the staff and they

didn't want tii staff to do that (supervise) with them, they wanted to do that with

me and I think it ñød something io do with consistency and making sure when it

came time to do the skills test, íney'a actually done all the 12 points on the sheet

of paper and it wouldn't be any problem then you know. whereas if they did it

wíth the staff nurses, the staff nuises have sort of long habits of doing things and

they would., , nrrrrrorily d.o the 12 steps on the sheet of paper and then get them

all muddled uP. (Novice 02)

A related aspect of students' clinical practice was the need for concrete

descriptions of patient care as opposed to more abstract explanations. some students

actually needed to see a situation before they understood what the clinical teacher was

trying to tell them about the patient.

I thínk talkíng with her, she needs thíngs very concrete and she was havíng a hard

time picturirig what I was trying to say. Like this p9tient had a little hole that you

had to put the packing througi a.nd. had to use a forcep. And I was trying to' but

she had no idea andÍ thínk when she saw it, she was really afi'aid that she was

hurting him until he said, "No, ít doesn't hurt"' (Expert 03)

Novices and experts recognized that fear of hurting the patient was a

preoccupation of the student when delivering nursing care. This fear was particularly

evident when students had to do a skill which they believed might hurt the patient.

However, fear of hurting the patient was overcome only through actual practice, either

on each other or on the Patient'
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The opportunity to overcome the fear that a student has of hurtíng o patient, like

giving a needlá bad, can only be overcome by poking somebody and by doíng it

to each other you develop empathy as well as the realizatíon that, "Yeh, you can

do it and look at that, ít dídn't really hurt"' (Expert 04)

Student Characteristics

overall experts were more cognizant of general student characteristics in nursing

practice. Although novices recognized some of the more collunon student patterns of

behavior, their ability to describe students in any detail was limited. The pervasive student

characteristic described by all the clinical teachers in this study was anxiety'

Characteristics of strong, weak, and challenging students also were identified'

Experts described different patterns of student anxiety. student behaviors that

indicated anxiety included tatking too much, asking unnecessaly questions' approaching

nursing care hesitantly or tentatively, and being overly quiet and shy' Expert 01 was

particularly astute at describing these patterns of student anxiety'

There are a few patterns of awiety. One of those is the over talkative student,

students who talk a lot in class, the student who asks what seems unnecessary

questions, many questions, or the student who always offers the answer fírst to the

iort of rhetorlicàl questions that are asked ín class' When I hear that over

talkativeness,I'nt uiualty suspicious that that is anxíery ' ' 'There is anxiery that

is passíve, where the student waíts to see if I go ahead and initiate the contact or

make the first move' (ExPert 0l)

Students who avoided the clinical teacher, "hiders", were more difficult to identify'

They were the easiest to miss because they eluded ttre clinical teacher. Experts often

identified these students when they were reviewing their notes on the students and

realized that they had no data on a particular student.

There is a kind of anxiety that avoids the teacher and they're the easiest to miss

because sometinies u,hei they avoid me, I will wrongly conclude it's because

they're okay and thot they do¡lt needme .They're the ones that I don't pick up
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on as fast.That is the surpríse that I find out inWeek4, "Hey, this student really,

it isn't that they know what they're doing, it is that they kept themselves scarce

and they haveit come to askbecause they don'twantme around"' (Expert 01)

One novice clinical teacher described a student who was hiding on her. The

difference between the description of the novice and that of the expert was the

understanding of the hiding behavior. In addition, part of the reason why the novice

seldom saw the student was related to her own disorganization'

I had one where one student in one of my clinical Sroups was hidíng' she was

never where I expected her to be, wasn't doíng the things that I thought we had

talkecl about thai she was going to go and do, wasn't sort of aromd ' ' ' l was

kind of rwtning back and fortl, or¿ you know you do some things with these

studetrts ard yãu get them going and then you 80 over to the other side' Well this

one would fína o¡ used this to ¡u, advantage and got lost sontewhere in the

middle. So when I'd come back she wouldn't have done any of the thíngs that I
had saíd. (Novíce 02)

In addition, this novice was at a loss with respect to how she couid assist the student'

My question to them (more experienced clinical teachers) was, "Do I take this

student by the hund and sort of walk her through a couple of tímes or do I respect

her need for d.oíng it on her own" or "Hovt do you handle that type of student?"

(Novice 02)

In the end the novice called the student into her office and told her that she (student)

would have to deal with the causes for her behavior'

I did have her come and see me in my ffice' When we sat down and we closed

the door atñ I said, "yott know t neid to understand this hiding behavíor and I
want you to know I'm not the only one that's noticing it and you're goíng to have

rc deal with whatever it is that's causing you to hide, otherwise you're not going

rc pass clirúcal". And. she agreed rc try. In the end she failed some of her theory

courses so she didn't go on to the second ternt. so ítwas maybe, shewas maybe

overwhelmed' (Novice 02 )

The manner in which the expert handled a student who was hiding was in sharp

contrast to the novice ciinical teacher. Although she confronted the student with the
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hiding behavior, she was more perceptive of anxiety as the possible reason for the

behavior. Moreover, she tried to help the student see the clinical teacher's role in assisting

the student to be successful in clinical practice'

I will confront these students too. I'll say, "I haven't really seen you very much'

ts lt positble that you're feeling very uncomfortable with the ídea of my being

around?" Llsually ihry toy "yes" and I'll remind the student, "l'm here to help you

to learn not as an evaluator and I want to see more of you". (Expert 0l)

Both groups of clinical teachers discussed the impact of anxiety on students'

clinical pracrice. ln addirion ro the presence of the clinical teacher, fear of hurting the

patient frequently contributed to students' nervousness. Anxiety often interfered with the

student's ability to focus on the actual nursing care that they were giving to the patient'

perform a skill with manual dexterity if they were doing a procedure, explain the rationale

for thei¡ nursing care, or answer a question related to their patient. At times students were

so anxious that they were unable to come to clinical plactice.

Sometimes they're really ovetwhelmed by even asking questions, that it's iust too

much . . .l think it's because of theír anxiety level . . they've even told me

aftenuartls that maybe the doctor or sotnebody asks them a questíon and they

think about it afterwards and they say, "Well how stupíd. I could have answered

it". (ExPert 03)

Studetús can be very atuious when they are feeling wtcomfortable with a situation

that they are in. Sick tinte is actually, students very often, if they're feeling very

uncomfortable, they won't come to the clinical area quite as often ' Some

student can get flustered very easily and I think very often that's a sign that they

ate i¡t over their head or not comfortable with some part of the situation- (Novice

04)

Helping the students deal with their anxiety in the clinical area was viewed as a

critical part of clinical teaching by experts. They believed that only when students were
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less anxious could they learn. Moreover, students who were anxious frequently had more

difficulty with nursing care.

I see probably one of the biggest jobs thøt I have with students is trying to get rid

of as much iralery as I can get rid of because that's the only tíme that they get

a líttle 
^orn 

opni to learniig, that things can, that the clouds can part for a

second because I see them being so narrow and focwsed, but not necessarily in

a positive sense. So I do see that as being pretty important as part of what I do'

(Expert 05)

I know íf they're uncomfortable or anxious, then probably they're not going to

make great iecisions or they might compromise when they shouldn't. (Expert 02)

,'presencing" 
@iekelm ann,1994) is the ability of the clinical teacher to understand

and be open to the students' perspective. The clinical teachers let the students know that

they understood that some situations might be difficult, especially having a clinical

æacher observe their nursing practice. often reflecting back to their own experiences as

students enabled the clinical teachers to be "in the shoes of' the students'

Just working through doing tasl<s such as IM iniections and that sort of thing' you

know how iro,y tËat was-and I can really reflect upotx . ' ' I know it helped ín

that particular (sttuation) remembering what it was líke to be there' I mean I
coulà tell you the nanrc of the first patient I gave a shot to and I can rentember

that. So using that empathy I think was very helpful ín workíng with tlrcse

students. (Novice 03)

Experts, descriptions of weak and strong students were particularly illuminating'

Although novices were able to describe student characteristics, they had not reached the

point where they could d.ifferentiate clearly between the qualities of weak and strong

students.

Strong students projected an image of confidence, that they were capable of doing

what was expected of them.
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They're asseytive, they have confidence in themselves, they're ínterested in

knowittg tnore, they're there for the patient. It tells me that they at'en't wílling to

just let it goly or'just, o, oí'r,t goirg to let itbe-.because that's how everybody

thinks it's sufpose-d to be. I guesl thãy're not willíng to be or act like or do the

status quo- (ExPert 04)

strong students were viewed as those who could function in the clinical area and

develop their skills as a practicing nurse. In the clinical area strong students were able to

take the information that they were given about a patient and use it as a basis for their

nursing care. Furthefrnore, they were able to go beyond the data that they were given'

using this information efficaciously. These students picked up on patient cues' sought

d.irection when they were in doubt, and asked questions which directed their care'

They,ll almost look to you, the n.uly exceptional ones wíll come to you and say,

"This is what I'nt seeiig you know, but I can' t make, I can' t quite make sense of

this thing here" . And they're able to isolate the thing they can't make sense of '

(Expert 05 )

In addition, strong students were aware of their personal strengths and weaknesses'

They were able to use this information about themselves in order to glow and develop

professionatly. with supporting data, they accepted inadequacies in their performance' The

abitity of strong students to accept criticism and grow was described as it contrasted with

a weak student.

I thínk the weak sturlent is often a student who has a lot of ffouble. If they have

self awareness, they can't use the information in a way Ø Srow' some of them are

devastated by'whaí they see thentsàlves doing anrJ are not able to cope with that'

You know the insecure student might have all sorts of beliefs about theír

incapacíties, but they can't really work with it, whereas the better student can see

it, but they can work wíth it' (Expert 05)

The preceding quore identified one of the major difficulties of weaker students,

their inability to use information from the clinical teacher to develop professionally'
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Moreover, weak students were disorganized in clinical practice, slow about completing

their work, unable to assume increasingly complex patient assignments, and unable to

understand the d.irections which the clinical teacher was giving them to enable them to

deliver nursing care.

They (weak students) have a look. I can't descríbe ít, but they look confused or

look dísoriented or they don't look, they look like a questioning look in their eyes.

They don't know what ít is you just said, they don't follow you train of thought,

they don't follow or seem to understand why you're asking them that questíon'

(Expert 04)

Even when the clinical teacher had given the weak student specific information, s/he

could not differentiate between information that was provided for them and information

that slhe had gathered on his/her own.

What she would do is incorporate infurmation that you had given to her into what

she would later say she hctd d.one. So if you har) given her feedback later on after

she had done a cirtain thing and you had talked about a situation, she wouldn't

knov, or she wouldn't seenx to acknowledge that she hadn't known it in the first
place. (ExPert 05 )

Because of their uncertainty about nursing practice and their abilities to give safe

nursing care, weak students were reluctant to move on to more challenging assignments'

Sometintes you have students that don't want to be pushed, they iust want to do

the mininum. (ExPert 03)

Weak students were unable to develop a collegial relationship with the clinical

teacher. Thei¡ anxiety interfered with their ability to see the clinical teacher as someone

who could facilitate their development as a nwse. Consequently, clinical teachers had to

work more d.irectly with weaker students to assist them to understand what they needed

to do in order to be successful in nursing practice'
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I don,t feel comfortable that she is gorun want to have a collegial reløtionshíp

withme, She's iust not capable of it right now, she's too afi'aid' So I don't think

I can ,ururroríly depend'on her to make a really good decisíon about what will

help her to leain oi what will reveal her capabilitíes . . . It's not unusual for a

student who had come to you as very, has had dfficulry performíng, to have

dfficulry relating to an ínstructor in a completely open and honest way ' ' ' I'nt

oî*oyr'working"so hard to have them see me as a helpful person and so there's

a tremendo^ á*ount more effort required on my part. (Expert 05)

Novices could identify students as weak. However, the four less experienced

novices could only state that a student was weak without any details about what that

behavior in the student might look like. Only the more experienced novice was able to

describe some of the characteristics of weak students. Some of her descriptions of

students approxirnated those of the expelts and one might assume that the ability to

describe the d.ifferences between weak and strong students develops with expertise.

They could¡'t appropríately prioritíze' Sometimes they hadn't been organized

enough to come'ip with a lísi and once they were ntade to go through that task

they could.produie that and that was okay, like sometimes they really couldn't

priorttize tlhe list . . sometímes the insecuríty is so overshadowed that it

impacted their judgenxent. (Novíce 03)

Challenging students were viewed by both novices and experts as those students

who were not afraid to speak their mind, challenged the status quo, and made demands

on the clinical teacher. At times, these students were viewed as a "pain in the neck"

because they could be quite argumentative if they were unable to convince the clinical

teacher that their perspective was more valid þarticularly when it came to grades)'

Aiternatively, those students who challenged in a more socially responsible manner were

Seen aS stimulating and rewarding students to have. These students were characterized as

enthusiastic and high achievers.
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I really enjoy working wíth students who are very aware of world events and how

they ímpaLt health cãre and. who are able to bring another dimension other then

jus-t paiíent nurse relatíonship . . . They're the ones that ask you questíons that
"you'never 

know the answers to and that's really nice and it's nice when you can
'Say 

to students, "l haven't a ch/.e, let's go look ít up".,Those are the kinds of

st'udents who really make you think about why you're doíng what you're doing

and enjoy what you're doíng. (Novíce 04)

Circumstances in Which Students Learn Best

Novices and experts agteed that repetition was necessary for student learning,

particularly as it applied to psychomotor skills. Through multiple experiences students

gained confidence in their ability to perform psychomotor skills. With experience students

became less focussed on the skill and more able to focus on the patient'

The more often they have an opportunity to do an N medication the ntore

repetitive tiey do ii, the better lt it ¡o, them because then it becomes second

nature, they can do it by rote. And that's my goal So they don't have to think

about it. (ExPert 04)

Related to repetirion in practice, clinical teachers also believed that students

needed opportunities to carry out nursing practice on their own' Particularly important

were those nursing situations in which the nuances of care could only be learned through

actual practice.

I: you've really emphasized in the last few mínutes your belief in the value

of real experíence jor the students and getting your students in and having them

experience things and fi'ont that exlterience they will learn'

R: Absolutely . . . (describes sadent doíng peri care)' So it's those kinds of

things that whei they hear it and they hatte an oppot'tuniry to experience ít then

it helPs them to learn- (ExPert 04)

Observing other nurses or the clinical teacher give patient care was seen as another

way in which students learned. Through these observations, students could observe how

others managed a patient situation'
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A journal came ín today, a student commented on the thíng that she had learned

bàst in her first day at óhíldr"n't was an interaction she had observed with a staff

nurse, with a child who was hysterical about havíng some stitches removed and

how watching the staff nurse interact with the chíld really brought home to her

how differeri ,ursírþ chíldren ís than nursing adults and how they need to be

opproorhrd accordiig to the growth and development stages' (Expert 0l)

Depending upon their personal styles as a clinical teacher, some of the study

participants believed that different circumstances promoted student learning. For example,

Expert 02 believed that studenrs should have control over their learning experiences' ln

the past two years she had restructüed her clinical teaching, giving the control for the

leaming to the students. By giving the students more control over theif learning, she

believed that students felt freer to take risks, to "try something", to be creative in their

nursing care.

So I enjoy it (clinical teaching) tnore now because I'm not being thís

authorítarian, I'm being thís co-worker and that'S fun' I mean it takes the

responsíbílity away frorl ^u. 
I still knou, I'm responsible because I knou' enough

about my nursíng.What I enioy is I guess the responsibílity for me is Sone away'

I'm notfeeling tlke I alone conyol this . . . we can really each enioy the siruatton

and learnfrom it. (ExPert 02)

In developing relationships with students expert clinical teachers, without

exception, revealed themselves as a person to their students. Diekelmann 099a) describes

this process of sharing oneself with students as "Staying". The experts in this study had

enough experience as clinical teachers to know their own strengths and weaknesses related

to their relationships in working with students in the clinical area. By revealing

themselves to students, the experts believed this would facilitate the development of their

relationships with students. In particular, one'S personal "pet peeves" were considered
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important aspects about oneself to share with students. Through revelation of personal

characteristics, experts posited that students would feel freer to reveal something about

themselves to the clinical teacher. In this way the clinical teacher could learn about the

student, use the information to plan for the students' clinical practice, and support the

students' clinical development. Moreover, by being honest with students about oneself'

experts thought they could ameliorate students' anxiety in the clinical area'

I try to be as open as I can be about who I am and what I think and what are my

hang ups and all those things, to try and not have them second guessíng all the

time about what I'm thinking, whai.t I'm seeing in their performances. Like for
instance, you know I spend, I think that's mostly what orientation is, is thent

getting to know me, foiget the rest of it (laughs). But iust trying to spend a day

with them or part oi oâoy developittg rapport . - . when I talk about revealing

myself to them becau.se I think that gives them some implicit permission' to a

certain extent, to maybe be a bit fi'eer about who they are and stulf: I spend my

first conferen'ce as I said before iust trying to get to know them and get thenx to

relax and eliminate some of the anxíery that stops them from letting me know

them. There at e son'te vetJ concrete things that I do to help them, Iike we talk in

our first conference about what kinds of experiences we've had in our

background. (ExPert 05 )

Revealing oneself to students was not characteristic of novice clinical teachers'

only the most experienced novice commented on revealing personal information about

herself to students. She believed that by revealing something about herself she would

convey to students her willingness to be open to them' However, there was a qualitative

difference in the type of information which she shared. similar to the experts, she shared

nursing experiences. However, she did not reveal any personal characteristics about

herself.

I tike to be a little bit persona.l or share a personal, to be willing to share those

things professionally ihat you didn't maybe do as well as you should have' the

client you took care of that you d.idn't make, those situations that have changed
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your career and your practice. That you be willíng to share them and share them

in a humble waY. (Novice 03)

Rather than thinking about what information about themselves to convey to

students, novices were focussed on what types of personal data they should elicit from

students. They discussed what was important to know with respect to personal information

about the student. Intuitively these novices believed that it was important for students to

share information about themselves with the clinical teachers. However, they were unsure

how much information was reasonable or how it would assist them in working with

students. The only information that these novices gave students was their telephone

numbers.

The students seern to be surprised like I gave them my work numbers and I gave

thent my honte phone number because I didn't know how else they would get a

hold of nrc if they were supposed to be in clinical and something happened or they

had to go out o¡ to*n or- whatever. I was almost surprised when they díd phone

me at home and they were very apologetic about it and I mean, it's funny because

we're both sort of surprised and I'm sort of n'yittg to figure out líke, "Who is this

on the phone?" ànd then the light bulb came on. So I haven't really figured out

how ímportant, líke hov,much do you really need to know about the students ' '

. So I haven't really figured out what is the right balance between what you really

need to know about tie students and theír líves and what is wrong with them and

what do you really not need to know or ít's better if you don't because you may

make judgements that aren't, you know, really appropriate' (Novice 0I)

One could speculate that beginning clinical teachers do not share personal stories

and information wirh students. It would seem from the results of this study that clinical

teachers begin with trying to discern what is relevant personal information to elicit from

students. As they become comfortable with how much personal information they should

know about students, their focus shifs to sharing personal data about themselves. Sharing

of oneself with students begins with telling students about significant personal
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experiences. only with the development. of expertise does a clinical teacher feel

comfortable enough to share her strengths and weaknesses with students'

Both novices and experts conveyed their expectations of students at the outset of

the clinical rotation. Similar expectations communicated revolved around issues such as

roles and responsibilities, preparation and knowledge required, evaluation procedures' and

learning opportunities inherent in rhe clinical unit. However, there were some qualitative

d.ifferences in the description and depth of the expectations conveyed. In addition to more

details about what was necessary to tell students regarding their expectations, experts were

more able to understand the uncertainties and anxieties of students in encountering a new

clinical area. using this sensitiviry and understanding of students, they conveyed to

students their confidence in the Students' abilities to master the complexity of nursing

practice in the new clinical area.

I am very forthright with them when I d.o my clinical orientation day that I have

these expectatíons and I spell them out to them very clearly what my expectatíons

are. For example, regarctlng medicatíons, "Yott can expect me to askyou what this

medication ís'and what is ii for and why this patient ís gettíng it, what is the dose

appropriate to the chíld's weight and. what are the maior side effects. So there are

ii ,ra¡or surpríses that hey, I really do want to know this stuff. I will expect you

to have tookàd up the night beþr'e an unfanziliar procedure. I wíll expect you to

maintain a proþssionalâppearance and that means no long redfíngernails and

no dangling eårrngs". Sàmetimes I'll use a little humour and say, "I am picþ

about this,"you *tgit as well know it now." I have found that being up front with

them on oríentatø| day releases their anxiery, sometimes it íncreases their anxíety

because they realize I have hígh expectations' On the other hand' I think it

relieves theit because it doesn't come as any surprise to them to find thís out

when we get to the clinical practice area' (Expert 0I)

One expert recognized that her style intimidated students. However, she believed

that letting students know what was expected of them, treating them with respect' and

being fair mitigated the threat of her apploach.
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I mean there's o lot of ¡epídation in there because my style kínd of precedes me

and very often they don' t lnow what to expect. They've iust heard there' s a lot of

work and I expecí a lot. But then they find out that actunlly I do expect a lot and

there's a tot i¡ *ork, but I'm fair with it and if they don't do well, that' s okay, fix
ít. (Expert 04)

Novices were more tentative with regards to what and how they should convey

their expectations to students. Their discussions reflecæd a greater preoccupation with

themselves, rather than concern for the student. In retrospect they were able to understand

students' confusion when expectations were not conveyed clearly at the outset'

Recognition of students' bewilderment and uncertainty resulted in attempts to be more

definitive with future groups of students.

I guess I'm going to have to take the "l'm goíng to be the heavy" initially and sort

oj ,oy, "Tiis íl very serious and you need to concerned about how this ís

percenea by others and we're concerned about how ít is perceived by others and

this ís n*oríly how it wílt be ín the workplace . . . here are the ground rules and

this is the way we're goíng to do it . . . like there's a couple of non-negotíables

and one is confidentiatiry . . . I don't want to ever catch wind, Iike there Qre some

things I can gã quite angry about and you. may not understand it at thís point, but

it's7ery intiortànt anrJ- t'hat's one of thenl" . . . tf you can kind of give those

students ground rules, then at least they carlt say they weren't toldbecause they

were. (Novíce 01)

Expert clinical teachers were clear that information students shared with them was

related to their work with the students as clinical teachers and not in any other capacity,

such as counselling the student. In the event that students revealed information about

themselves that ind.icated personal problems, expeñs referred students to the relevant

resources. Key to their decision regarding the appropriateness of the information was its

relationship and impact upon the student's ability to preform in the clinical area.

I'm there for the students, but they're, I'm not there to develop a real friendship'

I still ront to maintain the student-teacher (relatíonship). And one tíme I had to,

whett a Student w¡S trying to share o lot of things,l had to say, "l didn't think
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that this was any of my (business)" . Like it didn't really have any bearing on what

we were doing. Ii was more intimate than I felt she should be. She wanted to

share that shã need.ed. to go maybe see a student counsellor about things and

maybe sometimes, by having a reputation that you can be open and sharing'

sometimes, you have to still set limíts as well ín how much you want to 9et

involved with her personal problems at that point ín tíme. I felt it wasn't really

reflecting on her performance. (Expert 03)

Novice 03 (most experienced novice) commented on the importance of maintaining

the "fine line" between a professional and personal relationship with students. Other

novices recognized that there was a difference beween the two types of relationships'

However, they did not disclose any understanding of the nuances of the relationship. Their

uncertainty abour the dimensions of what a clinical teacher should know about students

was clearly illustrated in the comments of Novice 01'

I try, what I've been doing is I've tried to, I' nt stíll trying to figure out that ftne
Iine between how involved do you get with students and how detached to remain.

I see rlffirent teachers; sonxe of them at'e vet!, very personal with students, very,

their students spill their guts to thent. Now I have sndents do that a little bit, but

not a lot. They're not really gut spitlíng people. But either that I've come act'oss

with or maybe I'm just not sensitíve and I don't pick up on theír cues and I sort

of really haven't pícked that up. (Novice 0I)

The concept of power in teacher-student interactions is an underlying theme in the

literature (Flalstead, 1996). Two of the experts discussed the issue of power in their

relationships with students. These experts believed that sharing themselves with students

and attempting to be partners in thei¡ relationships encouraged a more balanced power

structure in the teacher-student relationship. However, both these clinical teachers

recognized that even when they made a concerted effort to share power in their

relationships with students, ultimately the clinical teacher held more power, primarily

related to their greater knowledge and responsibility for evaluation of students'
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competencies in clinical practice. In addition, they recognized that students were acutely

aware of the ultimate power of the clinical teacher in her relationships with students.

Well I don't know if we can ever be equal beceuse, Iet's face ít, the way the

system is set up, I always have more power because I have more knowledge, I
know the system, and I evaluate them. We'll never be equnl partners, ít's

ímpossible.-But you try and give them enough so they can be, have some dignity

and learn at the same time, but be free to take a rísk. (Expert 02)

The two novices who acknowledged the issue of power in the relationship with

the student did so only in so far as ttrey acknowledged that power was a factor in the

student-clinical teacher relationship. From the perspective of these novices, clinical

teachers held the power in the relationship because of the evaluative component of

clinical teaching responsibiiities. They did not consider their knowledge or experience as

factors influencing the balance of power in the student-clinical teacher reiationship.

Neither novice discussed how they might share power with students or how the sharing

of power might impact upon the students' learning.

Now I realíze that in the mídclle of a posting it is highly unlíkely that they are

going to tell you something that is dreadful (evaluating the clínical teacher)

because you're grading them and there is the whole power structure. (Novice 04)

Knowing Students was viewed as an integral part of effective clinical teaching. As

with the other themes in the study, novices were more limited in their understanding of

students. Experts were more able to deal sensitively with students related to their deeper

understanding.
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SummarY

This chapter has described the three major themes of the study i) Learning Clinical

Teaching, ii) Practices of Ctinical Teaching, and iii) Knowing Students' In particular, the

conceptualization of effective clinical teaching from the perspective of five novice and

five expert clinical teachers illustrated the similarities and differences in their thinking'

Implicit and explicit meanings arising from the experiences of the individuals were

analyzed in order to interpret the meanings attached to clinical teaching. The importance

of the interpretation of oneself and others rwas Seen in the development of the concepts

of effective clinical teaching. Symbolic interactionism supports this perspective in which

one,s values and beliefs are developed within the individual's lived experience' While

novice and expert clinical teachers had common beliefs about some aspects of clinical

teaching, the views of the expert were more clearly detailed and understood' Moreover'

individual experiences of each participant engendered unique perspectives in some

circumstances.
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CHAPTER FTVE

DISCUSSION

The findings of this study reveal much about the conceptualization of effective

clinical teaching by novice and expert clinical teachers. The final chapter begins with a

discussion of the interpretation of the find.ings in the light of the conceptual framework'

that is symbolic interactionism. The integration of the findings in view of the existing

literature, primarily in nursing education are considered. Finalty, impiications for nursing

education are discussed and recommendations for further resea¡ch are made.

The findings of the study were interpreted th¡ough the screen of symbolic

interactionism which focusses on the dynamic interaction between and within individuals

and the meanings which are attached to these interactions (Charon, 1989; Chenitz &"

Swanson, 1986; Mus o1f , 1992). The beliefs of the clinical teachers in this study with

respect to effective clinical teaching arose out of their experiences in a variety of

circumstances, in particular, those which involve interactions with others. The impact of

these beliefs is central to how their conceptualization of clinical teaching is shaped' The

importance of both positive and negative role models and paradigm experiences are

evidenced in the development of the study participants' thinking about effective clinical

teaching. The experiences are turned around in the mind, reflected upon, and given

meaning. At times this reflection is done by the self and at other times, the experiences

are shared with others in an attempt to understand and make sense of what has occurred'

The development of one's conceptualization of effective clinical teaching is a result of
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the participant's experiences with the self (as a student, nurse, and clinical teacher) and

in interactions with others (other clinical teachers, nurses, students, and significant others)'

Moreover, the implicit and explicit meanings of thei¡ ciinical teaching practices are

explored within the context of their practice with students. In the clinical teaching

enterprise clinical teachers communicate thek understanding and knowledge in their

interactions with students and others. The types of interactions and the meanings ascribed

to these interactions facilitate the development of expertise in clinical teaching'

Novice and expert clinical teachers have different conceptualizations of effective

clinical teaching, targely aS a outcome of their lesser or greater experiences as clinical

teachers. In addition, there are idiosyncratic d.ifferences that result from how the

individual clinical teacher makes meaning of her pafiicular experiences. Nonetheless, there

are also similarities across the two levels of expertise that are consistent amongst the two

groups of study participants. Furthermore, while the actions of the clinical teachers might

lookthesametoanobserr¿er,whatisgoingoninthemindoftheindividualmaybe

d.ifferent. For example, in working with a student when slhe is caring for a patient, novice

clinical teachers focus on the patient. Their referent experiences are limited primarily to

their experiences as a nurse and a few experiences as a clinical teacher. Consequently, the

meanings which they attach to the patient situation are rooted predominately in their

experiences as a nurse. On the other hand, expert clinical teachers have many similar

situations in which they have encountered the student and patient. Their focus is broader

and enables them to consider not only the patient, but the student and his/her learning'
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The symbols and the meaning of the clinical experience for the expert are unlike those

of the novice clinical teachers.

Pa¡adism Experiences.

Paradigm experiences are those experiences that make a substantial impact on the

individual to the extent that the experience is remembered in vivid details many years

later. In reviewing their paradigm experiences (both in the clinical and personal arena),

clinical teachers ascribe meanings to them that underpin their beliefs and values about

effective clinical teaching. Paradigm experiences were significant to the development of

the thinking of effective clinical teaching for the study participants. Expert clinical

teachers were able to describe their paradigm experiences and the relationship of these

experiences to thei¡ clinical teaching practices. For example, Expert 01 discussed how she

had developed a philosophy of nursing practice and its impact upon her thinking. As a

clinical teacher, she described how important it was to convey to her students this

philosophy of nursing practice, how it influenced her expecøtions of students as they

worked with patients, and how this philosophy was implicit to the manner in which she

worked with students.

Novices can, in some instances, understand the relevance of their paradigm

experiences to thei-r clinical teaching practices. However, at other times, while the novice

has connected pieces of the paradigm to her clinical teaching, the overall significance of

the paradigm experience has not surfaced nor is she able to act on those beliefs. For

example, Novice 04 described the importance of the calming influence of an exemplar

clinical teacher on her beliefs about effective clinical teaching. In her clinical teaching,
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Novice 04 tried to convey a sense of calm and confidence to her students. Nonetheless,

in situations in which students were placing patients in jeopardy her first reaction was to

say, "No!" In addition, she recounted how she admired the clinical expertise of this

exemplar clinical teacher, but had not linked that with her dissatisfaction about her own

expertise as a practicing nurse. Even though she recounted these stories in detail to the

researcher, when asked where she had learned to be a clinical teacher, she replied, "I

don't have a clue".

The importance of the meaning of paradigm experiences to the development of

effective clinical teaching cannot be overstated. In considering how they assist the

individual in the development of expertise, one could speculate that the meanings that are

most apparent to the clinical teachers are those which are used in a more immediate way

by the clinical teacher. In order to manage in a complex environment, novice ciinical

teachers reflect on those experiences which are most salient to their survival. As they

become more familiar with clinical teaching, they are able to reflect on thei¡ experiences

in a more meaningful way, that is they can make direct connections between their

experiences and their clinical teaching practices. Other facets of clinical teaching surface

and they begin to relate these to their thinking, reflecting on the potential meaning to thei¡

clinical teaching.

Linkaees With the Literature

Literature in education, higher education, nursing, and medicine were consulted

in order to situate the study within the context of what was known about effective clinical

teaching. These literatures were incorporated within the beginning two chapters of the
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dissert¿tion. For the purpose of the discussion of the findings, the literature will be

confined primarily to the nursing education literature and, where appropriate, other more

general literature will be considered.

Diekelmann (1988, !990a,1990b) contends that research in clinical teaching must

focus on designs that enable the voice of clinical teachers to be heard to uncover the

practical knowledge of nursing and make visible the nature of teacher's work. This study

was designed within the qualitative paradigm to give voice to clinical teachers'

experiences. The findings extend the literature uncovering the invisible Practices of

clinical teaching as revealed by novice and expert clinical teachers in a manner heretofore

not delineated. Learning Clinical Teaching, a process which has not been addressed in the

literature, is described. Broader, more conceptually derived categories of effective clinical

teaching have been revealed, that is, Practices of Clinical Teaching (Making Content

Understandable, Developing Students' Assignments, Monitoring and Evaluation, and

Developing Relationships with Nursing StafÐ and K¡owing Students. Although the

themes are presented as separate entities, in reality they interact with and impact upon one

another as the clinical teacher works with students. What clinical teachers know about

students influences how they choose to work with students in the clinical setting.

Moreover, the developmenr of their thinking (l-earning Clinical Teaching) shapes how

they use their experiences to understand effective clinical teaching.

Learnine Clinical Teachins

The nursing education literature is silent on how nursing faculty learn the craft of

clinical teaching. Powell (1992) asserts that teachers enter preservice education programs
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with strong beliefs about teaching and personally constructed theories of classroom

instruction based on many years of interacting and observing classroom teachers' The

find-ings of this study support Powell's contention. Novice clinical teachers use their

experiences to inform their clinical teaching practices'

This snrdy has revealed the significance of multiple experiences in the

development of clinical teaching expertise, more wide ranging than one might suppose'

The developmenr of the conceptualization of effective clinical teaching can be delineated

in a model (see Figure 5).
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In this model the experiences that the clinical teacher has (both past and present) are

filtered through different menral processes in the development of their thinking about

clinical teaching. Mental processes such as reflection, problem solving, and hypothesizing

are used by clinical teachers to consider the meaning of those experiences to their

understanding of effective clinical teaching. Moreover, implicit, intangible processes play

a role in the development of expertise in clinical teaching, processes which the clinical

teachers cannot explain. An intuitive understand.ing of the experiences of clinical teaching

was recognized by all the study participants. However, only with expertise are clinical
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teachers able to trust and rely on intuition as a means of comprehending thei¡ clinical

teaching practices and experiences with students'

Trial and error is the primary strategy used by novice clinical teachers as they

struggle to make sense of the complex world of the clinical setting in which they are

charged with the responsibility of developing the neophyte nursing student. Using clinical

teaching practices that they encountered as students or observed in practice, novices test

out various approaches to working with students. When they leave the clinical setting,

they engage in dialogue with others or themselves in order to understand the efficacy of

what has transpired in their interactions with students and nursing staff'

Practices of Clinical Teachine

Within the nursing education literature the need for research in clinical teaching

is welt documenred (Altemang & cahoon, 1984; Bevis & Murray, 1990; Diekelmann,

1990b, Iggl,1993; lnfante, 1985; Pugh; 1983 Sleightholm, 1985; Tanner, 1990; Tanner

& Lindeman, 1987). The literature suggests that characteristics of effective clinical

teaching are grouped around five categories of behaviors: teaching ability, interpersonal

relationships, personality, knowledge and nursing comPetence, and evaluation (e'g'' Hedin'

t989; Knox & Mogan, 1985; Krichbaum, 1994; Mogan & Knox, 1987; Mogan &

Warbinek, 1994;Morgan, 1991; Nehring, 1990; Oermann, 1996)' However, the categories

of effective clinical teaching used in the liærature are conceptually "fuzzy". For example,

what constitutes evaluation in some studies (e.g., K¡ox & Mogan,1985; Mogan & Knox,

1987; Nehring, 1990) is described as feedback in other studies (e'g., K¡ichbaum,1994;

Mogan & Knox, 1994).
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This study supports the importance of teaching activities, interpersonal

relationships, nursing competence, and evaluation aS attributes of effective clinical

teaching. However, the study develops and describes these components through the words

of the study participants in a manner that has not been documented in the nursing

education literature. Furthermore, it conceptually links the characteristics of effective

clinical teaching in a different configurarion. The overall theme is labelled Practices of

Clinical Teaching. Subsumed under this broad theme are four categories: Making Content

Understandable, Developing Students' Assignments, Monitoring and Evaiuating' and

Developing Relationships with Nursing staff. Atthough the personality of the clinical

teachers was not a focus of this study and these attributes were not pursued in any detail,

some of the personal characteristics of the palticipants emerged as they related to the

other four categories.

The lirerature indicates that questioning and answering skills are qualities of

effective clinical teaching. However, what is presented in the literature focusses primarily

on whether or not the questions are at a high or low level of cognition (Krichbaum ' 1994;

Mogan & Warbinek, Igg4), the relevance of the level of question to the level of student

ability (Mogan & warbinek, 1994), and the relevance of the questions to the clinical

situation (Krichbaum , lgg4).In examining the thinking of why clinical teachers ask

questions and how they answer student questions, a rich description of the reasons which

underpin questioning and answering clinical teaching behaviors was uncovered' Moreover,

idiosyncratic approaches ro this practice of clinical teaching reveal that beliefs about what

is most effective for student learning shapes how and what a clinical teacher does' In
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order to understand the questioning and answering practices of clinical teachers, perhaps

the more important questions are related to the function of the practice to effective

clinical teaching, rather than the level of the question in any given situation'

Mogan and V/arbinek (1994) mention prompting as a strategy subsumed under

teaching skills. No descriptions of how and when it is used are given and its relationship

to cuing the student is not identified. The importance of cuing and prompting as a means

of facilitating student understanding of clinical practice is disclosed in the present study

and is similar ro Parerson's (1991) description of cuing for the purpose of promoting

student's recall of previously learned information. The findings of this study move beyond

paterson's findings with respect to cuing to inciude prompting as a practice of clinical

teaching. Thinking aloud as described by the participants of this study is a characteristic

of cuing and prompting used to assist students' understanding of the thought processes

inherent in making decisions about patient care. Use of thinking aloud facilitates the

development of abstract processes such as decision making and problem solving in

nursing students.

Benner (lgg3) and Tanner (1993) discuss the relationship of research based theory

to clinical practice and suggest that the direction between theory and practice is

predominantly one way, that is, theory to practice. Students are placed in clinical settings

in which they can presumably see examples of theory which is taught in the classroom'

Tanner contends úrat the relationship is more complex than the instrumental application

of theory to practice. In this study expert clinical teachers reversed the direction of the

theory to practice model. What was critical was waiting for the "teachable moment" when
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the student's experience revealed what the theory proclaimed. Expert clinical teachers are

able to engage their students in discussions based on the students' experiences in which

the meaning of theoretical knowledge become real and alive'

While the literature (Campbell, Larrivee, Field, & Reutter, 1994; Hedin, 1989;

Krichbaum, 1994; Mogan & Knox, 1987; Mogan & Warbinek, 1994; Morgan, 1991;

Nehring, 1990; Paterson, 1991; Wiseman, 1994) discusses the importance of role

modelling to clinical teaching, the chcumstances in which role modelling is employed are

unknown. Expert clinical teachers in this study used modelling when students were

uncertain and needed assistance in order to proceed with nursing care. ln addition to

modelling the physical components of nursing care, experts also convey their thinking to

students by talking aloud as they model the care or explaining their thinking to the

students outside of the patient's hearing. Novice clinical teachers discuss the use of

modelling infrequently. Howevef, when novices use modelling, they are more focussed

on the patient than the student'

Only Mogan and Warbinek (1994) mention the use of directing as a subset of

teaching skills. Both novice and expert clinical teachers use directing, particularly when

a student does not know how to carry out a nursing procedure. They call this type of

directing "walking the student through". Directing as a strategy is used less frequently by

experts than novice clinical teachers, primariiy related to the novices' inaccurate

judgments of students' abilities in the clinical setting. Given the uncertainty which novices

describe and the responsibility which they feel, it is understandable that they become

overly controlling when they assume that students are in difficulty.
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paterson (1991) describes the selection of patient assignments for students as

,,fraughr with difficulties" þ. 295), yetthis study describes its centrality to the growth of

students' clinical experrise. The juggling of multiple factors inherent in the student, the

patient, and the nursing staff are considered in carrying out this task of clinical teaching

and the ability to weigh all these factors is a distinguishing characteristic of clinical

teaching expertise. In considering patient assignment, novices operate at a more general'

superficial level. They are unable to move beyond the types or numbers of patients and

may frame the dilemma in terms of how ttrey wilt manage to supervise the Students'

rather than the studenrs' learning. One might speculate that the inability to consider

multiple aspects of the situation may be related to thei¡ focus on the most crucial aspects

in the clinical situation and that the ability to manage increasing complexity develops with

experience.

Evaluation (and the practices inherent in this practice ) consumes a tremendous

amount of the clinical teacher's time and energy and is stressful, particularly for novice

clinical teachers. Aspects of evaluation are described in virtually atl of the studies which

consider effective clinical teaching. Providing effective feedback in a constructive manner

is one of the consistent attributes of effective clinical teaching (e.g., Bergman & Gaitskill,

1990; Hedin, 1989; Krichbaum, 1994: Mogan & werbinek, 7994; Nehring, 1990)'

However, other aspects of the evaluation process, (i.e., letting go, how clinical teachers

gather data and from where, and student cues) as described in this study are not generally

considered when delineating evaluation of student practice.
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paterson (1991) describes the decisions for supervision made by the clinical

teacher to be determined by the amount of trust in the student's ability to perform nursing

care safely. The present study describes this process as Letting Go and extends the

understanding of the need for monitoring as a process in which clinical teachers resolve

the dilemma of how much supervision is necessary by assessing the student's capabilities

in light of the demands of the patient situation. A continuum of Lening Go is proposed,

one in which the expert is more able to weigh the critical factors in making a decision

regarding the independence of practice of which a student is capable. Moreover, the

ability to give up control of the patient care situation is one which develops with

expertise. Specific cues in either the student or patient facilitate the experts' judgment'

Risk Taking, an atrribute of I-ætting Go, is exclusively associated with clinical teaching

expertise. Experts use their knowledge of the student and understanding of nursing

practice to think ahead with respect to the potential dangers in the situation and when

intervention may be necessary. Mindful of their responsibility to ensure patient safety and

lacking an understanding of students, novices are reluctant to place students in risky

situations. Rather than allow students to make errors, they intervene before their

occuTence.

The method of monitoring students and gathering data is described in this study.

Expert clinical teachers develop routines around which they structure their monitoring of

students' activities. For example, experts make "rounds" of all the patients for whom

students are caring soon after nursing report, an activity similar to the pa-rticipants in

parerson's (1991) study. Leinhardt, Weidman, and Hammond (1987) discuss the
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importance of routines to teaching. They contend that teachers build a "skeletal sequence

of actions that has embedded in it the schemata for collecting information, storing it, and

then using it in different (later) locations in the sequence" þ. 138). These mental

schemata enable teachers to act fluidly in familiar situations. They conclude that effective

teaching entails the construction of complex patterns of relevant behavior. Novice clinical

teachers do not use any routines. Lacking the experiences necessary to construct mental

schemata, they are preoccupied with managing the details of the situation, uncertåin, and

have difficulty seeing the whole of the student's performance.

A hallmark of expert clinical teaching is the ability to see patterns in the student's

behavior. In gathering information about students, experts a¡e able to make meaning out

of highty inferential data and listen to their intuition when it is engaged regarding a

student's nursing practice. Novices are often unsure with even the most basic issue of

what they should be looking for in srudents' practice. Their descriptions of student

performance are general and they have diff,rculty synthesizing inferential cues in order to

arrive at an overall assessment of the student. When their intuition is engaged, rather than

act on it, they look for conflrming information before they confront the student.

Only expert clinical teachers have the courage to fail students in the clinical

setring. They view the ability ro give a failing grade as integral to the integrity of their

practice as a clinical teacher. Experts have developed a repertoire of students cues around

which they gather information about the student's nursing practice. They look for growth

in the student over time and, in conjunction with the patterns inherent in the student's

behavior, make decisions about the student's nursing competence. The feedback which
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they give the student is specific and detailed, enabling the student to hea¡ the negative

evaluation. This ability to give negative feedback in a constructive manner differentiates

the expert from the experienced clinical teacher. Furthermore, it is important to expert

clinical teachers that the student's self confrdence and self image are not destroyed in the

feedback process. In situations in which an expeft is concerned about a student, she will

set up the clinical experience so that the student either succeeds or fails on his/her own

merit. This is in contrast to Paterson's (1991) findings which suggest that when the

clinical teacher makes a decision about the ability of the student, she structures the

clinical experience so that the student either passes or fails. Possibly Paterson's findings

reflect that fact that she did not identify study participants according to their level of

clinical teaching expertise. The ability to let students influence the outcome and enable

students to accept a failing grade are distinguishing characteristics of clinical teaching

expertise.

Nursing competence is detailed in the effective clinical teaching literature (e.g.,

Benor & Leviof, 1995; Mogan & Knox ,1987; Mogan & Warbinek,1994; Nehring, 1990)

and its importance is reflected in the naffatives of the participants of this study. Both

novices and experts recognize the significance of their relationships with nursing staff'

However, the nature of the relationship with the nursing staff differs with novice and

experr clinical teachers. Experts establish reciprocal relationships with the nursing staff

and consider the development of their credibility as a nurse with nursing staff essential

to effective ciinical teaching. Novice clinical teachers' relationships reflect the "guest in

rhe house" position described by Glass (1971). Although novices attempt to establish
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cordial relationships with staff, they are peripheral to the staff and thei¡ relationships are

characterized as a peacemaker or buffer between staff and students' Given that the novice

is dealing with so many challenges as she functions as a clinical teacher, the development

of relationships with staff have lesser priority in her survival in the clinical setting. In

light of the find,ings of Campbell, et aI. (1994) who found that negative feedback from

nursing staff can be detrimental to student learning, the potential consequences for poor

relationships with nursing staff cannot be minimized'

Knowine Students

Benner and Tanner (1987) claim that knowing the patient is central to expert

nursing practice. Knowing the student is essential to effective clinical teaching' Yet the

majority of the literature on effective clinical teaching does not address this central tenet.

Diekelmann (1991) contends that finding the right level of involvement and the

boundaries of teaching practices in nursing evolve over time. Knowing (the student) is

related to knowing about him/her as an individual in order to enhance the clinical

teacher's ability to provide meaningful learning experiences (Paterson, 1991). The present

study describes what clinical teachers know about students (knowledge, practice,

characteristics, and circumstances in which students learn) and how clinical teachers

develop relationships with students.

Novices use their own experiences as students in order to understand the students

with whom they are working. When this understanding is insufficient to explain the

student's behavior, novices are uncertain about what they should do. As with other aspects

of clinical teaching, novices tend to work at the surface, responding to the general aspects
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of the situation, unable to comprehend its deeper meaning. This inability to understand

the nuances of student knowledge and practice causes novice clinical teachers to

overestimate the students' abilities, frequently placing both students and their patients at

risk.

The rich descriptions of students by expert clinical teachers reflect their broad

experiential base. They are able to describe the qualities of strong and weak students. A

distinguishing feature of clinicat teaching expertise is the ability of the expert clinical

teacher to appreciate that students cannot sort out the relevance of data in the clinical

setting without assistance. Using this knowledge of students, they are able to select patient

assignments which present a challenge to students and allow them to Progress at thei¡

own rate in their development of nursing practice proficiency. Expert clinical teachers

anticipate what students might do. This abitity to anticipate alerts experts regarding when

to observe and/or intercede at the right time'

Hedin (1gg9) portrays the expert clinical teacher as one who can get the student

beyond his/her anxiety. Although both novice and expert clinical teachers recognize that

students are anxious in the clinical setting and that this anxiety frequently influences their

ability to practice, experts understand the importance of assisting students to reduce their

anxiety. They describe amelioraring anxiety as a critical aspect of effective clinical

teaching. Experts also contend that weak students cannot develop a relationship with their

clinical teacher due to their anxieties in clinical practice. Only the more experienced

novice in this study was able to approximate the descriptions of the weak, anxious
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student. It is tikely that the ability to identify specific characteristics of weaker students

and intervene appropriately develops with clinicat teaching expertise'

Both novice and expert clinicat teachers believe that students need opportunities

to practice and repetition to learn, a belief supported in the literature (Campbell, et al.,

1994; Krichbaum, 1994; Paterson, 1991). In addition, novices zurd experts assert that

students also learn how others manage patient care situations through observation. This

latter finding supports Krichbaum who found a positive correlation between students'

learning and opportunities to observe a nursing procedure before actually assuming

responsibiliry to do the procedure themselves.

Although both novice and expeft clinical teachers convey their expectations to

students, there are qualitative differences in the description and depth of these

expectations. In addition to more details about what is necessary to communicate to

students, expefts understand the uncertainties and anxieties which students feel in the

clinical setting. Using this sensitivity and understanding of students, exPerts convey to

students thei¡ confidence in the abilities of the students to master the complexity of

nursing practice. In contrast, novices are more tentative with regards to what and how

they should convey their expectations to students. They are more preoccupied with

themselves rather than the students. Aithough they understand students confusion when

expectations are unclea¡, their attempts to respond to the situation result in more definitive

ruIes and structure.

Good relationships with students a¡e considered fundamental to effective ciinical

teaching @enor & Leviyof ,1995; Campbell, et al.; Mogan & Knox, 1987; Hedin, 1989;
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Nehring, 1990; Paterson, 1991). Diekelmann Q99Ð describes the process of getting to

know the students as "Staying". In interactions between students and clinical teachers,

stories are shared. Revealing oneself as a person is a characteristic of expert clinical

teachers, one which facilitates development of relationships with students. Novices do not

reveal themselves as people to thefu students, rather they focus on the information they

postulate is important to know about students. They are uncertain how much data

regarding the students are appropriate and how they will use the data. Novices begin by

delineating what information is appropriate to their relationships with students by asking

them for primarily demographic information. With experience clinical teachers learn to

reveal personal information to students. Initiatly this information revolves around stories

of nursing practice. As expertise in clinical teaching develops, clinical teachers begin to

share some personal information, understanding its importance to the studenlclinical

teacher relationshiP.

Developrnent of Expertise in Clinical Teachine

The findings of this study reveal the differences in the thinking of novice and

experr clinical teachers in their conceptualization of effective clinical teaching. Novices'

clinical teaching is limited by their experiences. They have a great deal of uncertainty

about their clinical teaching plactices and they ale unsure about what to do and how to

do it. As a consequence, novices worry about whether they are "doing ctinical teaching

correctly,' and accept criticism from others as valid. Novices' lack of knowledge places

them in unfamiliar territory, situations in which they do not know what to expect of the
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students nor how they should be working with them. They feel responsible for the patients

and the srudents and intervene when there is any doubt that either may be in jeopardy.

Expert ctinical teachers are clear about clinical æaching and have developed a

deep understand.ing of what they do as clinical teachers and why they do it. In addition,

their clinical teaching is cha¡acterized by a style of clinical teaching which is unique to

the individual, a finding similar to Irby (1992). Experts a¡e able to trace the development

of their thinking from the time when they were novice clinical teachers. They have sorted

out much of the ambiguity in clinical teaching. Experts are able to move beyond concerns

for themselves in the clinical setting, focussing instead on the students and the patients

for whom they are caring. Maintaining and supporting students' self-esteem in clinical

practice is viewed by expert clinical teachers as a mediating factor in the students'

capacity to learn.

Not every clinical teacher becomes an expert. Expert clinical teachers are reflective

practitioners and they use their experiences to inform thei¡ clinical teaching practices. One

might speculate that only those clinical teachers who are truly reflective can become

experr clinical reachers. Stephen Brookfield (1996) contends that in order to become a

criticalty reflective teacher, one must be able to examine one's teaching through four

critical lenses i) autobiographical experiences, ii) the eyes of one's students, iii)

colleagues' reflections of one's teaching, and iv) various theoretical perspectives.

Furthermore, he asserts that the autobiographical experiences are those most neglected by

the teacher because one tends to underplay the importance of one's own experiences'

When there is a conflict between the literature and one's practice, the teacher negates the
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practice and believes the literature. The findings of this study indicate that experts are

confident in their abitities as clinical teachers. Using their "knowing-in-action" (Schon,

19g3), experts rely on their experiences to inform their clinical teaching practices rather

than the literature.

Novices have difficulty holding all the pieces of the puzzle together as they work

with students in the clinical serting. They have trouble seeing the whole picture and are

only able to look at one or two aspects of the situation at any one time' In an

environment which places multiple demands on them, novices frequently misjudge the

situation and students may be unable to cope with the consequences'

The experiences upon which novice and expert clinical teachers rely to inform

their clinical teaching pracrices are different and can be depicted as seen in Figure 6' Past

experiences as a student and nurse underpin the clinical teaching of novices' As they work

with students in the clinical setting, the reliance on these experiences are supplemented

with their own experiences as a clinical teacher. In addition, paradigm experiences which

have powerful meaning ro the clinical teacher remain central to their thinking about

effective clinical teaching. With the development of expertise, the meaning of experiences

as a clinical teacher become more salient and are those which the clinical teacher learns

to trust and use.

Some aspects of clinical teaching are sha¡ed by novices and experts (see Tables

2-6, Chapter 4). Issues which are more akin to the student or nursing role are incorporated

more quickly by novices into their thinking about effective clinical teaching. For example,

ensuring the safefy of the patient is fundamental to nursing practice and is afacet of care
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Figure 6. Experiences used by Novice and Expert Clinical Teachers

rapidly learned as a student. Although the novice clinical teacher can focus on this aspect

of clinical teaching, she is unable to move past what she knows about patient safety' In

contrast, expert clinical teachers focus on ensuring that the student is in a safe situation,

one in which s/her can manage. The expert knows that if she can ensure the safety of the

student, then the safety of the patient is also assured'

Implications of the Studv

This study has described the primary strategy for learning clinical teaching as trial

and error. In the absence of a formal structure to inculcate novice clinical teachers into

nursing education, novices Sfruggle to survive in a complex environment with few, if any,

supports. In their words, they are "thrown into the clinical area". The paradox for nursing

education is that clinical practice is viewed as the heart of the nursing education proEram'

yet the most inexperienced of nu¡se educators are responsible for this crucial part of the

nursing students' education. This investigation has identified areas in which there are gaps
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between the novice and the expert clinical teacher. In addition, it has identified the

thinking of novice and expert clinical teachers, for example understanding characteristics

of weak and strong students. Administrators in nursing education programs should

establish developmental programs for novice clinical teachers. Ctinical teaching

effectiveness impacts upon student learning (Campbell, et el., L994). The differences in

the students' experiences with a novice and expert a¡e obvious' It behooves nursing

education administrators to address this gap and facilitate the development of novice

clinical teachers which, as a consequence, will enhance the clinical experiences and

development of nursing students.

Novice clinical teachers need to be linked to expert clinical teachers in order to

have effective role models who can facilitate the development of their thinking. Morgan,

(1991) conrends thar role models are limited for clinical teachers. In that case, other

opportunities need to be created for novice clinical teachers. The clinical teachers in this

study suggested that one way of identifying good role models are those clinical teachers

who receive high ratings from students. In making the match between novices and

experts, it is important to consider the personal fit between the individuals. Novices

suggested that they need to be linked with someone with whom they feel comforøble.

Even in these circumstances, novices will evaluate what they learn against their own

beliefs about clinical teaching, accepting what fits and rejecting what does not. Spending

time with an expert clinical teacher when the novice has no responsibilities for students

will enable him/her to observe expertise in action. Creating opportunities to lea¡n what

clinical teachers do will allay some of the uncertainty about clinicat teaching and
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ameliorate the need for "doing it right". In the absence of role models, novices do not

know what is expected of them. Rather, they rely on what they think is effective clinical

teaching. Uncertain in thei¡ new role, novices sEive for correctness, fearful that they or

their students will do something wrong.

The centratity of the role of experiences in the development of expertise in

effective clinical teaching was revealed in this study. How can nursing education assist

clinical teachers to tell their stories @iekelmann, 1991). Personal reflection alone is

limited by one's own understanding and knowledge (Scanlan & Chernomas, 1996)'

Through the telling of srories, clinical teachers can get in touch with those paradigm

experiences that have been pivotal in the development of their thinking about effective

clinical teaching. Oppornrnities for reflection with others need to be created so that

clinical teachers are challenged to understand the implications of their experiences to their

assumptions and beliefs about effective clinical teaching.

Clinical teachers in this study related the belief that transmission of nursing

practice is central to clinical teaching. However, the findings of this inquiry reveal that

clinical teachers also are ransmitting how (how not) to be a clinical teacher. Clinical

teachers need to be aware of the long ranging impact their practices have on nursing

students and, as a consequence, nutsing practice'

Frequently clinical teachers are moved from one ciinical setting to another one

based on the assumption that a clinical teacher is a clinical teacher. This study has

revealed the importance of the relationship between the ciinical teacher and the nursing

staff on the clinical unit. Frequent movement of clinical teachers decreases their ability
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to esrablish rhe types of relationships with nursing staff that are necessary to enhance

clinical teaching effectiveness.

The confusion between when to teach and when to evaluate is a thorny issue,

exacerbated by the fact that æaching and evaluation occur in the same circumstances. In

many nursing education programs, testing of clinical practice is not done, rather the

clinical teacher must decide in the clinical setting whether to teach or evaluate. Often the

situation is exacerbated by short rotations to clinical settings in which the clinical teacher

is faced with having to make summative statements about students' practice when the

students are srill learning. This study reflects the ambiguity of this issue. Expert clinical

teachers do not have consistent characteristics with respect to how they conceptualize

when to teach and when to evaluate. Instead, each expert reaches an individual

determination of how she differentiates between the two practices. This uncertainty is

reflected in the thinking of novice clinical teachers. The issue of when to teach and when

to evaluate is an enigma to them. Nursing education should reexamine the practices

around clinical evaluation of students. Consideration should be given to alternate

strategies, such as clinical examinations.

In the past 25 years, research in nursing has shifted d¡amatically from nursing

education to nursing practice. While not negating the importance of resea¡ch which

examines practice issues, research in nursing education has suffered. The findings of this

study support the notion that clinical teachers use thek experiences as students and nurses

in conceptualizing effective clinical teaching. Therefore, there is a danger that outmoded
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practices of nursing are being pe¡petuated by clinical teachers. A research agenda which

addresses issues of effective clinical teaching is essential to move not only nursing

education, but the discipline of nursing as well. This study raises a number of issues

regarding effective clinical teaching which walrant further research.

This study has begun to uncover the similarities and differences in the

conceptualization of effective clinical teaching by novice and expert clinical teachers.

Further study is needed to undersrand if the thinking of the participants in this sildy are

similar ro the thinking of clinical teachers in other settings. More definition is needed of

some of rhe clinical teaching behaviors and thinking that emerged from the findings.

Expert clinical teachers were not always in agreement, for example in questioning and

answering practices. Id.iosyncratic differences emerged. As individuals, the experts

believed that their approach was best and, indeed, it was for them in their unique

circumstances. However, is there one approach that is better? Do some clinical teaching

practices work better in some circumstances and not in others? In examining this issue,

other mediating characteristics of effective clinical teaching may play a role in expertise.

For example, the negative impact of questioning strategies was ameliorated by respect for

the students according to Expert 04. While the literature supports the importance of

respect in the clinical teacher-student relationship (Halstead, 1996), is respect for the

student a characteristic of effective clinical teaching which must be present before the

clinical teacher is judged as effective and what is its mediating influence upon effective

clinical teaching?
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The findings of this study reveal that some aspects of clinical teaching are

acquired ea¡lier in the development of clinical teaching expertise. However, the sequence

of knowledge development of clinicat teaching expertise is unclear. A research agenda

which addresses the development of clinical teaching expertise over time is needed.

The clinical teachers in this study had a variety of years of experience as nurses

prior to becoming clinical teachers and the importance of clinical expertise is supported.

Interestingly, with the exception of one expert, the nursing experience of the expert

participants was substantially Iess ttran that of the novice participants' ln part, this

difference in nursing practice experience may be related to the changing times in nursing

education. When the experts entered into clinical teaching, the educational credential that

was accepted was a baccalaureate deglee in nursing. Today, nursing educators are

expected to have at least a master's degree and, in the foreseeable future, that will change

to a doctoral degree. How much nursing practice experience is necessary or desirable for

clinical teaching? What is the relationship of education to the development of clinical

teaching expertise?

The inability of clinical teachers to fail nursing students has serious implications

for the nursing profession. Although this investigation has shown that only expert clinical

teachers fail students, are there other reasons in addition to expertise for the inability of

clinical teachers to fail students? For example, do clinical teachers not fail students

because they fear the consequences, for example, student appeal? What supports are

necessary in the nursing education system to support clinical teachers so that they feel

confident in thei¡ negative decisions about a student? Are there some fundamental
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changes to clinical practice that should be made? For example, should students remain for

longer than the typical tluee to six weeks in any one clinical setting and what would be

the impact of this change on evaluation practices?

The literature describes the importance of personal qualities to effective clinical

teaching, for example, enthusiam, patience, flexibility (Oermann, 1996). While not a focus

of this study, the importance of reflection in the development of clinical teaching

expertise was revealed. Further study of the role that reflection takes in the development

of clinical teaching expertise is warranted. For example, is reflection a mediating variable

for the development of expertise in clinical teaching?

Conclusion

Clinical teaching in nursing suffers from the lack of a coherent theoretical base.

Consequently, clinical teachers have tended to teach as they were taught. This study

presents a perspective of clinical teaching which adds to the theoretical understanding of

clinical teaching. Through the voices of novice and expert clinical teachers, aspects of

clinical teaching in the development of expertise emerge.

The findings of this study provide a beginning understanding of how clinical

teachers in nursing think about effective clinical teaching. Symbolic interactionism is a

useful framework within which examination of the perspectives of clinical teachers can

be conducted. The study offers an explanation of the development of expertise in clinical

teaching, development which emanates out of the lived experiences of the study

participants. Through interactions with the self and others, ons's conceptualization of

clinical teaching evolves.
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There is danger is defining clinical teaching using a predetermined list of effective

clinical teaching behaviors. Critical aspects of clinical teaching are revealed in the

qualiøtive paradigm used in this study, characteristics of clinical teaching expertise not

previously identified in the literature. Although the study supports the factors previously

identified in the literature as important to effective clinical teaching, the findings

conceptually link the characteristics of effective clinical teaching in a different

configuration. Characteristics of clinical teaching expertise are described in this study,

adding clarity to the existing literature. Moreover, the study reveals other aspects of

effective clinical teaching heretofore not recognized in the iiterature'

Clinical teaching is a complex phenomenon and is perplexing to novice clinical

teachers. Nursing education must find ways to assist novices to learn about clinical

teaching other than trial and error as described by this study's participants. As revealed

in this study, novices need opportunities to understand the meaning of their experiences

to their clinical teaching practices. Moreover, the practices of expert clinical teachers can

serve as a basis for the development of educational progïams to facilitate the growth of

novice clinical teachers.

Findings of this study offer a description of the development of clinical teaching

expertise in nursing education and reveal rhat the thinking of novices and experts is quite

different. Further work is necessary to expand the current study, to discover the validity

of the findings in other setrings and refine the conceptualization of effective clinical

teaching as presented here. A research agenda which addresses these issues will furttrer

the scientific understanding of clinical teaching expertise.
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Dear Di¡ector:

As a nurse educator, I am interested in and committed to the quality of clinical education

experiencea Uy nursing students in their basic education programs' -Although 
nurse

educators agree tnat-clinical practice for nursing students is integral to their professional

development, resealch in ctinical teaching has been underdeveloped for decades' As a

result, the evolution of theory a¡ound isJues of clinical teaching has not occurred and

there is a need to develop the theoretical basis of clinical teaching'

I am an Inærdisciplinary doctoral student at the University of Manitoba' As part of my

ph.D. program, I wil1 bL conducting a research investigation' The overall question that

will guide the research is: "How do novice and expert clinical teachers conceptualize

effective clinical teaching?" In order to investigate this phenomenon, -I 
plan to do a

qualitative study. In this"study, I will interview clinical teachers and ask them to keep

a joumal for two weeks in which they will record their thoughts about their clinical

teaching practices. Each teacher will be interviewed at least three times' with each

interview lasting approximately one to one and a half hours. The results of this study will

be used to develop a comprehensive theoretical description of the conceptualization of

effective crinicar teaching ánd will contribute to the overau deveropment of the theoretical

basis of clinical teaching. Teachers who participate-in this study ultimately will benefit

indirectly as they wi11 hãve the opportuniiy to thoughtfutly examine their thinking about

their clinical teaching pracrices. Ás we[, it is anticipated that findings of this study may

be used to assist cñnicut reachers develop expertise in their teaching practices with

nursing students. Enclosed please find a 
"opy 

oì the proposal which has been submitted

ro the Ethical Review Comnúttee of the faãúfty of Nursing, University of Manitoba'

lamrequestingthatyouglantmeaccesstotheclinicalteachersinyourSchoolof
Nursing. If your permission is granted, I will alrange a mutually convenient time and

place to meet *itñ you to desõribe the research and selection of participants for the

study. I have unurná¿ a page which outlines the selection criteria for study participants'

You will note that I will ask you to nominate clinical teachers whom you think best fit

the study criteria. I am using this approach 
-because 

the identification of novices and

experts in any Ao,,",uil oipractice is ¿iificutt. However, the literature supports nomination

bysupervisorsintheabsenceofclearcriteriatoidentifyexpertise.Ihaveattachedabrief
description for use in identifying potential study participants' clinical teachers whom you

identify will be contacted by letter explaining-tliat they have been nominated by you for

participation in tt 
" 

,iuay. ifrtt" ctinic¿ t"uóh"" will receive written information about

the study. Any information given to me by the participants in this study will be held in

confidence. Ethical considãradons regarding anonymity' consent' and the right to

withdraw will be addressed in the explanation of the study'
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I would be pleased to meet with you at your convenience to provide you with further

information about the study. You can contact me in writing at the above address, or by

telephoning me at 474-8175 (work) or (home)'

Thank you for your consideration of this request. I look forward with anticipation to

hearing from you.

Yours sincerelY
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Description of Novice and ExPert

The literature does not give clear di¡ections for the selection of either novices or experts

and there are no observãbte criteria that can be used to identify novices and experts. In

the absence of clear criteria, the studies to date using novice and expert practitioners have

used nomination by supervisors for selection of study participants. Given the difficulty

in defining and describing expertise, inferential strategies can be justified to identify study

participants.

Novice Clinical Teacher

A ctinical teacher who has two yeals or less experience in that role'

Expert Clinical Teacher

A ctinical teacher with at least five years clinical teaching experience who is recognized

by others in your faculty and yourself as an expert clinical teacher' These clinical

téachers will be known as those who consistently are rated highly by both students and

faculty as successfully facilitating development of students' practice in clinical nursing'

They wiII often try innovative teaching strategies. If you had you own son or daughter

in a nursing education program, you would want him/her assigned to this clinical teacher'
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Dear Study Participant:

I am an Interdisciplinary doctoral student at the University of Manitoba. As part of my

ph.D. program, I wiU bè conducting a research investigation entitled "A qualiøtive study

of the co-nceptualization of effective clinical teaching by novice and expert clinical

teachers". The overall question guiding this study is "How do novice and expert clinical

teachers conceptualize effective clinical teaching?"

The purpose of clinical practice in professional education programs is the transmission

of knowledge to neophyie practitioners. However, there is a paucity of research about

how clinical teachers léarn-to reach or what thinking andy'or knowledge drives clinical

teaching practices. The purpose of this exploratory, descriptive study will focus on how

clinical tãachers in nursing conceptualize effective clinical teaching and will include an

investigation of the meanings that are attached to clinical teaching, past experiences which

shape ãnd influence clinicál teaching, and conceptual organization of clinical teaching

knowledge. Using a qualitative method of inquiry, the perspectives of novice and expert

clinical teachers witi be sought in order to understand how clinical teaching is

conceptualized by those in practice.

I have asked your Director (Dean) of your School (Faculty) of Nursing to provide a list

of potential participants who fit either of the criteria for a novice/beginner clinical teacher

or ìxpert 
"iini.ul 

teacher. Your name was listed as a new clinical teacher and your

perspåctives of clinical teaching are essential to understanding the thinking of beginning

i.u.ñ"tr. (Your narre was listed as an expert teacher, one who is known in your proBram

for your expertise in clinical teaching. It is essential to the study to understand the

thiricing of ãxpert clinical teachers from the perspective of someone who excels in this

pracdc;.) If you choose ro rake part in this study you will be asked to participate in at

ieast three interviews which will last approximately one to one and one half hours. Each

interview wili be audio recorded. Should you find that you do not wish to answer a

particular question, you may do so at any time. As well, you may withdraw from

participating in ttre siudy at any time. During the first two interviews you will be asked

io ¿iscuss your thoughts, betieis, and practices as a clinical teacher. The third interview

will focus on validation of a concept map (a visual description on paper of your thinking

about effective clinical teaching). I witl leave a copy of this concept map with you for

you to peruse at your leisure. Wittrin two weeks, I will call you to ensure that this map

á..orutãly reflecis your thinking. If necessary, we will arrange to meet a fourth time if
there are substantive issues about the concept map with which you do not agfee'

In addirion to the interviews, you will be asked to keep a reflective journal for two weeks

in which you will record you thoughts, feelings, values, and beliefs about your clinical

teaching practices. As well, I will ask you to record in the journal what you believe to

be effeðtive clinical teaching and any reflections that you may have after the interviews
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with me. I anticipate that this journal will t¿ke you approximately 30 minutes each

working day to complete. The journal will become part of the data which will be

included in the anatyiis. Demographic information will be complete the data coliected.

It is important for you to understand that any information that you provide during the

cogrse of tn" study will be kept confidential. As a nurse educator, the data obtained in

this study will not be used in the context of my working role. Only I, the members of

my thesii commirree, and a secretary will have access to the tapes and transcripts of the

interviews and the journals. These tapes and transcripts will be identified with a code

number only and yóo, nu-, will not appear on any of this information. Your Director

will not know if you choose to participaæ. (Dr. Beaton' as a member of my committee,

will not have access to rhe audiã tapes or the transcriptions. Her access will be limited

to the coded and grouped data only in order to ensure that yol¡I anonymity will be

protected.)

I will call you within the next week to ascertain your willingness to participate and to

answer any questions that you might have. If you choose to pafiicipate, $/e will set a

time and pfuð" for the firsi interview. At that interview you will sign a Consent Form

and receive a copy for your futue reference. The proposal has been approved by the

Ethical Review Committee of the Faculty of Nursing'

Thank you for considering this request. I look forward to talking to you'

Sincerely

Judith M. Scanlan, R'N., M.Ed.
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CONSENT FORM

This certifies that I, having met the

conditions for this rto¿v, ugrc. to putticipate in the study entitled "A qualitative study of

the conceptualization oi effèctive clinical teaching by novice and expert clinical teachers".

The proiosal has been approved by the Ethical Review Committee of the Faculty of

Nursing, 
-University 

of Manitoba. Specifically, I understand and agree to the following:

The purpose of this study is to identify how clinical teachers conceptualize

effective clinical teaching. In particular, the study will attempt to elicit an

underst¿nding of how clinical teachers think, the knowledge that underpins clinical

teaching pra.ti..r, and the development of a concept of effective clinical teaching.

The study is being conducted by Judith M. Scanlan as paft of the requirements for

her doctóral program. The members of the thesis committee include: Dr. Kenneth

Hughes (Advisór), Dean, Faculty of Graduate Studies; Dr. Janet Beaton, Dean,

faÃtty of Nursing; Dr. Sheryl Bond, Director, Centre for Higher Education

Research & Development (CHERD); Dr. Karen Fox, Assistant Professor, Faculty

of Physical Education and Recreational Studies; and Dr. Raymond Perry, Assistant

Director, CHERD.

I have been provided with an expianation of the study'

I understand that my participation in the study involves at least three interviews

with the principal inìestigator, the recording of my thoughts about clinical

teaching in a journal for a period of two weeks, and demogtaphic information

about me. Eaðh interview witt occur at a time and place mutually convenient to

me and the principal investigator, will be tape recorded, and last approximately

one to one and one half houri. The journal recordings will take approximately 30

minutes each working day for two weeks and will be given to the investigator

when it is completed to become part of the data set'

I understand that I may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty to

myself. I may decline to answer specific questions during the interview if I so

wish.

I understand that any information which I provide during the course of the study

will be kept confid"ntiut. Only the principal investigator, members of her thesis

committee, and a SecletaIy will have access to the tapes and transcripts of the

interviews in which I partitipate. The tapes and the transcripts will be identified

by a code number onty. tøy name will not appeaf on any tape or transcript' Only

the principal investigator will know the names of those who participate in the

3.

4.

1.

)

5.

6.
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srudy and this list will be kept separate from the list of the code numbers. Both

lists will be kept in a locked filing cabinet. Further, I understand that I will not

be identified in any way in the report of the study.

7. I understand that the principle investigator is a member of the nursing education

community, but that the data obtained in the study will not be used in the context

of her working role.

8. I understand that the results of this study may be published.

g. I understand that I will be provided with a copy of this consent form'

10. I understand that I may contact Judith Scanlan, Principal Investigator at any time

if I have any further questions about my participation in this study. Her telephone

number is 474-8175 (work) or (home)'

My signature below indicates my willingness to participate in this study'

Participant

Date

I wish to receive a sunì.m4ry of the results of this study'

If Yes:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

Researcher

Yes No
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Assumptions of Research Interview

Symnoiic Interactionism Questions Questions

1. Symbolic meanings Questions # I &. 4 Questions # 6,

8, 10, 11, & 13

2. Role taking Questions # 2 &. 4 Questions # l',
2, 3, 6, 72, 14,
&15

3. Meaning of symbols in Questions # 2 &.3 Questions # 3,

the contèxlculture of the 9, 10, II, &' 14

individual

4. Values/attitudes developed Questions # 1,2 &. 4 Questions # 1,

through lived experi"n.èt 4, 5, 6, 8, 12'

13, &.76

5. Reflective thinking Question # 5 Questions # 2,
7, 9, \2, 13, 74,

T5&16
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Interview Guide

Tell me about your experiences (both as a leamer and a teacher) that have influenced the

way in which you teach.

Tell me about your cünical teaching. How has it changed from the first time you øught

until now? In your opinion, what factors have influenced those changes over time?

How do you function as a nurse as compared to your functioning as a clinical teacher?

Give me some examples of how you relate to ...? How do you act as a clinical æacher?

Give me an example of a positive relationship/experience with a student; and a negative

relationship/experience with a student'

Describe to me how you do clinical assignment.

There is little information available about how to teach studenß in the clinical area. Tell

me how you leamed about clinical teaching.

Often clinical teachers find that more than one student needs them at one time' Describe

to me how you handle this situation.

If you were to describe the most important assets of a clinical teacher, what would they

Uei How are you able to incorporate these ideas about teaching into your own practice?

Clinical teachers are often caught in a bind between meeting the client's needs and

meeting the student's needs. How do you handle situations like this?

Often ctinical æaching has been described as a balancing act between keeping various

groups happy, e.g. students, administrators, other health care professionals, patients. How

do you handle these competing demands?

What does effective clinicat teaching mean to you? How do you define it?

Why do like being a clinical æacher?

If you think back to when you first began to teach, can you describe to me some of the

changes that you have made in your teaching?

How do you monitor your own clinical æaching?

Describe tle routines that you use in your clinical teaching?

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

10.

11.

8.

9.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.
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Teaching is an activity that is different from nursing practice and it can be

learned.

A good nurse does not necessarily make a good clinical teacher.

A ctinicat teacher needs both content knowledge skills (nursing), as well as

pedagogical teaching skills. There are some pedagogical skills that are unique to

clinical teaching in nursing.

The student should be an active learner in hislher own learning.

Most clinical teachers teach as they were taught'

Clinical teachers learn clinical teaching primarily through trial and elror' They

rely also on strategies that work for them as learners'

The clinical teacher has many constituencies that he/she must please other than

themselves, e.g. students, othár faculty, administrators in their School of Nursing,

staff nurses, patients, other health care workers'

The experiences þarticularly exemplar) one has as a learner/teacherþractitioner

shape ón"', beliefs and practices of effective clinical teaching.

one's view of effective clinical teaching evolves as a result of one's own

experienc es/kn owledge.

Reflection on one's own clinical teaching enhances effectiveness and development

as a clinical teacher.

Clinical teaching may vary accord.ing to clinical siteÂevel of student, but the

overall, underlying tenets of effective clinical teaching are constant.

Novices and experts teach differently.

Education (MastersÆh.D) in a content area will not necessarily mean that the

ind,ividual will be a good clinical teacher. However, education which focusses on

clinical teaching will enhance clinical teaching practices.

It is not known how the research on effective teaching in the classroom translates

to effective clinical teaching in the clinical area'

Clinical teachers may not be cognizant of how/why they are effective or

ineffective.

)

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

t2.

t3.

10.

11.

14.

15.
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